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1. Introduction 
'Ibis wlume of the Mars Orbi ter final report provides the detailed study 
results to tack up the smmary description contained in Voltrne r. The material 
is divided into the follow! ng sections: 
2. Mission AnalysiS 
3. Instrument Accommodation 
4. S,:acecraft System ~sign 
5. Subsystem rescription 
6. Other Pr~ram Elements 
7. Pre Rla.se B Study Requireroonts 
1-1 

















SELFcrION OF LAUNrn WlNOOW 
This section describes the launch windows for the r9SS climatology and aeronomy missions and an optional 


































































































LAUNCH WINDOW SEI..FCl'IOO BASm ~ SHl1I'TLE am 
, ~. ' 
The selected mlnilllllll cost lamch window is the ,same for the climatolcgy and aeronany missions. Mass 
detennines the SllUttle costs, so minimizing launch energy reduces the launch costs by offloadlng the In.1ection 
stage. The length fraction alroost equals the mass fraction for the aeronany mission. If length fraction were 
to increase significantly, the optimun window would have a constant "-' to match the chosen solitt t.l>I motor and 
a higher lamch energy (C3) than the baseline window. This strategy woultt give ttifferent windows for 
aeronany and clilll1 tolcgy • 
The baseline mission has a 10 day launch window. Windows up io 50 days are Jl(>Ssible • blat theY ~ui~ 
increased C3. Extra propellant in the SRM-1 injection motor (less offload) provides the additional C3 but 





LAUNCH WINDOW SELECTION BASED ON SHUTTLE COST : HUGHES: 
I I L _____________ •• J 
• INTEGRATED PROPULSION STAGE PERMITS SMALL SHUTTLE LENGTH UTILIZATION 
• SHUTTLE MASS FRACTION DICTATES SHUTTLE COSTS 
• MOl MOTOR DETERMINES MAXIMUM V. 
- 3.15 km/sec CLIMATOLOGY (STAR 31 MOTOR OFFLOADED 20%) 
- 3.05 km/sec AERONOMY (STAR 30B MOTOR FULLY LOADED) 
• SHUTTLE COST MINIMIZED BY MINIMlZING LAUNCH ENERGY tC3) WITHIN VfXj 
CONSTRAINTS 
• AERONOMY AND CLIMATOLOGY LAUNCH WINDOWS ARE IDENTICAL (10 DAYS) 
• LAUNCH WINDOWS UP TO 50 DAYS AVAILABLE AT INCREASED COST 
2-5 
INI'fnRATID·PROPUUHa. STAGE 
'lbe integrated propulsion stage consists of a soUd rocket rootor (8111-1), its 8lunin\lll carrier support 
structure, aM two STAR-6 solid rockets Yrbich spin up the e.1ected stage and Splcecraft to 3Orpn. Five rronent-
free attach points connect the carrier to the cradle. Two carrier outriggers provide reaction points for 
the frisbee ejection s(ri~· and pivot. United Technologies will qualify the SHM-1 for propellant loads frem 
4850 to 9700 kg. 1be fully loads:l 8RM-1 meets the requirements of the Mars Orbiter missions. ~ive Intelsa.t 
VI, four l.easat, and four SAL splcecraft will deroonstrate the Hughes-ra tents:l frisbee deplo}mel1t technique 





INTEGRATED PROPULSION SYSTEM 










• USE AS DESIGNED FOR INTELSAT VI 
APPLICATION 
• SIMPLE SPINNING STAGE 
• P~TENTED "FRISBEE" DEPLOYMENT: 
- NO REQUIREMENT FOR SHUTTLE 
SPIN TABLE OR REMOTE 
MANIPULATOR ARM 
- DEMONSTRATED ON INTELSAT VI, 
LEASAT, SAL 
• CRADLE PROVIDES STRUCTURAL 
SUPPORT IN SHUTTLE, PLUS POWER 
AND SIGNAL INTERFACES 
• COST PER LAUNCH: $7 M COMPARED 
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INTFIiRATmPROml.8I<W STAGE CAPABILITY FmMARSMISSI~S 
The figure shows the rmss (including the spacecraft adapter) in.1ected by the IPS fran the standant Shuttle 
parki~ orbit. Fully loaded, the IPS carries 9750 Kg of propellant, with a C3 capability above the 11 .. 6 
~/sec2 needed to reach Mars. 'llle maximlln qualified offload is 5<11. Both the cltrmtology and aeronany 
missions require propellant offloadings (20.5' and 36.6'1) less than this bound. 
2-8 
826514-38 
INTEGRATED PROPULSION STAGE 
CAPABILITY FOR MARS MISSIONS 
4000 
/ FULLY LOADED SRM-1 
'" e 298 KM STS PARKING ORBIT 
r------------------, 
: HUGHES: 
. , L __________________ ~ 









~ LCLIMATOLOGY: 1988 1990 
- 2000 • • 
AERONOMY: 1988 1990 
• • 
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smrrrLE MASS FRACrlOO vS.:..M.UNOI~-"m~fBJ~¥ 
'lbe 9luttle nass fraction (and SRM-1 loading) depend on the lamch energy C3. Increasiaw SIII1-1 propellant 
provides additional lalDlch energy but increases the 9luttle nass fraction aM launch cost. 'lbeSIN-1 propellant 
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Both m1!;Si(:ms have canpact lamch configurations. so launch I1Il.SS detennlnes the Shuttle cost. '1be bodies 
of the H8-976 Mars Orbiters both telescope to 8 feet in length for launch. '1l1e long STAR-3I K>I rootor. 
even with its soortened nozzle, protrudes fran the aft end of the climatolcgy orbiter. 'ntis requires a 5'4" 
adapter. However, the STAR-3I and high IPS propellant loading keep the Sluttle mass fraction of 0.405 above 
the length fraction. 
'lbe lighter STAR-30 K>I rootor and corresponding greater SRM-I offload for the aeronany mission reduce the 
Shuttle nass fraction to 0.332. Structural design sets the 45° spacecraft adapter length giving an aeronany 
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SHUTTLE UTILIZATION : HUGHES: I I ~------------------~ 
CLIMATOLOGY AERONOMY 
------------, 
I L ______________ _ 





: 8.00 1,924 SPACECRAFT 8.00 1.344' 
SEPARATED 
'---r-----r--.l'- - - - - - - - - - - - _.., 
6.31 
I 
I l___________________ > .. 
76 ADAPTER 2.69 80 
-------------------------_ L.- , r 




'-__ .... ' ______ ~0.24 CLEARANCE 0 . 24 - L ______ L-' __ ---I 
22.42 11,966 TOTAL 
(26,366 LB, 
















MARS ORBITml MASS BREAKDOWN 
'lbe table 1ists the Shuttle pIlylOf.d for the two missions. Reaching the tighter cli ... tol~y orbit at Mars 
riquires a heavier t.r)I rmtor (1038 kg load). ttbich in turn requires 1578 kg rmre S"-1 propellant for the same' 
C3 as the aeronomy mission. 
Olly the cradle remains in the Shuttle bay. 'lbe S'l'AR-6 spin rmtors burn shortly after e.1ection .. 
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r----------------- ~ I • I 
MARS ORBITER MASS BREAKDOWN" kg : HUGHES: 
I I 1 _______________ . _J 
CLIMATOLOGY AERONOMY 
SPACECRAFT SEPARATED 
SPACECRAFT DRY 650 600 
BIPROPELLANT 236 236 
MOl MOTOR EXPENDABLES 1038 508 
1924 1344 
ADAPTER 75 60 
Sili 
INTEGRATED PROPULSION STAGE AND CRADLE (!S 
SRM-l BURN OUT 650 650 o~ :0 .... 
·CARRIER 275 275 .0..., C::):ll 
STAR-6 BURN OUT 3 3 l>~ r"ffll 
SRM-l EXPENDABLES 7756 6178 :J~ 
STAR-6 EXPENDABLES 7 7 
CRADLE 1265 1265 
9956 . 8378 
TOTAL 11955 9782 
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c:nmxJRSOF ~STANT 'ia AND C3 
<hntours of constant Voo and C3 are shoWn. The t.l)I rotors force V~ to be less than 3.05 km/sec and 3.15 
km/sec for the aeronany and climatology missions, respectively. Because the required snaIl value of C3 corr-
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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BASELINE LAUNClf WINIXJI 
'lbe lalllch window represents the 10 days 1n 1988 with the lowest lamch energy (C3) to MIll'S. Mlnlml,zing 
C3 on each day determines the flight time. Constraining declination of the launch as~ptote below 28.50 allows 
a stardal'd dte east Sluttle launch. 'll1e Vm II1Igni tude is below the MOl rootor requirements of 3.05 and 3.15 
km/sec for the two mdssions. 
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r------------------~ I • BASELINE LAUNCH WINDOW : HUGHES: 
I t 1. _______ -- ___ • _. _J 
FIRST DAY OF LAST DAY OF 
WINDOW WINDOW 
LAUNCH. DATE JUNE 291 1988 JULY 81 1988 
FLIGHT TIMEI DAYS 194.69 192.89 
DECLINATION OF LAUNCH ASYMPTOTE 1 DEGREES 14.55 13.25 .~~ 
-






DECLINATION OF ARRIVAL ASYMPTOTE, DEGREES 3.70 3.17 ~~ 
.W 
V. MAGNITUDE, KM/SEC 2.79 2.69 
HOUR AtJGLE OF. V GO RELATIVE TO SUN 7:45 om 7:31 om 
2-") 
SABa-INE WINOOW€HARACTERISTIa:J 
1be lamch windoW parameters all vary with launch date. Except C3. Yttlich obtains a mlnlnun value of 11.50 
lan2/sec2 at the middle of the window. the IIIlximt.rn and minimum value for each parameter occur on the first and 
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: HUGHES: 
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l~"" 
INCREASELAUNO!WINOOWLEHI'l1t 
lAmch window length determines the required Ca. 1be higher IPS capability needed for higher C3 requires 
IIDre SRM-l .propellant and a higher Shuttle nass fraction. launch cost therefore increases for longer launch 
.iooows. Windows up to 60 days are available at increased Shuttle cost. as shown later. 
2-2~ 
r------------------, 
INCREASE LAUNCH WINDOW LENGTH I • : HUGHES: 
I I L _____ , ________ 5 •• _ • .J 
• INCREASED C3 REQU-IRES ADDITIONAL SRM-IPROPELlANT 
• LARGER SHUTTLE ': .. ~SS FRACTION INCREASES LAUNCH COST 
" 
2-23 
SHU'M'LE MASS FRACI'I~ VB. LAUNOI WINOOW J..»«j11f 
Lo~er laQlch Wiooows require additional C3 capability am therefore additional 811t-l propellant, ant:: a 
larger Shuttle nass fraction. 'I1le graph shows the increasing launch cost for longer lamOO windows for both 
missions. Shuttle cost is directly proportional to Shuttle mass fraction. Assuming a 1988 dedicated launch 
costs $100 million and inclUding the 4/3 factor for a shared payload bay, a 30 day Window casts $1.0 mUliOl1 
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EXTmDID LAUNCH .INOOW DESCRIPl'IOO 
'lbe minilll.U1l 03 does not increasesyrmetrically for launch dates before and after the optinun date. 
1berefore. extended Windows are not sYl'!'l11etric about the 10 day baseline window. The table lists the opening 





EXTENDED LAUNCH WINDOW DESCRIPTION 
WINDOW LENGTH MAXIMUM 
DAYS C3 FIRST DAY LAST DAY 
10 11.64 . JUNE 291 1988 JULY 8" 1988 
20 12.10 JUNE 24 JULY 13 
30 12.94 JUNE 18 JULY 17 
40 14.05 JUNE 13 JULY 22 




























E)Cl'mDm (50 DAY) ~INIXYIf CHARACTmUSTICS 
'!be graphs show thebehav!orof the six launch par~ters for a 5O-day window. All the ~te$ in a fixed 
le~th launch window have minimll11 C3s below the yalue of the first and last days of the window. '1bese end 
values detennine the C3 capability required to fly the selected-length window. (Graphically, the length ·of a 
horizontal line inside the minimll11 C3 curve is the launch window length at the corresponding C3.) '!be magnitude 
of V(%7 stays below 3.05 kin/sec. the capability of the aeronClllY MOl rootor. launch asymptote declination lies 
below 28.50 • pennitting a due-east Shuttle launch. '!be hour angle at arrival for the c1ima.tol~ mission at 
the beginni~ of the Window is closer to the desired 1: 30 p.m. orbit. reducing the drift time. 
2-28 
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'"ODIFIED JULJAN D~lE' 103 
a: ~o I _J_ .. -.-1 1 
d7.32 7.34 1.:36 1.36 
~LAUNCH DRY '"ODIFIED JULIRN DATE. 103 
.r 
1990 OPl'lmS 
1be 1990 opportunity is not similar to 1988. Type I 1990 trajectories._ optimal for. 1988 due to low IIl"lCtl 
energy, have launch asymptotes with declinations well above 28.50 • requiring either a non-standard Shuttle 
orbit or a non-optimum attitude at injection. Either case severely reduces perfonnance. Type II trajectories 
require the lowest launch energy for the 1990 window. The longer flight time and slightly higher launch energy 






• HIGH LAUNCH ASYMPTOTE DECLINATIONS MAKE TYPE I 
TRAJECTORIES UNDESIRABLE 
• TYPE II TRAJECTORIES ARE 1990 BASELINE 
• Va. CONSTRAINTS ARE FACTORS IN 1990 WINDOW SELECTION 
3.05 KM/SEC fOR AERONOMY 




I , L ____________ , • 
• 1990 OP-PORTUNITY LESS FAVORABLE THAN 1988 OPPORTUNITY 
2-31 
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<nmxJRS OF a:ftSTANT V., and C3 Pal 1990 OPI'I~S 
Olntours of constant V. aoo C3 for the 1990 oplX>rtuni ty are shown below. Unlike 1988, V~ less than the 
notorcapabili ty requires flight tinES with C3 larger than optimal. '111e C3 constrains the start of the 
window; the VCD limit sets the last day. ('llle C3 constrained both ends of the 1988 window.) A 10 day window 
in 1990 has the sane Shuttle cost as a 40 day window in 1988. For the climatol~y mission, the longer flight 
time of Type II tra.1ectories is partially offset by the reduced drift time which results fran arrival hour 
angles much closer to the desired sun synchronous orbit (1:30 to 3:00 p.m.). A small C3 penalty allows capture 
directly into the desired orbit. Since VCD constrains the launch window. the 1990 opportunity has different 























I I L __________________ J 
TYPE II TRAJECTORlES 700.-----------------------~~~-------------
600 . 
AERONOMY WINDOW (10 DAYS) 
/ 





• A""""" ::::::;r:...",-- (10 DAYS) 
August 26, 1990 
200 September 7, 1990 
100 I , ,Y 
6. 10 6. 12 6. 1-4 6. 16 6. 18: 
MODIFIED JULIAN LAUNCH DATE x 10-3 
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1990 CLIMA'J'()(.OOY LAlJN(]I WINrnr 
The figure details a 10 day minimlln Shuttle cost 1990 launch Jdndow for the climaj;Ql~ mission. 'Ibe 
clillBtol~y window requires less C3 than aeronany (next page) because the bigger K>I motor allows a. larger Va) 
at Mars. This shifts the window slightly to a lower C3. 'n1e initial hour angle of the orbit at Mars lies 






r--------------·---, I I 1990 CLIMATOLOGY LAUNCH WINDOW : HUGHES: 
I I L _____________ •• __ .J 
FIRST DAY OF LAST DAY OF 
WINDOW WINDOW 
LAUNCH DATE Aug 29" 1990 Sept 71 1990 
FLIGHT TIME" DAYS 370.19 385.44 
DECLINATION OF LAUNCH ASYMPTOTE1 DEGREES 7.95 12.75 
LAUNCH ENERGY (C3) KM2/SEC2 14.94 14.41 
DECLINATION OF ARRIVAL ASYMPTOTE1DEGREES 29.10 23.68 
V .. MAGNITUDE., KM/SEC 2.90 3.14 
HOUR ANGLE OF V .. RELATIVE TO SUN 3:40 pm 3:06 pm 
2-35 
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1990 AmaotY LAUNCH WIN ... 
A 10 day IN-Jllgpn Sbut_tle ~~t l~ latJIch 'flndow for the aeronany mission l$ $ipm" It be8ill$ .~ e..t$· 3 




I I 1990 AERONOMY LAUNCH WINDOW : HUGHES i 
I I L _______________ • __ J 
FIRST DAY OF LAST DAY OF 
WINDOW WINDOW 
LAUNCH DATE AUG 26, 1990 SEPT 4, 1990 
FLIGHT TIME, DAYS 365.67 380.01 
DECLINATION OF LAUNCH ASYMPTOTE, DEGREES . 6.71 10.97 
LAUNCH ENERGY (C3)' KM2/SEC2 lS.27 14.S1 
DECLINATION OF ARRIVAL ASYMPTOTE, DEGREES 30.S8 2S.66 
V. MAGNITUDE, KM/SEC 2.83 3.0S 
HOUR ANGLE OF V. RELATIVE TO SUN 3:49 pm 3:18 pm 
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CLIMA'I'OllXJY MISSlOO ANALYSIS 
This section describes the climatology mission interplanetary tra.iectory, orhit insertion, and the following 
on~rbit behavior. Topics include an analysis of the Mars capture orbit errors, a description of the orbit plane 
dynamics, sun/earth/spacecraft geO'l'Etries, and a bmget of the maneuver propellant. 
2-40 
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CLIMATOLOGY MISSION ANALYSIS 
START DAV MODE 
ENlER 




I ' ~ HUGHES 1 
• I 
'-_------------- _ • __ .J 
• INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY 
• ORBIT CHARACTERISTtCS ' 
• MISSION PERfORMANCE 
~i 
is 82 ~~ 
.0" CB ~ ... 
~iI 
. --- .... --"'~~""""~'.---'~. --: ........ , .. ,........ t' b' .. 
-INTERPLANETARY TRAJOC'TORYTYPE I 
The Pl"eC~Jgg ~~tton details the launch window analysis for the climatology mission MIlch was selected for 
minimlln launch cost. The table slUTI'IlIlrizes the main features of the transit tra.1ecotry for the first day of the 
lamch window. The initial local hour angle at arrival is 7:45 a.m. This requires an orbit ad.1us~nt to reach 
the desirsd operational hour angle (between 1:30 and 3:00 p.m.). 
2-42 





INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY TYPE I : HUGHES: 
• • 
t.uG;ci AiiCi'AFT cOWiN: 
• LAUNCH DATE 29 JUNE 1988 
• ARRIVAL DATE 9 JAN 1989 
• TIME OF FLIGHT1 DAYS 194.69 
• C31 KM
2/SEC2 11.64 
• DECLINATION OF LAUNCH ASYMPTOTE 1/~. 55° 
• Vm 1 KM/SEC 2.79 
• DECLINATION OF ARRIVAL ASYMPTOTE 3.70° 
• TeM I:NI MIS 96 
• INITIAL HOUR ANGLE 7:45 A.M. 
2-43 
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TRAJreroRY <OmrerICfi MANmvm RWUIRDIOO'S 
lkIcertainties in the in.1ection stage pointing accuracy and rotor perfonnance cause errors in the inter-
planetary trajectory. 'lbe Intelsat VI design specifies less than 0.5" impulse uncertainty in the IPS rotor; 
the 30 pointi~ error is an RSS value derived fran the STS and IPS specifications. All these errors are 3a 
values. 
A AV maneuverduri~ cruise corrects ttJe resulti~ errors in the tra.1ectory. later, a second 'lUll 1'8IDVes 





















• 0.50S TOTAL IMPULSE UNCERTAINTY 
• 3.00 POINTING UNCERTAINTY 
2.00 FROM STS 
1.60 ONE VERNIER ENGINE OUT 
0.70 FRISBEE DEPLOYMENT 








• SECOND TCM 5% OF FIRST /' 









5 10 IS 20 25 
L~UHCH EHERGY.C3 (KM/SEC)**2 
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MARS TARiEl'IOO mROO ANALYSIS 
According to t.nfonnal conversations with .rn.., the Viking n B-plane error eillpse was 250 x 60 Ian with the 
sani-major axis orient91 1190 fran the BvT direction. Since the Mars <k"hiter error ellipse orientation is mknown 
at this time, the analysis ass\JOOs a B-plane error of 250 km circular. The Mars gravita.tional field focusses 
:these errors to a 215 kin dispersion in periapsis altitucte and 2.10 dispersion in capture orhit inclinlltion. 
2-46 
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VIKING liB-PLANE ERRORS CJPL) 
250 x 60 km ERROR ELLIPSE 
SEMI-MAJQR AXIS 1190 FROM B-T 
250 ~ CIRCULAR B-PLANE ERROR 
WORST CASE PIERCE POINT .'" 
• • L _____________ •. __ .1 
PERIAPSIS ALTITUDE DISPERSION - 215 km 






In addition to the targeting dispersions. the motor perfonmance uncertainty of +.631 contributes to orbit 
insertion errors. Nominally 10 kg of bipropellant provides the apoapsis and periapsis ~V necessary to trim tt~ 
orbit to 300 km circular. An additional 42.3 kg of bipropellant corrects the RSS errors. 
2-4n 
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CAPTURE ORBIT CORRECTION 
• ERROR SnURCES 
2.1 DEG ERROR IN ORBIT PLANE INCLINATION 
215 KM ERROR IN INSERTION POINT ALTITUDE 
0,63% MOTOR PERFORMANCE UNCERTAINTY 
• AV FOR NOMINAL PARAMETERS 
APOAPSIS 
PERIAPSIS 
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OPfllATIOOAL ORBIT RmUIRs!mTS 
'lbe tabl~ li~ts tile ARC specifications for the basellne climatol~y mission. 'lbe circular orbit has an 
altitude of 300 kin and a period of .1.893 hours. A sun synchronous orbit is obtained by selecting an incUnation 
of 92.64° to precesses the orbit llne of nodes and match Mars'mean rootion. However, the elllpticl ty of Mars' 





ORBIT REQUIREMENTS : HUGHES: 
• • :.uu., MiCitAif COiifoiN# 
• ALTITunE = 300 KM (CIRCULAR) 
• SUN SYNCHRONOUS INCLINATION = 92.,64° 
• LOCAL HOUR ANGLE BET\4EEN 1: 30 PM AND 3 :00 PM 
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HOOR OOLE VARIATlm 
'!be initial hour angle of the orbit is 7:45 a.m. '!be initial orbit inclination causes theof!blttopreeess 
to the desired 1: 30 to 3:00 p.m. sun synchronous operational orbit. When the desired orbi t hour angle is reached, 
a plane change maneuver decreases the inclination to 92.64° aM the orbit plane drifts at the sm synchronous 
rate of 0.524°/day. The ellipticity of Mars' orbit causes the indicated oscillation between 1:30 and 3:00 p.m. 
'!be plot shows the !historyof the hour angle for various drift rates; fast drift times exhibit a secular hour 
a.le increase to the dasit-ed value. Slow drift tines show the periodic effect of Mars orbit ellipticity. The 
selection of the drift tine depends on the imp:>rtance of quickly reaching the 1 :30 to 3:00 p.m. range, which 
favors a fast drift tine, and the conservation of bipropellant for an extended mission, Mlich favors a slow drift 
time with less plane change AV. The spacecraft can support science instrument sampling during the drift period. 



















HOUR ANGLE VARIATION I I : HUGHES: 
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DRIFT RATE. DEG/DAY 
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DRIFT TIME (DAYS) 
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AV RmtJIRID TOS'OOP DRIFT RATE 
As shown in the previous plot. a plane change maneuver when the orbit drifts to the proper hour angle 
slows the drift to the O.524°/day sun-synchronous rate. 
Faster drift rates shorten the drift tire but increase the~Vfor the pJ"Mchjlng~! ~ _plot !jbows this 
increase in AV for shorter drift tires. 
Tra.1ectory correction maneuvers during the transit trajectory rermve launch errors. 'ftlese maneuvers 
burn a significant portion of the liquid bipropellant and largely detennine the propellant remaining for the 
plane cha~e. 
The two points marked on -the curve correspond to ICY and 30 'lOtmagni tudes. "nle 3 Clanalysis -means that 
for 99. '11 of the tire smaller errors occur and less flV is requiroo for the 'lUts. For 10 TCM (probability 6~) 
















tN REQUIRED TO STOP DRIFT RATE , , 
: HUGHES: 
, , L __________________ J 
10 TCM's, 248 M/SEC, 106 DAYS 
~i (!§ 
0 2 ::a~ ." . ,.,,~. BASEL liNE 
~ I' '-'Ie; 30 TeM's, 184 M/SEC, 143 DAYS 
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(JUJIT a::M'R(X, STRATFriY 
'ftle baseline strategy as5mleS a 30 'l'()I, leaving 184m/s for the drift orbit plane change. '111e plot shows 
the cort'eSJX)rrli~ nan1nal drift .rate of 1.1295°jday. 
After 129 days'the orbi tenters and ~lns in the desired hour a~le range. 1ben, 14 dayslaterthep1ane .. 
change places the spacecraft in sun synchronous orhit. 
The splcecraft can operate naninally after 20 days of drift when the hour angle is later than 8:40 a.m. 
















ORBIT CONTROL STRATEGY r------------------, I I 
: HUGHES: 
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3: 30 pm .., 
3:00PM 
PLANE CHANGE ,. __ - - - - ~--- ~~ 
rAV = 184 :'~\ - -- --
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, 143 .DAYS:PLAN.ECHANGE TO SUN SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT 
t 129 DAYS:ENTER SPECIFIED HOUR ANGLE 
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BASELINE ORBIT <nn'ROL 
1be chart s\ll1Mrizes the baseline mission fran orhi t insertion, through dri ft mtil start of sun-synchronous 
operation. 
The initial t)oura~le of 7:45 a.m. am the anount of maneuver flV available dictate the drift orbit strategy. 
'!be drift rate of 1.1295° /day results in a total drift time of 143 days and a plane change of 184 m/sec the 
to achieve final sm-synchronous drift rate of 0.524° /day. 








BASELINE ORBIT CONTROL I I : HUGHES: 
I I L __________________ J 
• INITIAL LOCAL HOUR ANGLE - 7:45 AM 
• INITIAL DRIFT RATE 1.1295/DAY 
• DRIFT TIME 143 DAYS" CROSS DESIRED HOUR ANGLE AT 12-9 DAYS 
• PLANE CHANGE AV = 184 M/SEC 
• FINAL DRIFT RATE = . 521,o/DAYlSUN SYNCHRONOUS) 
• LOCAL HOUR ANGLE BETWEEN I :JOPM- AND 3: 00 PM 
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CLlMAmmy MISSIOO EAR'm AND SUN GfDtETRY 
'lbe tiguresshow the. Yariation in F.arth and Sun geanetry during the drift and ~rational orbit phases. 
Ma-rs' orbit ellipticity varies the distance to the sun fran 1.38 to 1.67 AU. O:Jnbinerl with the Farth's IOOtiOl1 
about the sun, the camnmications range varies fran 0.5 to 2.7 AU. 
F£lipses of 35 to 42 minutes occur during every orbit. Canplrable duration occultations also s .. n the 
missiop with a brief tlroo near 840 days after orbit insertion when the occultation period is roouce:t while the 
Earth is nearly nonnal to the orbit plane. 
The solar incidence a~le. which ccmbined with solar distance detennines the solar .. nel power output. 
ranges fran 45 to 68 degrees during the operational mission with a larger variation·- fran~ 29 to 90 degrees 
duri~ the drift orbi t. Altlnugh" sun synchronous", the orbi t hour angle actually varies between 1: 30 and 
3:00 p.m. due to Mars' orbit ellipticity. 
'lbe hour a~le of the Fllrth varies due to the relative IOOtion of Mars and Earth about the-S1m. As shown-, 
the Earth cr~ses to the antisun side of the orbit plane at 500 and 1200 days after orbit insertion. The 
next set of figures show the Earth's position measured in antenna elevation and azimuth coordinates. 
-" 
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<nMJNICATIOOS GEnfF.TRY VARIATIOO DURIt«l ORBIT 
During each DSN pass, the anten~ tracks the earth by moving the elevation and azimuth positioners. The 
figures trace the required elevation and azimuth angles for the entire orbit on ext~ days of the mission. 
1be actual required pointing profile is not valid when Mars oocults the spacecraft. 'nle two elevation condi-
tions correspond to the Earth being in and perpendicular to the orbit plane. 
'lbe insets show the antenna-centered elevation and azimuth coordinates. 'Ibe platfonn inertial reference 
varies as the instruments track nadir. Elevation angle lies in a plane containing nadir, the antenna, and 
Earth. Azimuth lies in a plane normal to nadir. 
1be spacecraft body interferes with the antenM field of view for positive elevation angles as a function 
of pointing azimuth. At 00 azimuth (along the body) elevation angles up to +100 are not blocked. A 450 azimuth 
alloVtS elevations up to +450 • This free field of view provides adequate call1nnications coverage. lengthening 












COMMUNICATIONS GEOMETRY VARIATION DURING ORBIT 
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CLlMA:'roI.l:XiY MISSlOO SEPARATED MASS 
" 
'lbe spacecraft separated IIIlSS at lamch is broken down into three canponents. 'Ibe solid notor 1I'IfJSS for 
Mars orbit insertion includes a 201 offload; the liquid bipropellant mass includes the mixture ratio reserve 
(ullage);. and the spacecraft dry ITS.SS includes 6.11 contingency and reserve. 
'lbe adapter is not included since it separates with the integrated propulsion stage. 
2-(,4 
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CLIMATOLOGY MISSION SEPARATED MASS : HUGHES i , , 
t.uGHiiMiC"Afi COiiioiN: 
r~ASS/KG 
DRY MASS ON ORBIT 650 
LIQUID BIPROPELLANT 236 
STAR 31 PROPELLANT AND BURNED INERTS 1038 




a..IMATOI1XiY MISSIffl MANEUVER .PROPEILAtfl' 
Allocation of the 231.8 kl of bipropellant available for all mission maneuvers is sbolm in the table • 
. 'ftlEt three main divisions are the transit trajectory, Mars orbit insertion,anct on~rbit. 'lbe table details the 
propellant needed for attitude and re~rientation maneuvers and ma.1or maneuvers within these dl'9''isions. 
'lbe 3 a TCMs, \\btch use 65 kg of propellant, the plane change. and the orbit trims conStJllelOOSt of the 
propellant. 




CLIMATOLOGY MISSION MANEUVER PROPELLANT 
, TRANSIT TRAJECTORY 
- REORIENTATIONS 
SPINUP (30-55 RPM) 
BURNOUT TO INITIAL CRUISE ATTITUDE (90°) 
ATTITUDE CONTROL DURING CRUISE (60°) 
FOR FIRST TCM (3600) 
MOl ATTITUDE (450) 
- TRAJECTORY' CORRECTION MANEUVERS 
• Mor 
- REORIENTATIONS 
PERIAPSIS TRIM (180°) 
APOAPSIS TRIM (180°) 
IN PLANE TO ORBIT NORMAL (900) 
- ORBIT CORRECTION 
- RSS TARGETING ERRORS 
• ON ORBIT (AFTER 20 DAYS) 
- REORIENTATIONS 
SIC FLIP AT NOON (1800) 
TO MAINTAIN ORBIT NORMAL (8100 ) 
CORRECT TORQUES 
- PLANE CHANGE 
- ORBIT SUSTENANCE 
- PQ 
MAXIMUM PROPELLANT A!AILABLE 
RESIDUAL PROPELLANT (ULLAGE) 
TOTAL BIPROPELLANT CAPACITY 
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CLIMA'l'OlroY MISSIOO S~mcE 
'lbe accanpanylng mission sequence J fran STS launch to end of mission J lists all ma.1or events and IIIlneuvers 
of the climatolcgy mission. Between launch and in.1ection, the sequence will be similar to Intelsat VI. The 
lamch/in.1ection sequence will be detailed before the ~rs Orbiter Rlase B study and flight veri fled before 
Mars Orbiter launch by In tel sat VI. 
Add! tional infonnation on the maneuvers appears in the ~1imatology mission propellant btWtget. 
2-68 
Tille. Days 
L - 7 
L - 45 IIlnutes 
L ~ 30 IIlnutes 
L 
L + .5 
L + .5 to 1«)1 
L + 10 
L + 75 
MOl - 20 
MOl - 5 
MOl 
MOl to 1«)1 + .5 
MOl + .5 
MOl + 1 
HOI + 1 W 1«)1 + 143 
MOl + 20 
MOl + 98 
MOl + 129 
MOl + 143 
HOI + 143 to MOl + 830 
MOl + 830 to ~Ol + 1517 
EOM 
I . 
CLIMATOLOGY ~ll~SION SEQUENCE 
Event 
Launch by STS 
Integrated propulsion stage (iPS) and spacecraft ejected frill shuttle aU,... 
S~ln up to 30 rpm 
IPS fired and separated from spacecraft 
Omni/btcone antennll mast deployed. reorient spacecraft to· Initial cruise 
attitude~ despin platform. and spin up to 55 rpa 
Precise attitude determination by star tracker. science Instrument checkout 
as desired 
Reorient spacecraft for first trajectory correction maneuver (TOM). perform 
TOM. reorient to cruise attitude 
Second TOM (vector mode) 
Third TOM (vector mode) 
Reorient to MOl attitude 
Mars orbit Insertion 
Capture orbit determination 
Reorient spacecraft and perform perilpsis trill 
Reorient spacecraft and perform apoapsis trim and change orbit plane to 
drift inclination 
Reorient to operation31 attitude 
Deploy hi9h gain antenna, GRS boom. and solar panel 
Drift to sun-synchronous orbit 
Power available for full science instrument operation 
Flip spacecraft at noon orbit 
1:30 hour angle constraint satisfied 
Orbit plane change to sun-synchronous Inclination 
Nominal mission 
Extended mission 
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AEROO().fV MISSlOO ANALYSIS AND OO8IT SELECTIOO 
The following section describes the a~ronunymission analysis emphasizing the implications of the ARC 
baseline orbit at Mars. The transit trajectory selected for this analysis assurres launch on the first day of 
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• • AERONOMY MISSION ANALYSIS Attn ORBIT SELECTION : HUGHES: 
=:::: 160 KMPERIAPSIS AL T 
=:::: 6.7 HR PERIOD 
=:::: 800 INeLiNA TlON 
MAGNETOSPHERE 
PHASE 
826514-1 IONOSPHERE PHASE 
• • ~i 'AiiC'iiAnCOMPi"# 
• BASElHIE nPRIT-nr:SCRIPIION 
• EFFECTS OF PERI APS IS ALTITllnF VJ\RI ~TJnN 
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BASELINE AEIUOtY MISSIm 
'!be table lists key parameters of the 1988 aeronany mission. A due-eastShuttle launch. carries the $~ 
craft am integrated propulsion stage (IPS) into a 296 km parking orbit where the IPS injects the spacecraft with 
a.C:3 of 11.64 km2/s2• '!be STAR-30B 001 rootor captures the spacecraft into a 150 x 10192 kin (3 ~) altitude 
orbi t around Mars. '!be apsidal and nodal rates provide the desired coverage of al ti tudes, latitudes, and sun 
angles. 
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DECLINATION OF LAUNCH ASyr1PTOTE 
VI» "'AG~ITUDE 
ARRIVAL DECLINATION 




APSIDAL PRECESSION RATE 
NODAL PRECESSION R~TE 
INITIAL PERIAPSIS LATITUDE 
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m..lPSE AND <xnJLTATI<J4 HIST<JtY 
In addition to l'IkWing periapsis near the suboolar and anti-oolar points, the ha~lineorbit~laces the 
sPlcecraft at a wide range of altitudes over the solar wake, as shown in the lower graphs. The upper plots 
show that the eclipse and occultation times for this orbit remain below 90 and 70 minutes, respectively. U)ng 
eclipse times correspond to high altitudes during eclipse because the spacecraft moves slowly near apoapsis. 




ECLIPSE AND OCCULTATION JIISTORY 
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cn.t.IJNICATI~S ANTmNA ANDRAM-SClmcE POINTIM; GBJ.m'RY 
The graphs show the antenna and ram-oriented science pointing geanetry. Elevation al'llies are ;;:~;!ft.sured 
fran the s~cecraft equipoont shelf. As periapsis reaches minimma or maximma latitude the ram elevation angles 
reach zero degrees. Inverting the spacecraft keeps ram elevation positive. Ram azimuth is measured from the 
intersection of the Mars Orbit plane and the spacecraft orbit plane. The antenna azimuth ~ngle is measured 
relative to the ram azimuth. '!bese coordinates rmke the indicate1 ram angles correspond to positioner elevation 
am despm platform .,:.".imuth and make the earth pointing angles correspond to antenna positioner elevation and 
azimuth. '!be antennl';, azimuth is 11mi ted to about 360° of travel by the connecting cables; lI'lwinding the acC\llll-





COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNA AND RAM SC1ENCE POINTING GEOMETRY 
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SUo.cD..AR AND . Mfl'I&LAR SClmcE MAPPlt«J 
Stm relative latitude-aM longitude histories show how close periapsis canes to sub9:>larand antis:>lar 
locations. For the ARC baseline orbit. periapsis canes wi thin 20° of both points during the first Mars year. 
The second year behavior does not repeat the pattern of the first year. Adjusting inclination can provide 
somev.tIat closer passes if desired. 
2-30 
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EFFEr1' OF PERIAPSIS ALTIroDE ON NCDAL AND PDlIAPSIS PREL'ESSICft 
Keeping pc~iioilSis at a fixed atmsphere density implies that periapsis altitude will differ fran the 
ncminal 150 km. with the variation being undetennined until arrival at Mars. A variation in periapsis altitude 
will change the precession of periapsis around the planet fran the naninal. affecti~ where it plSses the solar 




EFFECT OF PERI APSIS ALTITtlDfnNNODAL ANn PERIAPSIS PRfr.FSSlorl 
• FORCING PERIAPSIS ALTITUDE TO DESIREn ATMOSPHERE DEtlSITY RESUl.TS IN 
DIFFERENT PfRIAPSIS AND ~nDAL PRECESSION RATES',' 
• DIFFERENT PRECESSION RATES AFFECT SOLAR ANn ANTI-SOLA~ TARflETINfl, 
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smSITIVITY OF ORBIT rosITI~ AFl'Dl <liE MARS YEAR TO PERIAPSIS ALTI'ftJDE 
'D1e orbit Une of nodes and line of apsides precess during the Mars year due to the planet's oblateness. 
A previous figure shows the time history of this rootion for 150 km periapsis altitude, deIoonstrating near 
subs:>lar and anti&>lar mapping once during the first Mars year. The orbit rootion changes for a different 
value of periapsis altitude which may be selected to match the desired density profile. The figure deroonstrates 
the variation in orbit motion that results for Periapsis altitude away from 150 km. 
Shown is the change in the angle of the line of nodes and line of apsides after one Mars year as a functloo 
of periapsis altitude and orbit inclination. For example. at the baseline 77.5° orbit inclination, the line of 
apsides will move 0.2° after one Mars ye~r for every kilometer change in periapsis altitude and the line of 
nodes will rove 0.1°. The effect of larger altitude change is found from Simple multiplication since the 
ptrtial derivatives vary little with altitude. Therefore, a 30 km periapsis altitude change (new periapsis 
altitude 120 or 180 km) shifts the line of apsides 6° and the line of nodes 3°. The offset at the critical 
sub&>lar and anti&>lar points depends on the fraction of the Mars year that has Pflssed before crossing the 
points. The motion may even reduce the subsolar and/or antisolar offset t1epending on the specific mission 
gearetry. 
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SENSITIVITY OF ORBIT POSITION AFTER ONE MARS 
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B-plane analysis indicates 3,. insertion errors of 2.10 in inclination and 215 km in altitude. 1berefore, 
the orbit insertion strategy targets periapsis altitude at 365 kin (215 + 150 km) ann burns the SfAR-3OB ~I 
motor to nominally capture into &n orbit with an apoapsis of 3RM. A 26.8 m/s apoapsis burn lowers periapsis 
fran 365 to 150 km for a nominal capture. The allocated targeting error is the RSS of the individual err-or 






o ERROR SOURCES 
t.1° ERROR IN ORBIT PlANE UICLINATION 
215 KM ERROR IN INSERTION ALTITUDE 
.63% MOTOR PERFORMANCE UNCERTAINTY 
o flY FOR NOMINAL TRA.IECTORY 
{lPOAPSIS 
-PERIAPSIS 




















AEfDOtY MISSJ(JIISEPARATI!D MASS 
'Dle aeronany mission analysis assll'lles 600 kg Spllcecraft dry IIIlSS and 236 kg loaded bipropellant. 'Ibe 
aeronany orbi ter retains the "8-376 STAR-3OB, which burns 508 kg of expendables. The 60 kg adapter separates 






" AER(,NOMYMISSION ~EPARATEnMASS 
DRY MASS ON ORBIT 
LIQUID BIPROPELLANT 
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AJOlDOtY MISSlm MANnwm PROPEl.LAtlI' 
'lbe budget allocates the 231.8 kg of availablebipropellant in the th!"ee missionphases:translt, MOl, 
and on-orbit. The mission uses 183.6 kg of biprqpellant, leaving 48.2 kg for reserve and 4.5 kg for ullage. 
'lbe 'lOts and tM>I targeting error corrections use 4(11, of the budgeted propellant. Ibwever, the 44.5 kg and 











AERONOMY MI SS ION MANEUVER PROPELLAfH 
TRANSIT TRA~JECTORY 
.. REORIENTATIONS SPIN UP C~O ... 55 RPM) 
BURNOUT TO INITIM. CRUISE 
"TTITUDE (90°) 
ATTITUDE CflNTP.OL DlI~INr, CRUISE 
FOR FIRST Tr.M (360°) 
MOl ATTITUnE (45°) 
- rCM 
MOl Sii ~~ 
- REORIENTATIONS PERI APS IS TRU1 ::a'~ 
.0." llPOAPSI$ TRIM 
c> PLANE ntANtlf ~: OPERATIONAL ATTITlmE 
- ORBIT CORRECTION 
- RSS TARGETING ERRPR$ 
ON ORBIT 
- REORIENTATIONS ATTITUDE CONTROL 
5 ~/C Fl.IPS 
- ORBIT SUSTENANCE (6:(2 M/SEC PER ~1ARS YEAR) 
- PL~NETARY mJPRANTHfE 
PROPELLANT RESERVE 
ULLAGE 
TOTAL BIPROPELLANT CAPfiCITY 2-091 
,"o_~:-..ot~~~~"~''1'''' ~_ 
r-- ------------ ... ,. 
• HUGHES: 
• • 
t.uGt.ii AiiC'itAii COMPAN: 
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AmoDN MISSICW S~~ 
'1be accanranyi,ng mission sequence ,-rtanSTS launch to end of missioo. lists all ma.1or events and maneuvers 
of thefleronany mission. Between launch and in.1ection. the sequence will be similar to Intelsat VI. 'll1e 
lamch/in.1ection sequence will be deta.Hed before the "{ars Orbiter Rlase R study and fUght verified before 
Mars (kobi ter l~unch by In tel sat VI. 




L - 45 Minutes 
L - 30 Minutes 
L 
L + 5 
L + 5 to MOl 
L + 10 
l + 75 
MOl - 20 
MOl - 5 
MOl 
MO I to MOl + .5 
MOl + .5 
MOl + 1 
MOl ... 20 
MOl -. 180 
MOl + 450 
MOl ... 600 
MOl. 687 




Launch by STS 
Integrated propulsion stlge (IPS) Ind spacecrlft ejected frOM 
shuttle at 2 rpm 
Spin up to 30 rpm 
IPS fired and separated frOM splcecrlft 
Omnl/bicone antenna mast deployed. reorient splcecrlft to Inltlll 
cruise attitude, and spin up to 55 rpm 
Precise attitude determination by star scanner science InstruMent 
checkout as desired 
Reorient spacecraft for first trajectory correction maneuver 
(TCM). perform TCM. reorient to cruise attitude 
Second TCM (vector mode) 
Third TCM (vector mode) 
Reorient to MOl attitude 
Mars orbit Insertion 
Capture orbit determination 
Reorient spacecraft and perform periapsts trtM 
Reorient spacecraft, perform apoapsis trlm,and change orbl~ 
plane to correct inclinatton 
Reorient to operational attitude 
Despin platform 
Deploy high gain antenna, magnetometer boo •• Illd sQhr pln.l 
Spacecraft fltpp~d 
Closes~ approach to antlscl~r 
Spac£traft flipped 
Closest approach to ~ubsolar 
End of nominal mission 
Spacecraft flipped 
End of extended mission 
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SCIENCE INSTRUMENr AOC'CMtO)ATION 
The following section examines the mechanical ihtegration, electrical integration, and data handling ,of the 
b~seline instrument payloads and the alternative cli~tology payloads. Shelf configurations reflect field-of-
view f~uirements. Electrical interfaces provide the necessary instrument power, telenetry, and ccmnand neoos. 
A data handling sequence accommodates all payloads for no~al operat~on with additional capability to tolerate 
DSN outage. 
'3-2 




SCIENCE I NSIRUMENT ACC0ftlt10DAIION : HUGHES: I _"" 
I I L __________________ J 
EXAMINE CLIMATOLOGY BASELINE & OPTIONAL PAYLOADSI AND AERONOMY PAYLOAD IN AREAS OF: 
• MECHANICAL INTEGRATION 
n • ELECTRICAL INTERFACES 
( 
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INSTRUMENT MECHANICAL R~IRDfENTS - CLIMATOI1.XJY 
The baseline clirmtology payload consists of a pressure roodulated radicmeter (PMR), a frost infrared 
s~ctraneter (FIS). ati<.1 a gamna ray spectraneter (GRS). 
The table lists the physical requirements of the three instruments. The spacecraft must point the instru-
ments to 10 in control with a 0.20 knowledge. Specified rate errors are 0.30/12 sec in control and 0.060 in 
knowledge. Our spacecraft attitude control subsystem meets these requirements as described later • 
.. 
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SPIN AXIS ORImTATIOO - CLIMA1UffiY 
Orienting the spin axis nol'llWlltoMars' orbit plane allows the instrt.lllents to tra.cknadir-.S)'l8.CeCraft 
orientation canpletely shades the FIS am pp.fi with the solar drum. The GRS supports its own sun shade. 
3-8 
r------------------, 
SPIN AXIS ORIENTATION- CLIMATOLOGY I I : HUGHES: I - . . -- -... I L __________________ J 
• SPIN AXIS JL ORBIT PLANE PROVIDES NADIR TRACKING 
• SPACECRAFT ORIENTATION PROVIDES SURFACE FOR PASSIVE RADIATORS 
3-9 





1be instntnents lOOunt on a shelf located on top of the despun platfonn. This platfonn rotates at 1 
revolution per orbit, aimdng the instruments at nadir and providing the required fields of view. Ground com-
IIIlnds can rotate the despun platfonn to point at any desired angle (in the orbit plane) with respect to nadir. 
Since the GRS sensor is not call bra ted , its single segment 1xxm deploys after Mars orbit insertion and 
cannot be retracted. 
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: HUGHES: 
I I 
L ______ ~-----------J 
NADIR TRACKING 
INSTRUMENTS AND 
HGA MOUNT ON 
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ELret'RICAL ·R~IREMENTS -~IMA'J.'OUXjY 
The table ... SJJmIIlriztl~ the instnrnent electrical requirements. 1be total 59 • of IJOM!r does not include 
an extra 5 W required for GRS sensor annealing. This annealing process occurs once during cruise and only a 
few times as necessary on-orhit. 
The data rate fluctuates between 1164 bps at night YttlentheFIS is not sampling., to 1284.bps._during the 
day When. all instruments are collecting data. 
3-14 
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ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS - CLIMATOLOGY r------------------, I I 
: HUGHES: 
I I L ______________ ~ ___ J 
TELEMETRY 
MAXIMUM INTERFACE CLOCK 
POWER DATA RATE" . ANALOGI SERIAL PULSE BllEVEl RATE 
INSTRUMENT W BPS DIGITAL COMMAND COmANDS 'STATUS HIILO 
PMR 35 140 011 ,.,. 4 2 111 ,1 
FIS 4 120 111 1 2 2 011 . 
GRS 20 1024 111 1 2 3 III 
TOTAL 59 1284 2/3 3 8 7 213 
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AexnuDATIOOOF ELrerRICAL INTERFACE R~IR~ -- a..IMATOl1XiY 
'!be spacecraft meets all instrument electrical requireroonts. No contingency is budgeted above the specified. 
maximum instrument. 
Duri~ the 24 hour period between initiattonof lEN passes; one tape recorder stores up to 105.8 Mbits of 
SCience infonnation. Each 148.6 Mhit O1etics recorder can hold rmre than 32 hours of data, enough to tolerate 
a OON outage. 
Mars occults the spacecraft for about 40 minutes out of .i ts 1.9 hour periQd .A~~i~ .. 1Qmlnut~per orbit 
for acquisition and margin, the 8 hour cmmunication window reduces to a minimlln 4.2 hours. However, the 
science telemetry rate of 8032 bps plays back an entire tape recorder in 3.7 hours. The spacecraft sequentially 
transmits the data bits in each 16 kbit stored data block. The blocks are not sequential but a countgr allows 
easy sequential reconstruction on the ground. 
The splcecraft can supply rmre than the required nurmer of cmwnaoo anct timing Signals and canpmcess.the 





AC(lJft)MTIOO (F ElECfRlfAl INlERFAtL If.:WIf9fN1S - {tlf'AltlOGY I • ! HUGHES i 
I • L __________________ J 
INSTRJrtmT TOTALS REWIRED PR£NllE 
p(Jt£R" W WM'( 8t 
.DATA STOOM[" mlTS 105.8 IllS. 6 
lELB£fRY RAl£" BPS <6~2 8132 
1B..B£TRY INTEfFArf.. 
DIGITAL 3 16 
MAUXi 2 I· ~ BILEVEL 7 00 
SERIALa:MWIlS 3 12 "":0 ~Q DISCREl£ CGtWIl 8 >~ 0 2 
CLOO< RJLSE :or-
HI 2 I 16 -gJ LO 3 ~{\l 
.a 
1 INCWrES!:M FOOJf:RllDIC_GRS SENSOR Atf£ALltli 
2 DSN IS AVAIlABLE FOR AT LEPST 4.2 HRS/PASS ruE TO OCQJLTATIOO 
)-17 
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El..reI'RICAL INTmFACES 
Four spacecraft units provide instnnent electrical interfaces to the science instlU"i1eIlts. These include 
the instr\1nent power inter{~e mit (IPIU). ramte telemetry unit (R'nJ). renote carmand unit (RCU). and central 
telemetry mit (cru). 'lbelast three units are b:;'ock redundant. while the IPIU is internally redundant. 
'lbe IPIU regulates and distributes power fran the deSpml bus to the instruments via individtllily fc-,:ed 
lines. 'Ibe RTU accepts status data fran the instn.rnents. and the RCU distributes pulse and serial camams to 
the instn.lJEnts. 'lbe cru accepts instrurrent serial data. All these units roount on the despun shelf. 
3-18 
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ELECTRICAL INT.ERFACES : HUGHES: 
I • L __________________ ~
• INSTRUMENT POWER INTERFACE UNIT (IPIU) 
- DISTRIBUTES AND REGULATES POWER FROM DESPUN BUS TO INSTRUMENTS 
• REMOTE TELEMETRY UNIT 
- ACCEPTS STATUS DATA FROM INSTRUMENTS 
• REMOTE COMMAND UNIT 
- DISTRIBUTES PULSE AND SERIAL COMMANDS TO INSTRUMENTS 
• CENTRAL TELEMETRY UNIT 
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DATA HANDLlf'li ~STRAINTS - CLIMA'l'Ol.OOY 
The science data handling strategy must account for the following constraint$; 
1) Q)ntinuous science instl"llJOOntsarnpl1ng in sunlight or darkness and with or without earth occultation. 
2) Variation in total sampUng rate over a day to account for daylight only operation of the FIS. 
3) Il3N available for 8 hours a day. 
3-20 




DATA HANDLING CONSTRAINTS - CLIMATOLOGY I I : HUGHES: 
I I L __________________ J 
REQUIR~MENTS 
• CONTINUOUS INSTRUMENT SAMPLING 
• DAY/NIGHT SAMPLING VARIATION 
• DSN AVAILABLE FOR 8 HOURS/DAY 
ADD I TIONALCR ITER ION 
• DSN UNAVAI LABLE FOR UP TO 24 HOURS 
3-21 
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tOtINALa..IMATOlffiY DATA HANDLIt«iSWJmcE- NO <DtPmSATICW Fm nc:;N <Ul'AGE 
The graph shows the tape recorder store and playback sequence asStJning prior knowledge of mN availabill ty 
am no provision for tmexpected OON outage. In this roode. one reconler stores data for 24 hours then automati-
cally plays the data back sequentially during the next DSN pass while the other recorder stores data for the 
next 24 hour period. An on-boam tilOOr controls the data handling sequence; the sequence repeats every 24 hours 
regardless of OON availability. 
Altoough each tape recorder can hold 148.6 Mblts of data, less than 1()5.8 ..,its are stored fa," ~ 24 hour 
period. At the 8032 bps telE:!fmtry rate, it takes less than 3.7 hours to d1.l1lp the contents of one recanter, 
less time than the 4.2 hours allowed by the worst-case occultation. 
A third tape recorder provides a backup. Crnmancts can substitute i tfor either of the two primary uni-ts. 
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-NORMAL DATA HANDLING SEQUENCE 
CLIMATOLOGY 












I I L______________ J 
DAY N+3 DAY N+4 
III~ IIII 
I 
• 24 HR CONTINUOUS CHRONOLOGICAL DATA STORAGE 
• MAXIMUM STORAGE < 105.8 MBITS 
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ALTERNATE a..lMA'l'OI.ffiY DATA HANDLIt«i SmumcE - aNPmSATIm FOO DSN OOTAGm 
With the naninal data handling strategy. if a OON station cannot accept data fran the Mars Orblter durillR 
a scheduled pass. the data collected over the previous 24 hours are lost. A simple modification to the naninal 
data handling strategy recovers the lost data. '!be strategy requires a DSN initiation signal to begin stored 
da ta playback. 
Under nonnal operations, onen!Corder stores data for 24 hours then switches to playback node when it 
receives the initial signal at the start of the next DSN pass. The other recorder then begins storing data 
for the next 24 hours. An on-board timer controls stored data playback and turns off telemetry during occulta-
tions which last no longer than 42 minutes per orbit. An extra 8 mdnutes is added to the 42 minute occultation 
period for margin. acquisition, and carmand loads. 
In the alternate rode. failure to receive the initiation signal results in continqilJl_ ~~ ~t:Qrg~_ fo!, 8 
hours (mtll the next OON pass). '!be 148.6 Mblt recorder stores a maximum of 143 Mbits over this 32 hour 
period. Readout then requires 4.9 hours at the 8032 bps telemetry rate. With only 4.2 hours of playblck 
assured, the recorder finishes data playback at the beginning of the nextOON pass and then switches to record 
1IIXIe. The other tape recorder simultaneously swi tches to playback roorte and canpletely empties its 16 hour 
contents within 2.6 hours of the remaining 3.1 hour communication period. '!be sequence then reverts to nonnal. 










: HUG_HES : 
CLIMATOLOGY • j 
__ .. -·-0--.'--'-----'- _. __ ,. ___ . _ _. _ _ __ ._. __ "_. _. 
I I L __________ • ____ o_.J
DAYM DAYM+ 1 DAY M+2 DAYM+3 DAYM+4 
RECORDER 1 
STORE 
PLAYBACK IIII I IIII 
RECORDER 2 
STORE 
PLAYBACK IIII 1111 IIII 
DSN AVAILABLE •••• I I I I 
.32 HR CONTINUOUS DATA STORAGE 
~i 
• MAXIMUM STORAGE ~ 143 MBITS ~ ~ 
:IJ~ 
• PLAYBACK REQUIRES "'4.9 HR AT 8032 BPS ~J 
.g 
"III 
• MICROPROCESSOR-BASED DATA HANDLING AND COMMAND ~ii 
SUBSYSTEM CONTROLS ONBOARD SEQUENCING 
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CLlMATOlffiY PAYWAD OPTlOOS 
Ames has identified three alternateclinntol~y science payloads, each of which ~UI achieve different 
science objectives at Mars. The table lists the three instrument canplements. Option #1 adds three instruments 
(the proposal baseline); Option #2 contains the Fabrey-Perot interferometer (FPI) which is part of the aeronomy 
payload; and Option #3 contains the multispectral mapper (M&\!), a new instrument. 







PRESSURE MODULATED RADIOMETER (PMR) 
FROST INFRARED SPECTROMETER (FIS) 
GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER (GRS) 
r------------------, , , 
: HUGHES: 





BASELINE INSTRUMENTS (PMR.I FIS.I GRS) 
ULTRAVIOLET OZONE INSTRUMENT (UV03) 
ULTRAVIOLET HYDROGEN PHOTOMETER (UVHP) 
RADAR ALTIMETER (RA) 
BASELINE INSTRUMENTS (PMR .. FIS.I GRS) 

















MfDlANICAL RQlIRDmfl'S - ALTERNATE INSTRUMENI'S 
'!be table stmnllrizes the nass, size, and pointing requirements of the alternate instnnents. 
Mounti~ the instrunents on the spRcecraft' s despun section require~ three UVHPsensors to make measure-
mentsin the three specified viewing directions. '!be FPI characteristics and requirements are the same as for 
the aeronany mission, and the multispectral mapper is new. Instruroont pointing accuracy is 0.080 in hath 




MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS - ALTERNATE INSTRUMENTS r------------------, I I 
: HUGHES: 
I I L __________________ ~
MASS~ DIMENSIONS" 
INSTRUMENT kg cm INSTRUMENT ORI ENTATI ON 
UV03 3.6 36x14x14 FORWARD LIMB 




RA - ANTENNA 9 39 DIAMETER I iii I - ELECTRONICS 20x10x10 NADIR 11: 
FPI - OPTICS 100x30x15 T~IO 100 CONES AT 450 & 1350 ~I ~Q 
- ELECTRONICS 20 25x20x25 FROM RAM VIEWING SIDE LIMB ~~ 
MSM 12 25x25x25 NADIR 
1 Moss per 3 sensors 
2 One sensor per viewing direction 
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MWlANICALR~IRDtOO'SSlMtARY- PAYWAD OPI'I<WS 
'Ibe nass of each alternate payload Is up to 20 kg IIDre than thebasel1ne nass. Although this additional 




MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY - PAYLOAD OPTIONS 
PAYLOAD opnorl 
BASELINE 
#1: PMR, FIS, GRS, UV03, UVHP, RA 
#2 : PMR, FlS, GRS, FPI 
#3: PMR, GRS, MSM,RA 
3-:33 
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SPIN AXIS ORIOO'ATIOO - PAYI1)A() OPl'ImS 
The spacecraftspinaxis1.snonnal to the orbit plane, the sane as for the biisellne mission. 'lbe spacecraft 




r------------------, SPIN AXIS ORIENTATION - PAYLOAD OPTIONS I I : HUGHES:. 
I 1 L __________________ ~
• SAME ORIENTATION AS BASELINE MISSION 
• SPACECRAFT ORIENTATION PROVIDES SURFACE fOR PASSIVE RADIATORS -
PMR., FIS., MSM 
3-35 
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INgm{JMENl'LAY<l1l'S - ALTERNATE PAYWADS 
'D1e alternate payloads mount on the despun section like the baseline paylO&l1. InstnJnellt placementllBin-
tains spacecraft mass properUes while meeting "individual pointing requirements and fields-of-view. 'lbree 
separate lMiP sensors are needt~ to 1<XJk at the forward lim, nadir. and zenith, since the instnnent is despm. 
1be FPI nounts through the deSt)\Ul shelf, its long axis parallel to the spacecraft's spin axis. In this orien-
tation an internal mirror rmkes linb neasurenents 23° fran the boresight axis. '!be MfJd nounts on the instnnent 
platfonm with its boresight in the nadir direction. 
3-36 
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El...rel'RICAL RmuIRatmTS - ALTERNATE INSTRUMOO'S 
The table summarizes the electrical requiren~~ts for the alternate instruments. The requirements listed 
tor the UVHP are for three sensors. 
All instn.urents operate at their maximllll data rates during local daylight hours; the FIS, FPI~ WOO, and 




ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS - ALTERNATE INSTRUMEfnS 
MAXIMUM 
POWER., 





































































Aa:n.MDATIOO OF FLfrl'RICAL INTOlFACE R~IRDlmTS-- a..IMA'lUroYPAYWAIlOPl'IOfS 
Canpared with the baseline payload, all of the optional payloads neednnre poter (up to 20 watts). In-
creasi~ the spacecraft 9>lar panel length supplies this power. 
The maxtmum instrument data storage capacity does not exceed spacecraft capability in the oonnal operating 
nDde (24 hours between OON pass initiation) except for Option #3. The required storage exceeds recorder capacity 
for all options in the backup nnde (32 hours between OON pass initiation). Increasing the tape recorder size 
or decreasing the instrument sampling rate avoids this condition. 
The spacecraft provides the command and telemetry channel capacity for all payload alternatives. 
3-42 
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I * l HUGMES 1 ACCOMMODATION OF ELECTRICAL INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS - PAYLOAD OPTIONS 
I , L ______________ ~~ __ J 
PROVIDED 
BY 
BASELINE OPTION 'I OPTIOtltl2 OPTION '3 SPACECRAFT 
POWER1, W 59.0 79.5 71.0 83.0 ·(2) 
MAX. DATA STORAGE RATE, bps 12811 11156 15110 226q 8000 
DATA STORAGE, "bits - 211 hr. 105.7 117.8- 116.8 195.6 1118.6 ~i 
DATA STORAGE, "bits - 32 hr. 1LQ.7 159.8 161.2 289.6 1118.6 ,!il ~~ 
TELEMETRY ~i DIGITAL 3 6 II II 16 '-II ANALOG 2 ; 2 2 
1>50 ~iI BILEVEL 7 13 11 10 
COrt1ANDS 
SERIAL 3 II II II 12 
PULSE 8 111 10 12 >50 
CLOCK RATE 
HI 2 3 3 3 1 16 La 3 6 II II 
1 Does not include 5 w for periodic GRS sensor annealing. 
2 Additional Instrument power provided by solar Danel lenQth lncreosp.. 
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~ICAL INTJljRATI~ - PAYLOAD OPTI~S 
'Ibe payload options interface electrically wi th the spacecraft via the sane interfaces -as the haseUne 





ELECTRICAL INTEGRATION - PAYLOAD OPTIONS 
• ELECTRICAL INTERFACES SAME AS ~·ASELINE 
- INSTRUMENT POWER INTERFACE UNIT (IPIU)' 
- REMOTE TELEMETRY & COMMAND UNITS 
- CENTRAL TELEMETRY UNIT 
• DATA HANDLING CONSTRAINTS ARE IDENTICAL TO 8ASELINE 
NORMAL OPERATING MODE: 
_. CONTINUOUS INSTRUMENT SAMPLING 
- DAY/NIGHT SAMPLING VARIATION 
r------------------, , , 
1 HUGHES: 
, I L _________________ J 
- DSN AVAILABLE FOR 8 HOURS/DAY (16 HOURS BETWEEN DSN PASSES) 
BACK-UP MODE: 






DATA HANDLItIi SB)UmcE - NORMAL OPERATIOO ... PAYWAD OPll(Jf8 
'ftle normal data handling sequence 1s identical to the one described for the baseUne miSSion. Two tape 
recorders allow continuous instrument sampli~. Qle recorder stores instrument data cootin\X)\Jsly for 24 hours, 
then plays the data hack at 8032 bps over the following 8 hour OON window while the other recorder begins storing 
the next 24 hours of data. An on-board timer controls the store/playback sequence aM autanatically suspeoos 
playback during occultations. 
'ftle 4.2 hour playt.~ck time per 24 hour period can return stored data for payload ~tions '1 and 12. Because 
the M9.t and GRS both have relatively high sampling rates, the 24 hour data storage required by Option 13 exceeds 
the size of the tape recorder. Even wi th a larger recorder, da. ta playback would require nore time than the 
allowed 4.2 hours. Increasing the tape recorder capacity (and the allowed DSN coverage), decreasing the average 




NORMAL DATA HANDLING SEQUENCE- PAYLOAD OPTIONS I I : HUGHES·: 
I • L _________________ .J 
• TWO TAPE RECORDERS REQUIRED FOR CONTINUOUS INSTRUMENT SAMPLING 
• EACH RECORDER ALTERNATELY STORES DATA CONTINUOUSLY FOR 24 HOURS BETWEENDSN PASSES 
• RECORDER PLAYBACK TIMES AT 8032 BPS: 
BASELINE - 3.66 HRS. 
OPTION #1 - 4.08 HRS. 
OPTION #2 - 4.03 HRS. 
OPTION #3 - 6.77 HRS. 
• MINIMUM PLAYBACK TIME AVAILABLE PER DSN PASS IS 4(73-10) MIN. ::; It.2 '~DU8S 
(ALLOWING 10 MIN./ORBIT FOR OUTAGE & ACQUISITION) 
• OPTION #3 CANNOT BE ACCOMMODATED UNDER GIVEN CONDITIONS 
- REQUIRED STORAGE EXCEEDS TAPE RECORDER CAPACITY 






CPl'ICfiAL PAYLOAD A<XXHIDATICfi SUr.wARY 
'Ibe spacecraft mechanically and electrically accCJll'lXXlates the alternate climatol~y payloads.'ftle instru- . 
nents IOOmt on the despm section to satisfy the instruments' plinting. field of view. and passive cooling 
requiranents. All instrtJnents receive p:>wer fran the instrtlOOnt power interface unit, receive crnmands fran 
the despm raoote canmand unit. transmit stat.us telemetry to the reroote telemetry unit and send serial data 
samples to the central telemetry unit. Mass of the optional payloads reduces the spacecraft reserve. 
'lbe addi tional plwer requi res lor~er &>lar panels. 
In the nonnal ~rating rmde, the tape recorder capacity is sufficient for payload options #1 and #2 wi th 
the stored data played back during one OON window, even for the worst occultations. 'lbe nonnal roode for ~tion 
#3 and all blck up m:xIes (32 hours between OON initiations) for all of the Plyload options need larger reCordel"S, 
decreased sampling rates. or both. Solutions to both problans are to increase the recorder cap8.City, decrease 
the sampling rate, or a conbination of both. 
The 0.08° plinting control specified for the optional instrmlents requires constant monitoring of the 
spacecraft attitude (via star tracker telemetry) and frequent (approximately once every 2 orbits) update of 
splcecraft attitude. This violates the specified 8 hour/day OON availability constraint. The attitude control 
section provides more detail on instrument pointing and attitude deter.mination. 
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OPTIONAL PAYLOAD ACCOMMODATION SUMMARY I I : HUGHES: 
I I L __________________ J 
• DES PUN SECTION MECHANICALLY ACCOMMODATES ALL INSTRUMENT CONFIGURATIONS 
- MASS REQUIRED FOR PAYLOAD OPTIONS REDUCES SPACECRAFT RESERVES 
- 0.08° POINTING CONTROL REQUIRES CONTINUOUS DSN MONITORING AND 
UPDATE OF SIC ATTITUDE 
• IPIU & REMOTE UNITS ELECTRICALLY ACCOMMODATE PAYLOAD OPTIONS 
- ADDITIONAL POWER PROVIDED BY INCREASED SOLAR PANEL LENGTH 
• NORMAL DATA HANDLING SEQUENCE ACCOMMODATED FOR AN 8R~R. DSN PASS 
EVERY 24 HOURS FOR ALL PAYLOADS EXCEPT OPTION #3 WHICH REQUIRES 
INCREASED STORAGE CAPACITY OR DECREASED INSTRUMENT SAMPLING 
- FOR ALL OPTIONS" ·BACKUP MODE REQUIRES LARGER STORAGE CAPACITY 
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INSTRUMml'MFllJANICAL R~IRDfENl'S ~AEROOo.tY 
The table lists I1IlSS, dirrension, and orientati()n specifications for-the nine aeronany instrtJnents. 'l1le 
one meter long FPI daninates the ram-oriented shelf but still fits without any significant changes to the 
structure. 
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MmlANICAL RWJIRDtmTS Sll*ARY - AERaOtY 
The Still of the specified instrunent nasses given in the preceding table is 59.5 kg .including tb~ Im$_~ 9f 
the retardi~ potential analyzer (RPA) conducting surface. Because the magnetaneter (MAG) and the electron 
tanpera ture probe (ETP) are despWl. the required orthogonal field measurenents need a third sensor on each 
instrument. Also. the Astranast MAG boan requires 0.5 kg rmre than the specification value. 'lbese changes 
add 1.8 kg to the total instrument nass on the aeronany mission. 
All of the instrurents except the solar wind plasma analyzer (SWPA)nnmt on the clespun section. 
The neutral and ion nass spectrmeters (NMS. IMS). the ultra-violet spectraneter (lWS). the Fabrey-~rot inter-
feraneter (FPI). and the RPA are at angles relative to the ram direction at periapsis. 'lbese instruments 
moWlt on a hinged ramHOriented shelf which. combined with platform rotation •. keeps the instruments potnterl in 
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MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY -AERONOMY 
r------------------, 
I I 
: HUGH_ES : 
I I L _______________ . __ J 
• TOTAL INSTRUMENT MASS = 59.5 kg SPECIFIED (INCLUDES 1 kg RPA SURFACE) 
r'lAG SENSOR = 
ETP SENSOR = 






• NMS1 TIMSI RPAI UVSI &FPI LOCATE ON RAM-ORIENTED PLATFORM 






SPIN AXIS atIENI'ATIOO - AERCJ'OtY 
Although the spacecnft's spin axis lies nOnM.I to Mars' orbit plane for e~ineeri~ reasons, the design 
neets all instrurent pointing and field of view reqlL'\.rements. 'llle ram-oriented shelf points ttJe five' (NMS, 
TIMS. RPA, INS, a.m FPI) ram-oriented instruments in the velocity direction at periapsis. &lIelf eleva tion 
control fran 0° (Mars orbit plane) to 90° (along spin axis) and despun platfonn azimuth control (typical stored 
camand update once per orbit) naintain ram pointing to within 0.5 degrees at periapsis. Inverting the spacecraft 
reaches nega.tive elevations. 
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INS'mUMmT LAYOOT - AmcH)fV 
'lbe spacecraf-t design provides a spinning mounting location for the SlPA and a despunplatf~~ for the 
rest of the instrunents. 'ibe StVPA rmunts on the spinning shelf and views through a small cutout in the solar 
dnrn. Because the spacecraft spins at 60.rpI\, the instn.ll'OOnt achieves high resolution. 
'Dle NMS, Tlt.5, and RPA require ram alignment at periapsis, and the iFPI sensors must view at two angles 
relative to the ram direction. MOWlting these instnJllEnts on a r8JlK)riented shelf meets their viewing require-
ments. 'ibe UVS also attaches to the shelf with its boresight o~fset 16.7 degrees fran ram to measure the 
forward linb at periapsis. 
'll1e magnetaneter boan design is an Astranast· design. 'ibis lightweight, 6.2 m long boan, flown on Dynamic 
Explorer, allows roan for other insttunents on the despun platform when stowed. It deploys after Mars orbit 
insertion. 
The electric field detector (EFD), fonning a vee-typenntenna dipole with an included angle of .6(Ldegrees, 
has sensors v.tIich extend beyond the edge of the spacecraft. Wi th no speci fied orientation, the insttunent 
placement only considers dynamic balance. 'ibe instrunent launches in its flight configuration without any 
deployment nechanisms. 'ibe sensors must withstand launch loads. 
The electron temfEratureprobe (ETP) consists of three thin ,cylindrical sensors IIklWlt_ed on Qrthogo'~l 
boans. Ole boan is parallel with the spacecraft spin axis. Although the instrtUl'ent is shown lamched in its 
deployed configuration, the boans can be stowed if load calculations or the la\mch envelope require it. 
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I I L __________________ J 
INSTRUMENTS AND 
HGA MOUNT- ON TOP 
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ELErl'RICAL RUJIRDBn'S - AEIU«J.tY 
'Dle table lists aerooany instrurrent electrie:al requirEments. 'Dle power used by the Instnnents ranges 
between 1.3 W when the instruments are all in standby rmde, to 46.5 W when they are all in their periapsls 
operating nnde. The maximum data sampling rate of 2048 bps occurs in this p=:riapsis region as well. Both 
power and data rate decrease as the spacecraft moves outside the periapsis region into the ionosheath region, 
wen the NMS returns to standby. Here, the TIMS, ETP, and FPI sample at half their maximmt data collection 
rate and the RPA samples at one-fourth its maxlmmt rate. The ionosheath period lasts for about 83 minutes on 
either side of peri apsis, with a total instnurent power of 31.6 W and data storage at 1024 bps. After the 
spacecraft leaves the outer atmosphere, it enters the apoapsis phase of its orbit. Here, the TIMS, UVS, and 
FPI return to standby and the ETP and RPA sample at half t:heir previous rates. This phase of the orbit lasts 




ELECTRI-CAL REQUIREMENTS - AERONOMY r------------------, I I 
: HUGHES · 
I , L __________________ ~
.1:::s::a:'JI:C=::I::::=IiIIUII!i2!~::=:::lIl:1a:J==~~:::::::C.=.I111:::::::::::;::~~-,::. :=it:'ElR.$'f~ __ :sca::SC·I.=~ ~_,=",-:' 'i aMM ef • ! - 4 dE : ;, .. , ; 4 ,- ,g. - :: % ......... 75!') ... ;m;3 
.. MAXIMUM l£lEl£TRY CLOCK RATE . POWER DATA RATE~ aNALOGI SERIAL Bf~~L PULSE , INSTRUMENT W BPS lGlTAL COMMAND S A US COl1MAND . HlllO 
NMS 15.0 256 011 1 3 2 III 
T1MS 1.5 256 2/1 0 3 4 011 
ETP 3.0 256 2/1 0 3 2 011 00 
"":0 
-~e 
RPA 4.0 512 011 1 4 2 011 0% :at! 
.0-0 
MAG 3.0 128 111 1 2 4 111 ~~ ~1tI 
EFD 1.0 128 4/0 0 2 2 011 ,iii 
S~IPA 5.0 128 2/1 1 2 2 011 
UVS 2.0 1:l8 5/1 0 2 3 011 
FPI 12 256 011 1 3 2 111 
TOTAL Q6.5 2048 16/8 5 24 23 S/9 
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ACXXJMl)ATlIJiOf'fUrn'RICAL nnmtPACE RWJIRf)ff}ft'S - AanorY 
'lbe che.rt below S1.ImVlrl2es the" electrical requirements for the aeronany science payload. 1be .. xinun 
rEquired poM!r, dB.ta storage,arrl playback r.ate are less than tor the clinatology ~yload. 'lbe mlninun available 
playback: tine of 5.7 hours, were the spa.cecraft is occulted for two 10 minute ~riods during an 8 hour OON 
J8,SS, is sufficient to play back the 73.5 Mbits of stored data. (read out tine is 5.1 hours). 'lbe 148.6 Mhit 
Oietlcs recorders can easily store the science data. 
'!be S}:acecratt provides the lnstn.urent5 with all the required electrical signals. 
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ACCOMMODATION OF ELECTRICAL INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS - AERONOMY : HUGHES: 
I I L __________________ J 
INSTRUMENT TOtALS REQUIRED PROVIDED 
POWERI W 46.5 MAX 46.5 
DATA STORAGEI M81TS 73.5 148.6 
TELEMETRY RATEI BPS 25511 - 36022 4016 
TELEMETRY INTERFACE 
DIGITAL 8 16 
ANALOG 16 
} > 50 BILEVEL 24 
SERIAL COMMANDS 5 12 
DISCRETE COMMANDS 23 > 50 
HI 3- } 16 LO 9 
1 ASSur~ES NO OCCULTATIONS DURlNGDSN PASS 
2 ASSUMES TWO 70 MIN. OCCLILTATIONS DURING DSN PASS 
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ELrerRlCAL INTERFACES - AER(H)tY 
'lbe instrument power interface unit (IPIU). the rerooteccmnand unit (RaJ). the remote telemetry unit 
(RTU). and the central telemetry unit (CTU) interface with the science instruments. The previous section on 
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ELECTRICAL INTERFACES - AERONOMY ! HUGHES: 
• • 
L __________________ ~ 
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• INSTRUMENT POWER INTERFACE UNIT CIPIU) 
. . 
- DISTRIBUTES AND REGULATES Po\~ER FROM DESPUN BUS TO INSTRUMENTS 
• REMOTE TELEMETRY UNIT 
- ACCEPTS STATUS DATA FROM INSTRUMENTS 
• REMOTE COMMAND UNIT 
- DISTRIBUTES PULSE AND SERIAL COMMANDS TO INSTRUMENTS 
• CENTRAL TELEMETRY UNIT 
- ACCEPTS SERIAL DATA FROM INSTRUMENTS 
3-69 
DATA HANDLIt«i (mSTRAINTS - AFB.JO.tY 
1be sci~rI~ data h@.nd1ing~t_rat~y lIJI.st account for the following constraints: 
1) Cbntinuous science instrument sampUngi.n sunlight or darknessandwi1:h or without occultation. 
2) Variation in sampling over a 6.7 hour orbit period. 
\ 
3) OON availability for no roore than 8 hours a day. 
In the nonnal data handling 1IkXte. the OON is available everY 24 hours. 1be backup IIDde (similar to that 
described for the c1inatol~y mission) allows for up to 32 hours between the start of OON cannunications periods. 
3-70 
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DATA HANDLING CONSTRAINTS - AERONOMY . r------------------, 
I • 
! HUGHES: 
I I L ______________ • ___ ~
SPECIFICATIONS: 
• CONTINUOUS INSTRUMENT SAMPLING 
• VARIATION IN SAMPLING OVER 6.7 HOUR ORBIT 
• DSN AVAILABLE FOR NO MORE THAN 8 HOURS/DAY 
ADDED .CRI TER I ON: 
• DSN UNAVAILABLE FOR UP TO 24 HOURS 
3-71 
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tOtINAL AERa«J.tY DATA HANDLlt«j SQlm«::E - NO cntP~ATIm F<Il DSN <l1l'Nim 
'lbe chart shows the tape recorder store and playback sequence assll1ling prior knowledge of 1m availability 
am no mN outages. One tape recorder stores data for the 24 hour period between start ofOON passes. then 
automatically reads the data out sequentially over the following DSN pass. The other recorder then begins to 
store data for the next 24 hour period. An on-board timer controls the data handling sequence; the sequence 
repeats every 24 hours regardless of DSN availability. 
Altmugh each tape recorder has 148.6 Mbit capacity. less than 73.S.ti)its suffice f()r a 24 hour period. 
Data playback takes about 5.1 hours at the 4016 bps telemetry rate. During occultations, the on-board timer 
puts the playback recorder into standby until ccmnmications resU/OOs. The worst case occultation is 70 minutes 
long. 
A third tape recorder serves as a backup.. (bmBnds activate it if a primary reco~r fails. 
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NOMINAL AERONOMY DATA HANDLING SEQUENCE -
NO COMPENSATION FOR DSN OUTAGE 






PLAYBACK I-DSN AVAILABLE 
DAY N+2 
--
• MAXIMUM OCCULTATION OF 70MIN/6.7 HR. ORBIT 
• 24 HR. CONTINUOUS CHRONOLOGICAL DATA STORAGE 
• MAXIMUM STORAGE < 73~5 MBIT 
• PLAYBACK REQUIRES 5.1 HR. AT 4016 BPS 
r------------------, I • 
! HUGHES: 







• MICROPROCESSOR - BASED DATA HANDLING & COMMAND SUBSYSTEMS 
CONTROL ON-BOARD SEQUENCING 
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ALTERNATE Amao.tY DATA HWlLIl'«J SSJUmcE - <ntPmSATIOO fOl DSN OOTAGE 
With the _naninal. data handling strategy, if a ~ station cannot accept data fran the Mars orbiter during 
e. schEdulEd pass. the data collected over the previous 24 hours are lost. A simple modification to the naninal 
data handling strategy recovers the lost data. The strategy requires a DSN initiation signal to begin stored 
da ta playblck. 
Ut1der nonnal operatioris, one recorder ~w~~ data fQr 24 hours then switches_ to playbllckllllda when it 
receives ~he initiation signal at the start of the next OON pass. 1lte other recorder then begins storil'¥; data 
for the next 24 hours. An on-board timer controls stored data playback and turns off telemetry during occulta-
tions Vrbich last no longer than 70 minute per orbit. An extra 10 minutes is added to the 10 minute occuLtation 
period for margin, acquisition. and ccmnand loads. 
In the alternate roode. failure to receive the initiation results in continUing data storage for 8 hours 
(until the next Il)N pass). The 148.6 Mbit recorder stores a maximum of 95.5 Mblts (JIIer this 32 hour period. 
Readrut then requires 6.6 hours at the 4016 bps telemetry rate. With only 5.4 hours of playback assured, the 
recorder finishes data playback at the beginning of the next DSN pass and then switches to record mode. The 
other tape recorder Simultaneously switches to playback node and canpletelyempties its 16 hour contents within 
4 hours of the ramining 4.2 hour ccmnunication period. The sequence then reverts to nomal. No science data 
are lost during a single OON outRge in this roode of operation. 
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ALTERNATE AERONOMY DATA BANDLINGS[QUENCE-
COMPENSATION FGR DSN OUTAGE 




-- • RECORDER 2 
STORE 
PLAYBACK 
-- ~ DSN AVAILABLE ••• I I 
• MAXIMUM OCCULTATION = 70 MIN/6.7HR. ORBIT 
• 32 HR. CONTINUOUS DATA STORAGE 
• MAXIMUM STORAGE I 95.5 MBIT 
• PLAYBACK REQUIRES 6.6 HR. AT 4016 BPS 
• MICROPROCESSOR - BASED DATA HANDLING & COMMAND 
SUBSYSTEMS CONTROL ON-BOARD SEQUENCING 
r------------------, I • 
: HUGHES: 







• DSN INITIATION SIGNAL PRECEDES EACH PLAYBACK PERIOD 
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SCIa4CE INSTRUM9ft'sur.t.tARY 
In SlIIIIBry ,all clilllltologypayloads and the aeroncmy payload integrate mechanic..ally and electrically with 
~ 
the exist1~ splcecraft design. All instruments roount on the despun platfonn except for the SWPA which 
roolDlts on the spinning shelf in the aeronany mission. Because the instrlUrents are desplDl, the magne·trmeter 
am the electron temperature· probe on the aeronany spacecraft requi re an addi tional senser- to view the ort~~'Onal 
direction; for climatology payload Option 3, three ultra-violet hydrogen photometer sensors sample t~e three 
specified viewi!,¥; directions (Mdir, forward limb, and zenith). The ganma-ray spectraneter (climatolog_y) anci 
the magnetrneter (aeronany) are both boon roounted -- the fonner is a single segnEnt, one ann boon, and the 
la tter is an Astranast design. Both boans deploy after Mars orbi t insertion. 1be five aeroncmy instl'U\'ilEmts with 
ram orientation requirements nKRtilt on a positioning shelf which maintains ram pointing at periapsis. 
'!be instl'Ull'ents on both missions electrically interface with ·the spacecrafthy the rnciundant rennte cClMllm~ 
and telemetry units. 'Ibe instrurrent power interface unit distrihutes and regulates power ;~ran the despun. hus 
to the instrtll1'ents. An on-board timer controls the instrument sampling and the data handling sequence. Two 
oP,erating modes are available; the alternative mode canpensates for a DSN outage but requires a DSN Signal to 







SCIENCE INSTRUMENT SUMMARY . : HUGHES: 
I I L ______________ •. _. J 
• SPACECRAFT DESIGN ACCOMMODATES ALL BASELINE PAYLOAD REQUIREMENTS . 
• ALTE.RNA TE PAYLOADS REQU I RE LENGTHENED SOLAR PANELS AND 
--- - - "-- . 
INCREASED TAPE RECORDER CAPACITY 
, 
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SPACECRAFT SYSTEM DESIGN 
This section shows how the science pointing requirements and the selection of the H8-376 bus learls to the 
selected on-orbi t attitude and configuration for the climatology and aeronany missions. ~scriptions of the 
Mars orbiters in cruise and deployed c-.Jnfigurations follow. The canparison of their key features shows the 
commonality of the two spacecraft. Mass and power budgets and a design summary conclude the section. 
'4-2 




SPACECRAfT SYSTEM DESIGN r------------------, I I ! HUGHES~. 
I I L __________________ J 
• CONFIGURATION DESIGN 
• CLIMATOLOGY ORBITER CONFIGURATION 
• AERONOMY ORBITER CONFIGURATION 
• KEY FEATURES 
• MASS SUMMARIES 
• POWER BUDGET 
• DESIGN SUMMARY 
4-3 
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CLIMATeI:OOY SClmcE INSTRUMml' R~IREJen'S 
All thl"E!e clilllltol~y instnrnents (and the three alternates) require nadir pointing. 'lbe 1:30 to 3-:-00 11ght-
i~ requireroont results in sun angles of 22.5° to 45° fran the semi-sun-synchronous orbit plane. '!be first require-
ment sets the spacecraft's attitude normal to the orbit plane; the latter, coupled with the variation in. Mars' 
distance fran the sm. constr~ins the power. 
4-4 
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CLIMATOLOGY SCIENCE INSTRUMENT 
REQUIREMENTS 
• SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS ORIENTED 
TOWARD NADIR 
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VIEW FROM NORTH 
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SELEX:Tfl) CLIMA'l'OlffiY ~FIGURATIm 
'Ibe dual spin 08-376 spacecraft consists of a spinning body (rotor) and a desptm _pl!1tfc;)Jm. as shown ache-
natically in the figure. (Most of the despun section is actually inside the upper body.) A bearing and 
IDler transfer asseni>ly (BAPl'A) connects the 55 rpn spinning section to the despun platfonn and transfers 
power and signals across 26 sUp rings. 
Placi~ the spin axis nonnal to the orbit plane allows the rotation of the BAPI'A to continuously J)oint 
one side of the despun platfonn at Mars as the spacecraft orbits. (The udespun" platfonn actually rotates 
once J)3r orbit in inertial space.) Mounting the instrtlJlEnts on this side of the platfonn gives them a clear 
vi,ew toward nadir. 
This sp!cecraft orientation causes the sun to strike the spacecraft at angles fran 450 to 67.50 fran the 
spin axis. The design of the s:>lar panel around the outside of the spinning body must accmm:xtate the resulting 
loss of 8'.f, to 29% of the s:>lllr intensity. Placing the spacecraft body on the sun side of the orbit plane 
shades the platformHmOuoted instruments. 
A two-axis pOsitiooer p:>ints the high gain antenna oat the &.rth. as shown in the figure. 'l11e ginflals 






SELECTED CLIMATOLOGY CONFIGURATION 
• SPIN AXIS ORIENTATION PROVIDES 
NADIR TRACKING 
• SOLAR ARRAY DESIGNED TO OPERATE 
WITH VARYING SUN ANGLE 
• SPIN AXIS DIRECTION SHADES 
INSTRUMENTS 
• 2 AXIS POSITIONER AIMS HGA AT 
EARTH, WHICH IS WITHIN 36° OF 



























AER(IOtY selmeR INSTRUMENl' ROOUIRDtENTS 
Five of the nineagrooany instnJIBnts must point in or relative to the velocity direction (ram) at periapsis; 
the others have no pointing requirement. The precession of the line of nodes and the simultaneous rotation of 
periapsis reans the instl"UlOOnts do not point in any fixed direction relative to the planet or inertial space. 





AERONOMY SCIENCE INSTRUMENT REQUIREMENTS . 
• INSTRUMENTS POINT IN VELOCITY 
DIRECTION AT PERIAPSIS 
• NEAR-POLAR ORBIT 
• ANY SUN ANGLE ALLOWABLE 
826514-6 
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SEUrl'm AIH:I«M' ~FIGURATI~ 
1be aeronany instnunentpointingrequirements do not favor a uniquespacecraftattltude. 11le. e~lneel"ing ... 
r8Juirements favor placement of the spin axis nonnal to Mars' orbit plane. This attitude allows nonnal solar 
incidence and rnaximwn spacecraft rower. The HGA elevation positioner requires less than go of travel and the 
azimuth positioner steps at 1.5° per day or less. 
Three motions~l.low the spacecraft to point the five ranH>J!ientedinstruments at the desired direction, 
regardless of the ci"''bit geanetry. These five instrtl1lents nount on a shelf on the top of the despun platfonn. 
A positioner adjusts the shelf elevation to any angle between 0° and 90° fran the spin axis. This motion accounts 
prlnarily for the latitude of perlapsis. The second motion, pointing the despun platform to any azimuth angle, 
canpletes the coverage of one hemisphere •. Slews of the despun platform allow the shelf positioner to repoint the 
instnunents when periapsis crosses Mars orbit plane. Flipping the spacecraft five times during the full 2 Mars 
year mission covers the other hemisphere. The flipping occurs when the periapsis reaches maximll1l aoo minimll1l 
lati tude. Because periapsis moves about half a degree per day, azimuth and elevation notions are very slow. 
'The spacecraft stored command logic naninally adjusts the rwm-orlented shelf positioner and the despun platform 
azimuth once per orbit to keep the instruments pointed in the velocity direction at periapsis. 
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SELECTED AERONOMY CONFIGURATION . 
• SPIN AXIS NORMAL TO MARS ORBITAL PLANE 
- PROVIDES MAXIMUM POWER 
- RESTRICTS EARTH ELEVATION TO 
±4%o 
- EARTH AZIMUTH IS ±1800 
- 2-AXIS POSITIONER AIMS HGA 
AT EARTH 
• SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION PROVIDES 47r 
SR INSTRUMENT POINTING AS PERIAPSIS 
ROTATES 
- RAM-ORIENTED SHELF MOVES 0 TO 90° 
IN ELEVATION 
- AZIMUTH POSITION OF DESPUN SHELF 
PROVIDES CLOCK ANGLE 
- INVERTING SPACECRAFT (- TWICE PER 
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RAM OOINTIOO OF AEIUDIY INS'1'RlAell'S 
A canbination of instnIMnt shelf elevation, despun platfonn azimuth, and spln adsdirectlon keeps the 
five ram-oriented instrulTEn1:s pointed in the velocity direction .at periapsis. Starting with periapsis at 
49° south, the ram-oriented shelf elevation decreases as the latitude of periapsis rotates toward the south 
pole. SUght azimuth ad.1ustlrents of the despun platfonn canpensate for the non-polar orbit inclination. At 
minimum latitude, inverting the spacecraft points the instruments toward the south. The shelf elevation angle 
increases (coupled with azimuth adjustlTEnt) as periapsis rotates north toward the Mars orbit plane crossing. 
There the despm platfonn slews so shelf eleva.tion again decreases as periapsi!.'t moves furt~-er north. At maximtm 
latitude the spacecraft flips again followt..:.d by another despun platfonn slew at Mars orbit crossing. These 
rrDUons repeat as periapsis continues its rotation cycle. 
In this manner, slow mtions in shelf elevation and despun platfonnazimuth,and two 180° reorientations 
per Mars year (five in 2 Mars years), control instrllrent pointing. 
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INSTRUMENT t 80RESIGHT 
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CLlMA'1YX.roY ORBITER STOWID OWFIGURATIa. 
The climatology orbiter stows for launch much like the 88-376 communications satellites. The cylindrical 
solar panel telescopes to reduce stack length. Cutouts in the outer panel provide a view for the sun and horizon 
sensors and clearance for the lateral thrusters. The HGA mast and GRS bocm fold across the despun platfonn and 
lock tD the canlX>si te X-beam. This beam also sUPlX>rts the fixed equpiment shelf carrying theRll and FIS instru-


























CLIMAT<I.1XiY STOWID cnfFIGURATI~ arfAWAY 
'lbe cutaway reveals the dual load path structure of the H8-376: struts, launch locks andblpods carry t ... e 
Olter loads wile the thrust cone, BAPl'A cone, ancl BAPl'A fom the inner load path. 'lbe internal despun equip-
ment shelf holds the cannunications, data handling, ancl coomand equipment. 'lbe X-beam supports the science 
instruments and antennas, replacing the Y~am antenna and feed support of the H8-376. 
For the clirratolcgy miSSion, a STAR-31 Mars orbit insertion (~DI) rootor replaces the shorter STAR-308 
carried by other HS-376s and the aeronomy orbiter. A tapered adapter holds the new motor at its aft end and 
attaches it to the H8-376 perigee stage interface ring at the base of the thrust cone. The stack allows mininun 
clearance between the injection rootor and the STAR-31 nozzle. 'lbe integrated propulsion stage adapter attaches 
to the aft end of the STAR-31 adapter. 'Ibis configuration carries the weight of the MOl rootor directly on the 
injection stage adapter and brings MOl loads through structure designed for the 88-376's PAM-D perigee stage. 
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CLIMA'l'OI1lJY ORBITER DEPlDYID a:wFIGURATI~ 
Pin pullers deploy the clil1llt,;al~y orbiter anni/bicone antenna I'I£st 900 and bolt cutters unlock its despm 
platfonn duri~ gyrostat-stabilized cruise. Only the outer solar (Jflnel powers the s(Jflcecraft. 
(bce in Mars orbit, both the GRS bocrn and the HGA mast deploy with simple, one-step viscous damper mecha-
nisms. A second pin puller allows the omni/bicone mast to reach its fully deployed position. Finally, three 
redundant stepper motors extend the outer solar panel, tilting it slightly after all deployents are completed 
to perfect the balance. The deployed boan holds the GRS more than one s(Jflcecraft diameter away fran the s(Jflce-
craft body to avoid contamination. The BAPl'A orients the despun platfonn so the instnm:mt boresights point 
toward Mars throughout the mission. The IIJA mast deploys 1800 so the antenna can look back along the spacecraft 
at Farth. 
4-nl 
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CLIMAmffiY ORBITER DESPUN SrerI~ 
'Ibis engineering drawing nnl'e clearly shows the location of the narlir~riented science shelf i the GRS hoan, 
am the high gain antenna. It also illustrates the X-beam structure and BAPrA interface. '1be star tracker 
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AERaOtY ORBITER - STOWm ~FIGURATI~ 
'lbe aaroomy orbiter stows for launch in the same way as the cl1matol~y orbiter, with t~ solar 18nel 
telescoped am the iliA mast folded across the despun platform. The ranH>riented shelf locks in its 90° eleva-
tion position. The Astranast magnetClMter boon collapses into its· can, which lOOunts on the X-beam opposl te 
the ram-orientoo shelf. As shown t the anni/bicone antennas deploy during cruise. 
4-22 
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~ ~ PLATFORM LOCKED 
r------------------, 
: HUGHES 
I L __________________ J 
AERONOMY' 
ORBITER - STOWED 
CONFIGURATION 
OMNI DEPLOYED FOR CRUISE 
826514-19 
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AEIDOtY ORBITm DEPLOYID ~FIGURATlm 
Retaining the H8-376 STAR-30B solid nu, .. dr makes the aeronany orbi ter spin stable duril1t cruise. 'lbe launch 
locksn.,..in connected and the platfonn spins with the rest of the spacecraft. 'l'wo-way ccmnmications use 
the deployed anniand bicone antennas. A star scanner and sun sensor provirte the attitude references. 
Olce in ot'bit. the launch locks release. the BAPl'A despins the platfonn, the antennas deploy, and the 
spacecraft bec~s a gyrostat. Three solar dnlll positionersextend the aft array. The AstrCllllst extends out 
of its car~. placl:.~ the magnetaneter sensors roore than 6 meters fran the spacecraft. The shelf positioner 
correctly points the 'ram-oTiented instruments. A star tracker gives accurate attitude fixes on-orbit. 
orne cutaway shows the location of the Mars Orbiter subsystems. Atti tude control, po~r and propulsion 
occupy the spun secUon; the ccmnunications, data handling, am c<::mnand equipnent roounts on the despun equipMnt 
shelf. All structure below the BAPl'A except for the srAR-31 I1l')tor roolmting ring is unchanged fran H8-376; 
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AERaQ.fY' ORBITm DESPUN SECl'IOO 
The t~)P and side view drawings show the ram-oriented shelf at 0 and '90° elevation. Other instnl'll!nts attach 
to the ~posite ends of the X-beam or a side support tower. All instruments have their required pointing and 
fields of view. The antenna rmst locks into place paral~el to the spin axis on top of the X-beam. 'll1e star 
tracker and star scanner also roount to the rigid X-beam to minimize alignment errors. 
For reference t the dashed line shows the Shuttle payload envelope. 
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'Dle Mal'S Orbiters feature· fully-redundant,nearly-cOl'lOOn designs with minimum departure fran theJIS-376 
configuration and maximllTl use of developed and available units. 'lbe integrated propulsion stage, with its 
offloaded SRM-l rootor, injects either spacecraft to Mars. 111e aeronany orbiter is spin stable during cruise; 
the climatology orbiter is a gyrostat. Like HS-376 , both orbiters operate on orbit as gyrostats with active 
nutation damping by torquing the despun platfonn. 'lbe larger STAR-31 rootor case make the climatology orbiter 
about 43 kg heavier than the aeronanyorbiter. 
Except for the aeronany SWPA, all science instruments attach to the despun platfonn.Mostmount on an 
instn.uoont shelf; this shelf points at nadir on the climatology mission and into the velocity direction at 
periapsis on the aeronany mission. All instruments have their required fields of view and pointing direction. 
'Dle structure subsystem retains the dual-load path "S-376 design. 'lbe only new structure supports the 
instruments, antenna, or the ~limatology orbiter's longer MOl motor. 
Both orbiters use the same 20watt~ S- and X-band communications system. A 1.1 m high gain entenna pennits 
a downlink data rate of 8192 bps on orbit. Omni and bicone antennas provide on-orbit uplink and cruise two-way 
communications. 
'lllree Oietics 148.6 Mbit recorders allow simultaneous storage and playback of up to 32 hours of data;. 
wi th one recorder for redundancy. 111e large storage capaci ty accClll'TK>da tes one eight-hour DSN pass per da.;' and 
can tolerate one OON station outage without loss of data. 'llle data handling subsystem provides a total of 24 
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KEY FEATURES : HUGHES: 
• • L _________ · _________ ~ 
HUG.t€S AtnC"""l' C()Io4rAHY 
SPACECRAFT 
Type HS-376 Same 
Attitude Spin axis nonmol to orbit Spin axis normal to Mars 
plane orbit plone 
I 
Stabilization 
Before SRM-l separation I Active nutation control Some " 
Cruise I Gyrostat wi th active nutation Stable spinner ~~ ~I damping 
Mars Orbit I Gyrostat with active nutation Sane ~~ damping ~~ 
Dry Moss (with contlngency,l 614 Kg 571 Kg ~il 
but without reserve) 
SCIENCE ACCOMMODATION 
Platform il Despun Some (S\1PA spt nningl 
Orientation I Nadir pointing Ram pointing 
Deployments GRS boom Magnetometer boom 
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'lbe canmarxt subsystEm supplies up to 20 serial and 436 redWkiantpulse coornands in stored and real-tiine 
modes. take the data handling subsystEm, the same command subsystEm flies on both orbiters. 
'lbe attitude control subsystEm uses HS":376 canrnnents and the Intelsat VI attitude controleleetronics 
(ACE) to provide accurate attitude detennination and flexible iplatfonn pointing for both Mars missions. Sun 
am platfonn-lOOunted star sensors provide an attitude fix throughout the mission. The ACE controls platform 
despin and pointing by using sun or Mars horizon references, or measuring the relative spin rate between the 
two parts of the spacecraft. It also limits nutation by active nutation control using thrusters (A~) or by 
torquing the dynamically-imbalanced despun platfonn (DANDE). The space-proven bearing and power transfer 
assermly (BAPl'A) couples and controls the relative spin of the spun and despun sections while its 26 slip 
rings carry signals and power across the rotating interface. 
'lbe 387-watt (worst case) main solar arrays power the climatology spacecraft. '(be aeronany sola!" fAlool 
generates 467 watts with its normal sun angle. Two 19.5 amp hour batteries support eclipse operation of either 
spacecraft; battery depths of discharge remain low «15.2%) throughout either mission. 
'lbeaerOllany orbiter retains the STAR-30B HS-376 solid nvtor f9r MOl; the climatol~y orbiter needs the 
l~er STAR-31 (20% offload) to capture into the circular orbit. Both spacecraft carry the SBS-1A blomown 
liquid system with 232 kg of usable bipropellant (236 kg total). 
Both orbiters feature passive thennal control. Insulation added to the inside of the solal! drum isolatP.s 
the interior from the cold of deep space and the temperature transients of frequent eclipses. 
'lbe integrated propulsion stage (Intelsat VI ~rigee stage) injects either spacecraft into the trans-Mars 
trajectory. All stage structure and ASE is being developed for Intelsat VI. The spacecraft cantilevers off 
the stage in the Shuttle bay. "Frisbee" deployment ejects the spacecraft/stage stack sideways with ahout a 
2 rpn roll rate. Two STAR-6 nvtors increase' the spin rate to 30 r~ for coast and injection bum. Of floarting 













KEY FEATURI:S (cont'd) 
FEATURE CLIMATOLOGY ORBITER 
SUBSYSTEMS 
STRUCTURE 
Design HS-376, dual load path 
Instrument MountIng Despun plotform 
COf1f1Urll CAT IONS 
Power, X-band/S-band 20 W120 W 
Antennas i Despun HGAwith duaiglmbai, 
omnl, bleone 
Data Rate 8192 bps 
DATA HANDLING 
Storage 148.6 Mblts 
. Rate 8 to 8192 bps 
Serial Data Channels 4 redundant spun; 20 redundant despun 
Analog/Btlevel Data 252 redundant spun; Channels 252 redundant desl)un 
COMMANQ 
Serial Corrmands 8 redundant spun; 
12 redundant despun 
Pulse Conmands 256 redundant spun; 180 redundant despun 
Modes . Stored and real-t Ime 
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KEY FEATURES (cont'd) ! • HUGHES: 
ATTITUDE CONTROL 
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Sunl storl horizon sensors 
Rate holdl Mars horizon 
sensorl sun sensor 
I I L _________________ oJ 
Some + spinning star sensor 
Some 
Thrusters or des pun plotform I Some 
torQuing 
HS-376/LEASAT redundantl 26 
silo rings 
387 W 
2 Westar NI-Cd 
19.5 A-Hr each 
9.5% 
Stor-31 (20% offload) 
232 Kg bloropellant 























KEY FEATURES (Cont'd) 
FEATURE· CLIMATOLOGY ORBITER 
INJECTION STAGE 
Type Integrated Propulsion Stage 
Motor CSD SRM-1 (7756 kg propellant) 
Deployment "Frlsbee .. " 2 rpm 
Spin Motors 2 Star-6 
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SUBSYSTDt MASS AND HERITAGE SUWetARY 
'lbe table defines categories of spacecraft hardware which relate to the amount of developnent required for 
Mars Orbiter. Tile first three categories require no development, but are divided due to the different allocation 
for mass mcertainty. As shown, currently available HS 376 units have l' mass uncertainty to allow for 
manufacturing tolerances. The slightly higher 2% value allocated to other clwrently available units reflects 
the fewer m.umer of previously constructed units and therefore smaller data base for the mass estimate. Units 
currently in developroont are allocated 1(1l, mass uncertainty. 
Modified units which require some changes specifically for Mars Orbiter are given 101 uncertaInty on the 
basis of the entire mit mass. Uncertainty in the estimates of the roocUfied portions can therefore exceed 1<1J,-•. 
New units, Mlich require developnent and qualification forPM.rs Orbiter are allocated 2<1,1; mass uncertainty. 
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SUBSYSTEM MASS AND HERITAGE SUMMARY 
HEHIT "GE DEFINITIONS 
!!ARDWARE CA~EGORY 







DEVELOPED AND CURRENTLY AVAILABLE 
DEVELOPED AND CURRENTLY AVAILABLE 
UNDER CONTRACT. WILL BE COMPLETED IN 
TIME FOR MARS ORBITER 
EXISTING BUT REQUIRES ADDITIONAL OR 
REPLACEMENT CIRCUITS OR FUNCTIONS 
(TYPICALLY LESS THAN 20% MODIFIED) 
QUALIFICATION REQUIRED 
DEVELOPMENT AND QUALIFICATION REOUIRED 
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~IMA'l'Ol1XjY ORBITER MASSSut.t.fARY 
1be table smrnarizes the clinatol~y orbiter nass. All subsystem canp>nents are divided into four cate-
gories:existi~ "S-376 , existing fran other spacecraft, rmdUied or unmodified hllt under development (lntelsat 
VI, SBS lA) or new pa.rts. These divisions carry 1%, 2'J" 10% and 2(11, contingency, respectively. Most of the new 
canlDnent mass is the structure to roountthe STAR-31 Ptl)I rootor or support the science instrmw:mts. A 15~ con-
tingency buffers the 37 kg instrument nass specification, leading to a spacecraft total of 614.1 kg. Designi~ 
the mission for a 650 kg dry nass leaves a 35.9 kg unallocated reserve plus the 31.7 kg calculated contingency. 
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IN DEVELOPMENT/ HS316 EXISTING MODIFIED NEW 
--.. 
93.4 0.3 10.9 43.2· 
3.1 0.0 13.2 8.9· 
0.0 12.1 10.3 4.0· 
0.0 6.3 35;4 0.0 
0.0 3.6 34;4 2.6 
12.0 16.1 n:8 3.5 
91.3 2.1 0:0 0.0 
0.8 4.2 11.6 0.0 
11.5 0.0 3.1 ~ 6.0· 
~. 
4.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 13.6 0.0 0.0 
- -
, 
216.6 118.9 131.3 61.0 












AEIOOtY ORBITER MASS Sm.t.tARY 
'lbe aeronany orb! ter weighs about 43 kg less than the climatology orbiter because of the lighterSTAR-3OB 
IIDtor case and I1DWlt. 'lbe magnetaneter boan is included in the structure mass, not with the instrtJ1'lents. '1lle 
53.8 kg science I'J'IlSS includes an extra magnetaneter and ETP sensor to canpensate for the despm sensor l'OOuotingc 




r------------~-----, I • 
AERONOMY ORBITER MASS SUMMARY I I L __________________ ~ : HUGHES: 
MASS, KG 
SUBSYSTEM TOTAL HS376 EXISTING IN DEVELOPMENTI NEW MODIFIED 
STRUCTURE 129.6 95.3 7.8 8.8 17.6· 
HARNESS 26.3 3.1 0.0 13.2 10.0· 
COMMt;~ICA TlONS 27.0 0.0 12.7 10.3 4.0· 
DATA HANDLING 41.6 0.0 6.3 36.4 0.0 
COMMAND 40.6 0.0 3.6 34.4 2.6 
ATTITUDE CONTROL 49.9 16.8 18.8 11.8 3.6 
POWER 93.3 91.3 2.1 0.0 0.0 
PROPULSION 22.6 0.8 4.2 17.6 0.0 
THERMAL CONTROL 18.1 12.8 0.0 0.0 1.0· 
BALANCE MASS 4.4 4.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SOLID MOTOR CASE 29.4 29.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-TOTAL 483.6 252.9 65.6 131.6 43.6 
CONTINGENCY 25.6 2.6 (1%' 1.1 (2%' 13.2 (10%' 1.7 (20%' 
BUS TOTAL 609.0 
SC~:ENCE . 63.8 
SCIENCE CONTINGENCY U6%' . 8.1 
SPACECRAFT TOTAL 670.8 
MASS RESERVE 29.2 
DESIGN MASS 600.0 
-NO ELECTRONIC PARTS 
826514-76 
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omREE OF DESIGN "OUTAGE 
The t.krs Ckbi ter elements, described in nore detsJ 1 in the follorir.g sections, have a high degree of design 
heritage. The table qUflntifies this in three ways: First, the nwmer uf electronic units is .divided 6.Ccordlng 
to the existing, nndified, and new categories previously defined. The second breakdown considers lUli t type~' ~ 
For example •. the two X-band 'mA' s represent 2 wli ts and 1 mit type. The third breakdown considers mass and, 
unlike the fi rst two breakdowns, adds the structure, harness. and thennal control elements. 
As sinwn, the existi~ hardware represents OVer 7'8, of the s~cecraft; and new hard18.re is only 1~ by 
mP-ss or 5' by number of units. 
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DEGREE OF DESIGN HERITAGE 
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NOTE: STRUCTURE, HARNESS, AND THERMAL CONTROL ELEMENTS 






'lbe aermany am c1inatol~y spacecraft engineering loads are identical: 199.6watts in daylight and 134.2 
_tts in eclipse, includi~ lox, contingency. However, the climatology science instruroonts require more power 
than the aeronany payload. The short climatology orbi t also forces the panel to provide a high current to 
charge the bltteries before the next eclipse. 'nte corresponding large boost array area canbined with the obliqlE 
sm angle limit the worst case main array output of the 8.9 rri2 (cross-section) panels to 387.2 watts. 'ntis leaves 
27.6 watt reserve and degradation allowance above the lox, contingency. 'nte 467 watt aeronany nain array output 
has a 75~ reserve and degradation allowance aboYe the calculated requirements. 





r------------------, I I 
POWER BUDGET6 WATTS : HUGHES: 
I • L _____________ . ____ ~
POWER,W 
SUBSYSTEM CLIMATOLOGY AERONOMY 
DAYLIGHT ECLIPSE DAYLIGHT ECLIPSE 
COMMUNICATIONS 76.1 25.2 76.1 25.2 
DATA HANDLING 45.6 25.6 46.6 26.6 
COMMAND 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 
ATTITUDE CONTROL 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.0 
. 
POWER 1.9 3.3 1.9 3.3 
THERMAL CONTROL 
.J!!J! 20.0 ~ 20.0 ,. 
TOTAL 181.6 122.0 181.6 122.0 
CONTINGENCY (10%, . 18.1 12.2 18.1 12.2 
- -
-, 
-BUS TOTAL 199.6 134.2 199.6 134.2 
SCIENCE 69.0 66.0 46.6- 21.3-




- -SPACECRAFT TOTAL 
i 
360.6 184.6 283.8 166.6 
MIN MAIN ARRAY OUTPUT AT 28 V ~ - ~ -





BATTERY DOD ~ 0.6% - OTO 16.2"-
--













rowER VARIATIOO DlJRIr«6THE CLIMA'l'OI1XiY MISSIOO 
.-
'llle power btktget on the preceeding page aSSll1eS a panel output at the worst~se solar incidence (1.65 AU, 
35° sma~le fran the orbit plane) in the sun-synchronous mission. At other times the 28 watt power rese~e 
grows to as much as 240 watts, as shown in the figure. Just after circularization, the poor (7:45 a.m.) sun angle 
prevents full spacecraft operation, but the science instruments can collect data during part of each orL!t. Full 
operation can begin after 20 days of drift ( 8:40 a.m.) then continue for the rest of the drift period and at alJ 








ADDITIONAL POWER MARGIN AVAILABLE 
THROUGHOUT MARS YEAR 
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AdeqlBte perfomance mrgins help reduce developnent cost. InstnJnent or mission changes do not then 
require significant s~cecraft design changes. '!be mass am power budgets just presented have margin beyond 
the allocated contingency. All &>lid rootors have substantial margin. By loading additional propellant, the 
8111-1 injection rootor prOlJides up to 21% nore perfonnance for the climatology mission or 311 for the aeronany 
mission. ~inting the STAR 31 or STAR 30B closer to the optivii:.ln orbit insertion geanetry places additional 
dry nass into Mars orhit. Also, the STAR 31 can be loacted with up to 2(f.l, mre propellant. 'llle bipropellar.t 
capaci ty perfonns the conservatively sized naneuvers for 2 Mars years including a 100 m sec planetary quarantine 
maneuver. Increasi~ the climatology mission drift time by 100 days achieves about 10'J, mre capability. 
lArger bipropellant tanks can further increase perfonnance to the limits of the &>lid rmtor capability. 
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• • PERFORMANCE MARGINS 
L _____________ ~-- __ ~ 
-INTEGRATED PROPULSION STAGE SRM-1 MOTOR IS OFFLOADED 
21% FOR CLIMATOLOGY AND 37% FOR AERONOMY 
- MOl MOTORS (STAR-31 20% OFFLOAD OR STAR-30B FULLY 
LOADED) PROVIDE EXCESS CAPABILITY, EFFECTIVE av 
ACHIEVED BY POINTING BIAS 
- BIPROPELLANT SYSTEM PROVIDES CONSERVATIVELY SIZED 
MANEUVER CAPABILITY, INCLUDING PLANET PROTECTION 
a v AFTER 2 MARS YEARS 
- ALL PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS BASED ON CONSERVATIVELY 
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-DESIGN sur.t.tA.RY 
'ftle Mars Ck-biter deigns use an "S-376 dual-spin spacecraft bus with alroost no changes to its spun section. 
Science instrtlllEnts, a high gain antenna, and OON~an(Bttble cCJIInll'lications, data handling, and carmand units 
replace the geostationary communications payload usually carried on the "S-376 despun platfonn. Both ae~nomy 
and climatol~y orbi ters satisfy all requirements of the science instruments and provide full redundancy through-
out the design. 'ftle low~ost integrated propulsion stage, offloaded to reduce Shuttle lamch costs, injects 
the splcecraft into the cruise trajectory. Ample mass and power margins tolerate design changes. 
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DESltiN·SUMMARY 
• HS-376 SPUN SECTION UNCHANr,ED 
• HS-376 DESPUNSEtfloN CARRIES SCIENCE INSTRUMErfTS~ 
NEW DSN-COMPATIRLE COMMAND AND TELEMETRY EQUIiPMENT 
• SATISFIES SCIENCE REOU I REr"ENTS 
• SHUTTLE LAUNCH AND INTEGRATED PROPULSIon STAGE BASED 
ON INTELSAT VI 
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STRUCI'URE{HARNESS SUBSYSTDt 
The Mars Orbiter structure subsystem i~ the same as the HS 376 with minor modifications. A dual load path 
design t with an inner pith through a central cone and an outer path through launch locks, reduces structural 
mass. The HS 376 harness is sufficient with changes limited to instrument integration and the new equipment 












































































































































































































STRUCruRE SUBSYST9t SPOCIFICATlOOS/REQ:JIRDtENl'S 
'lbe Mars Orbiter structure must survive launch, injection, and orbit insertion loads. 'Ibe structure nust 
support the e~ineeri~ equipoont; the science instn.llN!nt platfonn must provide sQfficie,.t rigidity to maintain 
the precise science instn.llN!nt pointing. The structure subsystem includes deployment mechanisms. Pyrotechnic 
pin puller and bolt cutters release the boan and launch locks. The positioners that move the appendages 
follo~ '::~,' deployment are !Art of the attitude control subsystem. 
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r------------------~ I • 
STRUCTURE SUBSYSltM SPECIFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS : HUGHES: 
I • L __________________ ~
• SURVIVE STS LAUNCH LOADS 
• SURVIVE INJECTION LOADS 
• SURVIVE ORBIT INSERTION LOADS 
• PROVIDE" DEPLOYMENT OF ANTENNA AND SCIENCE BOOMS 
• PROVIDE RIGID SCIENCE INSTRUMENT SUPPORT 
5-5 
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STRUCftJRE SUBSYSTEItt <Dt!PmOO' I.reATlmS 
'lbe despm structure consists of a lIDI'lOCoque thrust cone, annular equpillEnt shelves with outer cylindrical 
sections that surround the conical frustum, and a canplsite X-beam munted on the BAPl'A flange. The high gain 
antenna and feed support attaches to one side of the X-beam. The science instrument shelf mounts on the other 
side of the X-beam. 
The spinni~ shelf is a honeycanb sandwich platfonn that supports all spinning electronic canponents. 
Four 21-inch diameter propulsion tanks' surround the spinning thrust cone; support struts bolted to the tank 
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STRucnJRESUBSYSTDI MASS AND HmUTAGE (SPUN) 
'Ibe spinning structure is identical to H8-376 except thesUpp>rt for the STAR-31 orbit insertion IOOtor 
for the climatol~y mission. This almrl.num. sem1nDnocoque IOOtor support attaches the aft end of the IOOtor to 
the usual HS-376/PAM-D interface. It carries the launch. in.1ection. and STAR-31 IOOtor firing load through the 
sane load path as the PAM-D and launch loads on an H8-376 launch. 
The solar array substrates. designed for the Palapa.-B HS-376 program.' consist of an aloninonhoneyc<Jllb 
core with graphite am Kevlar'tepoxy face sheets. The inner cyliooer bol ts to the spinning shelf at eight 
points am is stabilized by the spinning thermal shield near the forward end am by three struts at the aft 
em. furi~ laund'l. pyrotechnic locki~ devices pin the outer cylinder to the three aft struts; spacers separate 
it from the inner cylinder. 
The p-opulsion supp:>rt hardware fran the fIJS lAHS-376 spacecraft acccnm:xtates the 21-tnch di-ameter propel-
lant tanks. 
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SEPARATION RING 6.49 SAME HS376 
MOl MOTOR SUPPORT CONE 4.66 SAME HS376 
MOTOR SUPPORT 20.00 1.87 NEW/HS376 
TANK SUPPORT RING 0.88 SAME HS 376 (SBS lA, 
EQUIPMENT SHELF 12.06 SAME HS376 
FWD SUBSTRATE 16.76 SAME HS 376 (PALAPA) 
AFT SUBSTRATE 12.06 SAME HS 376 (PALAPA) 
SHELF STRUT ASSEMBLY 2.47 SAME HS376 
THRUST TUBE CYLINDER 1.85 SAME HS376 
BAPTA SUPPORT CONE 2.79 SAME HS376 
PANEL DRIVE STABILIZERS (3) 0.65 SAME HS376 
PANEL LAUNCH LOCKS (3) 1.69 SAME HS376 
SPUN/DESPUN LAUNCH LOCKS (4) 2.35 SAME HS376 
FWD SPINNING SHELF BRACKET 0.60 SAME HS376 
PROPULSION SUPPORT HARDWARE 8.01 SAME HS 376 (SBS lA) 
SEPARATION SWITCH AND BRACKET 0.91 SAME HS376 
SUBSTRATE TIES 0.72 SAME HS376 
UMBILICAL MOUNTING BRACKETS (2) 0.23 SAME HS376 
BATTERY SUPPORTS 0.54 SAME HS376 
Mise ATTACH HARDWARE 6.32 SAME H8376 









































STRUC'ItJRE SUBSYSTDt MASS AND HmllTAGE (DESPUN) 
The X-beam replaces tbe HS-376 beam structure \WIich Rupports the cml1nmications satellites antenna reflector 
am fems. Crossrrembers tie the ends of the X-beam. Bipods connect the beam assembly to the despun shelf to 
further suPJOrt it. 
For the climatol~y orbiter, a graphite/epoxy honeycanb shelf attaches to the X-beam and cr08sme1llber to 
support the nadir-oriented PMR am FI8 sci~mce instrurrents. The GRS sensor deploys on a one-piece 2.8ft bocm. 
The R:iA attaches to the X-beam on the OPPOSite side of the spacecraft fran the nattir-oriented instruments. 'lbe 
X-beam ooIds the deployed HGA mast parallel to the spin axis and provides an attachment for the Astrarast 
magnetometer boan and the star scanner and tracker. The stowed IKJA clamps to the X-beam. 
1be Mars Orbiters deploy the HGA mast. am1/biconeantennas and GRS boon using damped, spr1ng~riven 
actllltors. Pyrotechnically-actuated pin pullers retain the stowed appendages; locking devices hold them 1n 
their deployed position. 'lbe antenna and GRS boan deployment devices are derived fran the H8-376 anni antenna 
deployment mechanism. The 6 rooter DynamiC Explorer Astranast deploys the magnetometer. 
All despun structure except the HGA support structure. boans. science shelf. and X-heam assellbly is-
uncha(J!;ed fran "8-376. These remaining parts are simple adaptations of similar designs. 
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RIM SHELF 8.38 SAME HS316 
EOUIPMENT SHELF 6.18 SAME HS316 
SHELF SUPPORT CONE 2.90 SAME HS316 
EQUIPMENT SHELF ATTACH 0.52 SAME HS316 
BIPOD FITTINGS 0.30 SAME HS376 
X-BEAM 6.88 SAME NEW 
SCIENCE SHELF 2.00 2.50 NEW 
SCIENCE SHELF ATTACH 1.50 1.60 NEW 
HGA AND FEED SUPPORT 6.68 SAME NEW 
HGA LAUNCH LOCKS 0.90 SAME NEW 
HGA DEPLOYMENT MECH 2.10 SAME HS316 
OMNI-BICONE SUPPORT 0.40 SAME NEW 
OMNI-DEPLOYMENT MECH 0.10 SAME HS316 
PIN PULLERS '2' 0.32 SAME PIONEER VENUS 
GRSBOOM 4.10 - NEW 
GRS BOOM LOCKS 1.40 - NEW 
GRS BOOM DEPLOYMENT MECH 2.10 - HS376 
MAGNETOMETER BOOM - 1.63 DYNAMIC EXPLORER 
MISC ATTACH HARDWARE 3.00 SAME HS316 
DESPUN SUBTOTAL 48.96 48.19 
TOTAL 141.80 129.50 
826514-82 
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• • ~HUGHES~ 
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HARNESS. MASS AND HERITAGE 
The harness design minimizes 811 mile ensuring high reliablli ty. Selection of canponents. Mterials. 
al'd processes is consistent with practices developed for roore than 50 spacecraft designer! and built at Hughes. 
A CamDn ground plane is provided through the entire spacecraft structure. GrouM straps or corwiuctive 
epoxies prOlTide continuity v.bere adhesive bonding is used. Grounding of all external blankets. thennal barriers. 
and covers protects inner assenblies fran Btl and static charge and provides the ground plane necessary for 
the TIm. The mlar panel substrate core and face sheets are grounded together by retal pins extending through 
the inner facesheet and core and conductivelY bonded to the outer facesheet. 
'lbe existi~ H8-376 harness suffices for the spun section with only minor changes reflectlng the feW WItt 
substi tutions. A (X>rtion of the despun Signal and power harness must be revised to accamlXlate the science 
lnstrurents anct communications and data handling eqtupment. 
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SIGNAL AND POWER 12.40 SAME HS378 UNIT WIRING 
ORDNANCE . 1.88 SAME HS376 NONE 
SOLAR PANEL INTERCONNECTS 13' 0.68 SAME HS376 MATERIAL CHANGE 
FLIGHT PLUGS AND COVERS 0.16 SAME HS376 NONE 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONNECT MOD 0.04 SAME HS376 NONE 
STS SAFETY SWITCHES 0.23 SAME HS376 NONE 
GROUND STRAPS 0.17 SAME HS376 NONE 
HARNESS INSTALLATION BUILDUP 0.48 SAME HS376 NONE 
DESPUN 
SIGNAL AND POWER .8.00 9.00 NEW 
-
ORDNANCE 0.88 1.00 NEW 
-
FLIGHT PLUGS AND COVERS :0.14 SAME HS376 NONE 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONNECT MOD 0.03 SAME HS376 NONE 
HARNESS INSTALLATION BUILDUP 0.14 SAME HS378 NONE 








STRlJC11JRE SUBSYS'l'Dt KEY FEATUR~ 
'lbe Mars Orbiter structure basically remains unchanged fran the existi~. flight pnwen 88-316 structure. 
The addition of the climatol~y RDtor mount represents the only deviation fran the existi~ spinni~ structure. 
'lbe 8S-376 structure is qualified to withstand Delta launch vehicle loads. Since the Delta launch loads 
are more severe than toose imp:>sed by the oorizontal 9luttle launch configura.tion. the 88-376 already can 
survi ve the srs la\B1ch loads. 
'lbeSg peak acceleration experienced during injection on the integrated propulsion stage is well within 
the 121 design level of the existing structure. 'lbe 109 loads encountered during Mars orbit insertion are also 
wi thin design limits. Fbr the clima tol~y mission. the uncaged BAPrA is quali fled to wi thstand the 109 load aOO 
the small residual bending maoonts due to slight inaccuracies in platfonn static balance. The X-beam load is 
distributed similarly to the nonnal HS-376 communications payload and does not require changes to the existing 
despun structure below the X-beam. The instrument shelf with a 2-inch thick aluminum honeycomb core and .012 
in graphite facesheets provides a rigid science platfonn that resists thennal distortion. 
5-14 
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STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM KEY FEATURES , I : HUGHES: 
, .' t. _________________ • .J 
• SPINNING SECTION UNCHANGED FROM HS-376 (NEW CLIMATOLOGY MOTOR MOUNT) 
• STRUCTURAL COMPATIBILITY WITH HORIZONTAL SHUTTLE LAUNCH CONFIGURATION 
• 12 9 EXISTING STRUCTURE ACCOMMODATES 8 9 MAXIMUM INJECTION LOADS ~i 
~i :a~ 
• BAPTA WITHSTANDS 10 9 ORBIT INSERTION LOADS AND BENDING MOMENTS WITH 
SIC STATICALLY BALANCED 
• ACCOMMODATION OF SCIENCE INSTRUMENT PLATFORM DOES NOT CHANGE EXISTING 
DESPUN STRUCTURE BELOW Y-BEAM 
• GRAPHITE HONEYCOMB EQUIPMENT SHELF MAINTAINS INSTRUMENT ALIGNME~T 
. 
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The M.'lrs Orbiter uses a high performance liquid bipropellant propulsion subsystem. 'Ibe propulsion hardware 
proposed is identical to the HS-376 as ctesignerl in its application for ffiS lA, except the climatology orbiter 









PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM I , : HUG,HES : 
I I L _________ •• __ • _ ".J 
• SPECIFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS 
• SUBSYSTEM LAYOUT 
1: . 
• MASS AND HERITAGE 
• TANK/THRUSTER CHARACTERISTICS 
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moPU~Ia. SUBSYsr91 SPE£IFICATI~S/R~IR9IOO'S 
'lbe large 4Vrequirenents of the Mars <:rbiter missions d9lBnd the perfomance of a liquid bipropel1ant 
prqlulsion subsystem. Propellant requirements inclme trajectory correction maneuvers, orbit trim. plane 
changes. spin uP. and atti.tude control. A detailed breakdown of IlTIlneuver requtrements appears In tooserarate 
mission analysis sections. A solid motor inserts the spacecraft into Mars orbit from the hyperbolic approach 





PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS , . 
1 HUGHES: 
. , L __________________ J 
'.. 
• PROVIDE l'::.V ~ ATTITUDE AND SPI.N CONTROL (232 kg USABLE. BIPROPELLANT) 
• SOLID MOTOR. FOR ORBIT INSERTION 
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PROPUI.SIa. SUBSYSTEM ~ IreATI(wS 
'1be entire p-opulsion subsystem is on the spinning side of the spacecraft. 'lbe 21" dtaneter bipropel1ant 
tanks attach to support struts around the thrust cone. 'lbe spun structure supports the remaining subsystem 
elements which are welded together and installed as one assembly. 
In its canmlllications application, the HS-376 uses the STAR-3OB for the apogee kick IIIlneuver. 'lbe aeornany 
mission retains this rootor for Mars orbit insertion. 'lbe higher energy requi~nts of the clilllltol~y mission 
require the larger STAR-31 rotor for orbit insertion. The STAR-31 diameter fits the H8-376 rotor canplrtment, 
but the nozzle and part of the propellant case extend below the stowed solar drum. 
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AQlULSIOO SUBSYST9I ~FIGURATIOO 
FOlD" t~ty-one inch dianeter coni spherical tanks, tv.o for fuel and tv.o for oxidizer. support theNars 
Orbiter mission requirements. 'nle biprCJ(Jellant system uses roonanethyl hydrazine (MMf) for fuel am nitr<¥;en 
tetroxide (N~4) for the oxidizer. 'nle maximml propellant capacity depends on the pressure blowdown range; the 
selected blowdown ratio of 2.9: 1 allows a total tank propellant loading of 236 Kg. 'nle centrifugal force on 
the prqJellant dtE to rotation ensures positive porting, eliminating the need for less reliable propellant 
expulsion systans. 'nle propellant tanks have the required safety factor of 2: 1 at maximml STS temperature 
for a loaded pressure of 260 psia at 85°F. 
The propulsion subsystem has two identical thruster branches • each branch containing a fuel am an oxidizer 
filter, four isolation lattch valves, and three thruster assemblies. 'nle isolation lab:h valves in each branch 
pennit di~onnecti~ the thrusters fran the pressurized fluid manifolds. Two isolation latch valves on each 
propellant line combined with the thruster valve provide throe-seat protection against propellant leakage as 
require:J for Slut tIe safety. The thrusters are fully redundant wi th ei ther branch of three thrusters sufflcient 





PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
~ LATCH VALVES X X FILL AND DRAIN VALVES 
0 PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS 
Y R6C-1 THRUSTER ~0 
~ FILTER 
0 TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCERS 






I ! L_______________ J 
PROPELLANT 
TANK (4) 
X ~i '~i ;a~ 
.0"'11 









'lbe Mars Orbiters use two axial and four lateral thrusters. The axi~l thrusters are offset fran the spin 
axis and canted inward 8° tD minimize p1une impingement and resulting drag loss on the inner surface of the 
aft extended s:>lar drum. The lateral thrusters. aligned to thrust through the longitudinal spacecraft center of 
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LIQUID moPULSI(f{SUBSYSTDf MASS AND HmITAGE 
'~" 
Except for the tanks and thruster valves the propulsion subsystem, located entirely on the spinning side 
of the sPlcecraft, uses can(X>nents identical to the HS-376 spacecraft. The bipropellant latching valve design 
. _8 used on Intelsat IVA and rm.nufactured by Hydraulic Research. The pressure transducer is a prcxluct of 
Gulton Industries, Vrbich flew on 000, Palapa, Intelsat IVA, O::mstar, and other spacecraft, and is qtlllt.fied 
for HS-376. The fill and drain valves are a Hughes design aM have flown Intelsat IVA, Marisat, Pa.lafll, 
OSO, am other spacecraft. 
The filters used in all Hughes propulslonsubsysterns are manufllctured by V(lCCQ to ~$~rce control 
drawi~sand cover a wide variety of flow capacities , filtration particle size ratings, and contaminant holding 
capacity. 
The propellant tanks are the latest H8-376 design resized for increased propellant ca .. ci ty. 'ftleir first 
~ 
appli~t:ton is on the SBS-IA spacecraft although other sales are anticipated before t~y are needed for Mars 
Orbiter. 
The Marq\.llrdt R~-l bipropellant thrusters and thruster valves are also planned for SBS-IAandhave heen 
qualified for INSAT aM SAL. (SAL is a Hughes lbO program spinning spacecraft with a ten year mission life 






MASS AND HERITAGE 
UNIT 
MASS, KG 
CLIMATOLOGY AERONOMY SOURCE 
PROPELLANT TANKS (4, 12.85 SAME HS 316 (SBS 1A, 
LATERAL THRUSTERS (4, 2.60 SAME HS 316 (SBS 1A, 
AXIAL THRUSTERS (2, 1.30 SAME HS 316 (SBS 1A, 
FILTERS (4, 0.27 SAME HS 316 (SBS 1A, 
LATCHING VALVES (8, 2.18 SAME HS 376 (SBS 1A, 
LINES AND fITTINGS 2.00 SAME HS 316 (SBS 1A, 
FILL AND DRAIN VALVES (2' 0.24 SAME HS 316 (SBS 1A' 
PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS (2) 0.30 SAME HS 316 (SBS 1A, 
TEMPERATURE SENSORS (12) 0.30 SAME HS 316 (S8S 1A, 
WIRING 0.10 SAME HS 316 (SBS1A) 
LHELIUM _ m
TOTAt 
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PIQllJLSICW SUBSYsra. atARACTmusrI~ 
Tanks 
'lbe 3.2 Kg propellant tanks are similar tQt~used on all 118-376 spacecraft. Fansteel makes them of 
6A1-4V titanium usi~ standard techniques. The identical fuel and oxidizer tanks are 5000 -tn3 ,21-inch 
diameter conispheres. A port at the conical end allows liquid withdrawal during ground servicing. 
A minimllR tank pressure of 90 psia corresponds to an end of life (EOL) tank temperature of 40°F. Maxinun 
operating presure of 260 psia corresponds to a nominal design temperature of 70°F. PTopellant tank pressur-
ization maintains a better than 2:1 margin below the 527 psia tank burst pressure at all times in the Orbiter 
bay. 
Thrusters 
Six Marquardt ~-1 thrusters provide fully redlUldant capability to change-spacecraft omIt, a-ttltude. 
and spin rate. The 5-lbf thruster has two nozzle configurations. 'lbe radial thrusters incorporate a 100:1 
one-piece columbium C-I03 chamber and nozzle; the axial thruster extends the nozzle to an expansion ratio of 
300:1. The conical titanium 6AL-4V extension attaches to the columbium nozzle hy electron beam welding after 
the columbium has been coated wi th R512A silical metallic. This axial conical nozzle extension reduces the 
pl~ impingement on the aft solar panel during AV maneuvers. 
'1be R6C-1 thruster cOOlhustion chamber is also C-103 columbiun with R512A nolybdenum disUicide COflting. 
The thruster is entirely radiation cooled and has a simple one-to-one impinging .1et injection design. -This 
deSign maximizes the diameters of the injection orifices (0.0155 inch fuel and 0.0185 inch oxidizer) which 
prevents thruster malfunction due to contaminant plugging the injector holes. The thrusters will remain 
operable throughout the life of their internal protective coating. The R6C-l can operate in steady state or 
pulse mode with a minimum impulse bit capability.of 0.02 lbf-sec and no known limitation on providing larger 
impulse bits. 
The R6C-l thruster valves are single seat, flexure-guided poppet solenoid devices. The vaive seat is 
teflon, and the valve operates without sliding contact between moving parts. Rac1ial valve po(lpetseUminate 
rubbing and generation of metallic dehris which can foul the seat contact area and cause valve leakage. 'Ibis 
valve design has dem:mstrated over 1,000,000 component level cycles at Marquardt with a confinnatory test by 
AFRR.... Edwards AFB. to over 800.000 cycles. For INSAT the valve/thruster combination has heen qualified to 
over 120.000 cycles. 
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PROPU lS I ON :SUBSYSTEM iCHARACTER I ST I CS (LIQU I D) 
TANKS 
• 21" DIAr~ETER COrnSPHERE 
• 5000 In3 CAPACITY 
• 6Al-4V TITANIUM 
• PRESSURE 
- 527 psla Burst Pressure (2:1 Margin for Shuttle safety) 
- 260 psla Maximum Operating Pressure 
- 90 psla Minimum Operating Pressure 






MINIMUM IMPULSE BIT: 






285 lbf - sec/Ibm 





3 - 8 Ib 
100 - 400 psia 
1 - 2.4 
Up to 750 kg 











PROPIJI..8IOO SUBSYSTFJot KEYFEAroRES 
'lbe "rs (kobi tersfeature a high perfomance liquid bipropellant propulsion sqbs~t~! 'l'tH! 21-111ch di~~r 
conlspherical prqJellant tanks provide a 35 percent increase in volme over the' current H8-376 19-inch tanks. 
'Ibe 21-inch tanks fit within the spinning compartmant without nvdifying the spinning shelf configuration. 
Propellant tank pressurization assures better than 2: 1 burst pressure at all times in the Shuttle bay. 
All canJX)nents have already been qualified or will be qualified on other Hughes spacecraft programs. 'lbe 
subsystem design includes redundant heaters, blankets, and low emittance tape wrap to avoid thenna.l operational 
constraints and maintain tanperatures to a minimum of 100 e above the nitrogen tetroxide freezing point. The 
thrusters are fully redundant; each branch of three thrusters can do all mission maneuvers. 
Mars orbit insertion 1s verfonned by the STAR-31 solid rootor for climatology and the STAR-308 for aeronany. 
'lbiokol builds both rootors using~ the improved propellant TP-H-3340. The Star 31 rootor fits within the canpirt-
ment which nonnally houses the Star 30-8 notor. In flight, thennal blankets maintain the rootor temperature 
between 40°F and 90°F. Two rootors will be available during launch preparation of each spacecraft. Safe and 
ann devices meet STS safety requirements for both rootors. 
The STAR-31 rootor is currently in production as the third stage of the Scout launch vehicle. 'Ibe length 
of the Star-31 case and nozzle contribute to the overall stack heigu.t in the Shuttle. For mininun stack height 
the nozzle has been cut 18 inches (resulting in a predicted effective Isp of 283 sec). The stack height is 
stnrt enough so the climatology mission Shuttle costs are based on mass. The maximun rootor offload, without 
requalification, of 2(1.(, to 1038 Kg expendables minimizes lalIDch mass. The STAR-31 requires one sea level 
acceptance firing to verify that the offload is satisfactory and also check the computed perfonnance for the 
offload and nozzle cut. 
The aeronomy mission uses the nominal STAR-3OB propellant load of 508 kg which eliminates the requirement 
for a separate acceptance test. 
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PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM KEY fEATURES 
",......:, 
. j 
r------------------, I • 
l HUGHES: 
I • • L _______________ .. _ .J 
LIQUID 
SOLID 
• BLOWDOWN .BIPROPELLANT SYSTEM QUALIFIED ON HS-376 PRIOR TO 1985 
• INTERNAL SUBSYSTEM REDUNDANCY: MISSION COMPLETED WITH LOSS OF 
ANY SINGLE THRUSTER OR VALVE 
CLIMATOLOGY - STAR 31 
• FITS WITHIN HS-376 MOTOR COMPARTMENT ENVELOPE 
• CURRENTLY IN PRODUCTIO~ STATUS FOR SCOUT THIRD STAGE 
• QUALIFIED FOR NOZZLE CUT UP TO 28 INCHES 
• ONE SEA LEVEL ACCEPTANCE FIRING TO VERIFY OFFLOAn~ NOZZLE CUT 
AND IDENTIFY MOTOR PERFORMANCE 
AERONOMY - STAR 30B 
• CURRENTLY USED ON HS-376 
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OOMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM 
The 20-watt Mars ()Pbiter- cammnications subsystem consists of RF antennas, NASA standard transJ,lQpder, and 





COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM r------------~----·, I I 
1 HUGHES: 
I I L ____________ • ____ J 
• SPECIFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS 
• CONFIGURATION/BLOCK DIAGRAM 
• MASS AND HERITAGE 
• ANTENNA/UNIT CHARACTERISTICS 
• LI NK PERFORMANCE 
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cnMJNICATlOOS SUBSYSTDt S~I'ICATIOOS!R~IRBOTS 
'lbe camnl1ications subsystem mst radiate a ~-<:anpatible downlink and must receive the uplink camands 
generatEd by the OON. Specifically the subsystem must: 1) radiate an 8-band signal for OON acquisition, 
2) acquire an uplink S-band Signal and transp:md a phase-coherent downlink, 3) tranenlt an internally generated 
S- or X-band signal Vrbile receivl~ an uplink signal, 4) receive ground c<Jml8.ncls, aM 5) telerooter data at 






COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS 
I DSN CO~'PATIBLE (S OR X-BAND) 
I RECEIVE GROUND COMMANDS FROM ALL MISSION ATTITUDES 
I TRANSMIT TELEMETRY AND RECEIVE COMMANDS SIMULTANEOUSLY 
I DOWNLINK BIT RATE 
- 8 BPS DURING CRUISE 
- 8192 BPS CLIMATOLOGY ON ORBIT 
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L __________________ ~ 
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cnMJNICATlOO SUBSYSTEJ.f a:J.«lOOmT LOCATlOOS 
All of the carmunications subsystem equipment is located on the despun side of the~~raf1:! The :ttaJ"ee 
Mars Orbiter antennas mount on a support located on the X-beam opposite the science instrt.Urent shelf. The 
cannmications electronic units mount on the despun equipment shelf. The units roount near the central telemetry 
and command processor units, the major subsystem interfaces. Coax cables connect to the spacecraft antennas. 
In addition, the X-band signals fran the TW1' travel through waveguide to the dual-frequency feed at the focal 
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1 HUGHES 1 
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<nMJNICATIOOS SUBSYSTEJ.t FUNCTIOOAL DIAGRAM 
'Ibe NASA standant deep space transJX>nder is the heart of the carmunica tions subsyst8ll. The ext ter ~~in~ 
both S- am X-band ports. A 3 dB hybrid spU ts the S-band signal into two strings for parallel redundancy. 
A C-switch connects either S-band transmitter to either the high gain antenna or omni/bicone pair, guarrling 
against a transmitter failure. 
The signal fran the X-band exciter 1s spUt between redundant 'lWTAs; a switch can select either string in 
case of a failure. 
'Ibe~anni or bicone antenna receives the uplink signal. Series SPUr andC-swi tches select the antenna and 
avoid single JX>int failures. The received signal passes th.'ough '8. cUplexer to the receiver transfer switch which 
connects the active transponder. A five-section land reject filter 1n the transmitter channel provides a minimlll1 
80 dB transmitter noise i9)1ation at the receive frequency. The transponder sems the received ccmnands to the 













: HUGHES I 
I I L __________________ J 
HIGH GAIN ANTENNA 
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. i.' RECEIVER 2 







EXCITER 1 FROM CENTRAL ~----~-.-'-'--~~'r~r----- TELEMETRY 
I NASA STANDARD UNIT EXCITER 2 J-~-~~----
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<DMJNICATI~S SUBSYSTDt MASS AND HERITAGE 
'lbe cliflllt.ol~y andaeronanycmmunication subsystems are identical. 'ftle Mars Orbiter cmmunlcatioos 
electronics either already exist or are under development for current Hughes programs. 
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MASS AND HERITAGE 
I , 
: HUGHES: 





NASA STANDARD TRANSPONDERS (2' 6.54 SAME NASA STANDARD NONE 
S BAND TRANSMITTERS (2, 4.70 SAME GOESG, H NONE 
SWITCH DRIVERS (5, 0.91 SAME PIONEER VENUS, GOES NONE 
DIPLEXER 0.34 SAME PIONEER VENUS, SAL NONE 
S SWITCHES (2' 0.14 SAME PIONEER·VENUS, GOES NONE 
C SWITCHES (3, 0.40 SAME PIONEER VENUS, GOES NONE 
3 dB HYBRIDS (2' 0.18 SAME PIONEER VENUS, GOES NONE 
X BAND TWTs (2' 2.00 SAME DSCS III NONE 
ELECTRONIC POWER CONDITIONERS (2' 4.40 SAME SBS, SAP 304 CHANGEFREO 
OMNI ANTENNA 0.18 SAME PIONEER VENUS NONE 
BICONE ANTENNA 1.16 SAME LEASAT CHANGEFREO 
. 
HGA REFLECTOR 2.40 SAME GAll LEO PROBE NONE 
HIGH GAIN ANTENNA FEED 0.60 SAME PIONEER VENUS NONE 
FEED SUPPORT 0.60 SAME NEW -
X BAND WAVEGUIDE 0.60 SAME NEW 
-
COAX CABLE 2.80 SAME NEW 
-











rx .. _. 
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Antennas 
cnMJNICATlOOS SUBSYSTEM OIARACTERISTICS 
.-" 
\ 1 
The Mars Orbi t~l'$U~ the 1.1 meter high gain antenna reflector currently being designed and built for 
the Galileo Probe program. It has a 3 dB beamwidth of 2.10 and peak gain of 37.1 dB at X-bam. The side 
lIDuntErl Pioneer Venus type dtlll frequency feed provides S- and X-band capability. 
'lbe bicone antenna scales fran the leasat 7.5 GHz design. It is the primary antenna during the last few 
weeks of cruise prior to orbit insertion, the primary receive antennna on-orbit, and a back up transmit antenna 
on-orbit. It has a -2 dB beamwidth of +150 and a peak gain of 4.0 .:t.8 dB. 
The amni antenna is identical to the PV turnstile, which consists of a crossed dipole radiator above a 
conical ground plane. The turnstile element produces circular pllarization and a relatively narrow 700 3 dB 
beamwidth. The conical ground plane broadens the beamwidth for nearly hemispherical gain coverage. 'lbe 
minimum bicone/omni antenna gain in the 21Tsteradian field of view is -2 dB. 
S-Band Transrrdtter 
The S-band transmitter is identical to themES G,lI (lesign. It {;ontains a driver amplifier section and 
high JX>wer transmitter section. Both sectionsuseMSC (Microwave Semiconductor Corp.) power transistors. 
These devices have a long history of good :perfonnnnce on Hughes flight programs. 
Isela tor coupling of the transistor stages provides a well-controlled loading ~:or each stage. The 20 
watt transmitter operates in a saturated roode for maximllll efficiency. with all the stages of the transmitter 
Simultaneously saturated to provide low AM to PM conversion. Spurious outputs are 1IDl"'e< than 60 dB down at the 
transmitter output. 
The high power transmitter nvdules use hybrid coupled MSC 3005 transistor stages. Multiple hybrid couplert 
output stages maintain the high dc to RF efficiency of the ~ 3005 and efficiently spread the heat fran these 
stages on the spacecraft electronics equiprent shelf. All ccmnaOOed control of the transmitter is perfonnat 
through the logic, voltage regulators, and switch drivers located in the driver amplifier. The logic ensures 
that the RF swi tches latch prior to application of RF energy and that the dc power is on before application of 
the RF drive. This logic design provides maximum reliability of the switches and high plwer transistor stages. 
X-Band TWTA 
The traveling wave tube is the 20 W nndel configuroo aOO spRce-qllali.fioo' for me.<; HI. TWO manufacturing 
sources include Hughes orWatk:iris-Johnson Canpany. The Hughes lightweight p:lwer supply draws upon an extensive 
eq:erience reflected in the in-flight perfonnance record of electronic power condi tioners (EPCs) the can(Rny 






NASA Standard Transponder 
The transponder consists of a phase lock receiver, cmn&nd detector unit (<nI), S-band exci ter, and. X-band 
exciter. The receiver locks its oscillator to the uplink carrier anct demodulates the digital CCJlllllnd signal 
from the 16 kHz subcarrier. The command detector delivers the digital canmand bit stream, clock timing signal, 
and in-lock signal to the cCJTl\1l.nd subsysten. A 16 kHz baseband input to the carmand detector penni ts hardUne 
cOlllM.ndi~ of the spacecraft carvnand processor during launch. The receiver VOl signal connects to the exciter 
section of the transponder where it splits into two paths, is phase lOOdulated with data, and is frequency 
multiplied to the downlink frequencies. The separate paths provide 8-band and X-hand sources. If the receiver 
is not locked to an uplink signal, an RF switch in the exciter section autanatically selects an internal quartz 
crystal oscillator to drive both the S- and X-band transmitters. This noncoherent mode provides downlink 
teleootry without uplink signal from the earth, anct can be used if noncoherent downlink is desiroo wen the 
uplink is present. Both recei vers are hardwired to the paver bus wi th the primary and active standby uni ts 
detennined by the (XJSition of the receiver transfer switch. The receivers are uniquely addressable fran the 
ground since they have different frequencies. 
• ANTENNAS 
1.1 METER GALILEORELAY REFLECTORWITHPV DUAL FREQUENCY FEED 
MODIFIED LEASAT BICONE 
TURNSTILE OMNI (PV) 
• . S-BAND TRANSMITTER 
20 WATTS 
MIC TECHNOLOGY 
POWER AMP AND DRIVER COMBINED 
• X-BAND TWTA 
20W TWT WITH ELECTRONIC PO~IER CO~DITIONER 






(DMJNICATI(WS LINK ASSU~I{JjS 
The table lists the assll1lptionsbehlnd the link perfomance calculations. '[be on-orblt link c~lculations 
assune the maximum range of 2.63 AU. The total high gain antenna pointing uncertainty canbines errors fran space-
craft pointing knowledge, antenna mechanical and electrical alignment, and thennal effects. All the links 
assune 95~ weather at all three ground stations and a minimum elevation angle of 20°. The weather calculations 
assune average whole-year distributions. 
The-high gain antenna performance seales fran test data a"JaUable on the GaIUeo reflector. '(be minllfttlft 
Et,/Na assl.llles convolutionally encoding W'lth K=7, R=1/2, for the specified probability of real time frame 
deletion or detected bit error less than 10-4. 





I I COMMUNICATIONS LINK ASSUMPTIONS : HUGHES: 
I I L __________________ J 
-
.I 
• 20 w TELEMETRY TRANSMIT POWER 
• 85 kw COMMAND TRANSMIT POWER 
• 64 m DSN DISH 
• 10 Hz DSN TRACKING BANDWIDTH 
• 200 GROUND STATION ELEVATION ANGLE 
• 95% WEATHER 









'lbe table sl.lllMrizes the cam'llUlications link perfol1l'Vince for the various design conditions. The subsystan 
supports margin above 3CT' adverse tulerances for all links. Detailert listings of the design control tables 
appear on the following pages. 'lbe method of accounting for DSN parameters and perfonnance tolerances follows 
the guidelines of JPL Deep Space Network/Flight Project Interface .Design Book Document 810-5, Rev. D. Nominal 
link perfonnance budgets consider the algebraic sum of the design value of each parameter or the mean of its 
tolerance distribution function. Adverse tolerance budgets specify the parameter variances for both carrier 
tracking and data daoodulator SNR perfonnance and canbine the tolerances as three times the square root of 
the variance sums. Transponder perfonnance specifications detennine the minimum Eb/No required to achieve 
the command link BER. 
'lbe link can support 8192 bps at X-band with over 1 dO margin above adverse tolerance. The perfonnance 
drops approximately 5 dB fran X- toS-hand. 'lbe link pr6vides a minimum 32 'bps uplink with 4 dB margin. The 





"t~:- ,;:.~.~~,-;~~.'C.!-4;, ".' ,_ 
COMMUNICATIONS PERFORMANCE 
• HIGH GAIN ANTENNA (TELEMETRY, MAXIMUM RANGE) 
TRANSMIT FREQUENCY. MHz 
TRANSMIT POWER. W 
GAIN, dB 
BEAMWIDTH (-3 dB). DEGREES 
DOWNLINK DATA RATE, BPS 
MARGIN ABOVE ADVERSE TOLERANCE, dB 
• BICONE(TELEMETRY, ORBIT INSERTION) 
TRANSMIT FREQUENCY. MHz 
TRANSMIT POWER. W 
GAIN. dB 
" 
BEAMWIDTH (-6 dB). DEG 
DOWNLINK DATA RATE. BPS 
MARGIN ABOVE ADVERSE TOLERANCE. dB 
(COMMAND. MAXIMUM RANGE) \ • BICONE/0~1NI 
COMMAND FREQUENCY, MHz 
GAIN, dB 
COMMAND BIT RATE. BPS 
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TABLE :(2 DESIGN r.ONWLlL TA3LE 
TELEMETRY-I-X--AANDIbll METER--NET-/lU-GA U~ANTEKN~ I NARS 111SS ION - <1101+250 DA "S, 2. 63 AU) 
~lliTER r~OMINA'- ADVERSE rUST. FAVORABLE VALVE TObERA_NCE TYfE_ TOLERANCE _ MEAN -_ VAnJ,e.~C~ 
• t. TRANSMITTER POWER, Dat1---- 43. 01 .... 0. 20 T '0.20 43.()1 0.01 2. TRANSMIT CtRCUIT bOS5~ DB -0. so -0.20 T 0.20 -0.50 0.01 
3. SIC ANTENNA CAIN, DB 37. 10 -0.80 T 0.80 37. 10 O. 11 
·4. POINTING LOSS, DB (ERR=0.3 DEG) -0.25 0.00 T 0.25 ;"0. 17 -0.00 
5. SPACE LOSS, DB -282.84 0.00 0.00 ~2a2.84 0.00 
6. ATMOSPHERIC LOSS. DlH ELV ANG=20. ) -1. 00 0.00 0.00 -1. 00 0.00 
·7. RECEIVE ANTEtJNA GAII~, DB 71.80 -0.60 T 0.60 71.80 0.06 
8. POLARIZATION LOSS. DB -0. 07 -0. 16 ... O.Ob -0. 10 0.0t) 
9. PO I NT J NG LOSS, D3 -0.20 0.00 T O. 10 -0. 17 0.00 
10. RECEIVE CIRCUIT LOSS, D3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.:00 0.00 
It. RECEIVE TOTAL POWER, D3M -132.87 O. 19 (SUr1 OF L U':ES 1. THROUGH 10. ) ~i 12A. ZENITH NOISE TEMP, K 25.00 3.00 G -3.00 
12B. DELTA-T (ELEVATION),K 9.00 . ~e 
12C. DELTA-T (ATMOSPHERE),K 46. 19 ** Z 
120. SYSTEM NOISE TEMP,K 80. 19 3.00 -3.00 i~ 12E. SYSTEM NOISE TEMP,DB-K 19.04· O. 16 -0.17 
12F. BOLTZt1AtJN'S CC:JST, DBM/HZ-K -198. 60 
o. 00 i~ 12. NO I SE PWR DEr-lS 1 TV, DBMiHZ -179. 56 -0. 16 G O. 11 ....179.56 13. PT INO (11. -12. ), [IBM-HZ 46 69- O. 19· - lit 
14. CAR PWR/TOTAL PWR, D3 (MI=80 DEC~ -15. 21 -4.41 T 2.88 -1'.72 ~, ... , ;. .• c; II 15. CAR-TO-NOISE-DENSITY.D3 (13.+14. ~ 30.98 2.44 
16. lOOP BANDWIDTH (2BLO),DB-HZ 10. CO O. 46 T -0.41 10.02 0.06 
17. CARRIER S/,·! IN 23LO. on {15. -16. ) 20.95 2. so 
18. MIN. REQUIRED SIN, DB (17. --18 ) 10.00 0.00 0 .. 00 10.00 0.00 
19. ~ERFORMANCE MARGIN, 03 (17. '-18. i 10.95 2. 50 
20. 3-5 I Gt'iA t1ARG IN, (ill b 20 (j S'G~~.15' 
21. DATA '100. lOSS ,nn (MI~80 DEG) -I). 1:'J -0. 13 T 0.09 -0. 15 ':'.00 
..,.., D5N SYSTE''i "iEGH . Lli3S, [,a -I).6b '-0. ~I\') IJ 0.30 -0. 73 0.03 c.c.. 
23. DATA SIGNAL/NOISE DENSTY, DB-HZ 45.92 o ,:.~ .1:._ (13. +21. +22. i 
24. BIT RATE OW <8192. BPS) , D(j-'H2 3'=i. l:j O. 00 O. ('0 3'1.13 0.00 
25. STB/NO RATIO. D3 (23 --24) I:. 68 O.2~ 
26. REQUIRED STUil-!O, DB J 9(. ~ 0.00 0.&)0 3.90 U 00 
27. NOf1. PERFORr-t. "i'\~GI:t L,B ... --: t:: ~.-.!. ~! 78 I) ~~2 • ~'-! •. t.; .. ~ • .!. 
28. 3-SIGt1A MARGHJ, DB 1.3,' (3 ~:; P): 1 o4!) 
*BER=t(L"" l.Jl·fH C [i' j\}[:ll JT IOr·JAt [!'!COf,! Ui.i 
*.;t. 95. 1. qE/1 rHi:H ,; r';l;\DR I I) 
9S. j~ l·!E,\ 1 HeR A r CAtJOERh'A 
95. 1. t-!EATHC"H ';'1' GOI .[jSTCI·~E 
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t~Ot'i I t.!At. 
-YALUE 
-- ,~~---"~" -----
TRANSMIT PWR. DBti (PT=20.0 WATfS) 43.01 
TRANSMIT CIRCUIT LOSS, OB-- ~------~-O. 40 
SIC ANTENNA GAIN, D3 (DIAM=I. 10 m) 25.85 
POINTING LOSS, DB (ERR= 0.9 DEG) -0. 14 SPACE LOSS, DB -271. 55 
ATMOSPHERIC LOSS, 03 -0. 17 
RECEIVE ANTENNA GAIU, DB 61.70 
POLARIZATION LOSS, DB -0.03 
POINTING LOSS, DB -0.20 
RECEIVE CIRCUIT LOSS, DB 0.00 
RECEIVE TOTAL POWER, om'! (SUfi OF LI NF.S 1. THROUGH 10. 
12A. ZENITH NOISE TEMP, K 22.00 
123. DELTA-T (ELEVATION),K 7. 00 
12C. DELTA-T (ATMOSPHERE),K 3.95 
120. SYSTEM NOISE TEMP,K 32.95 
12E. SYSTEt1 NOISE TEI1P. DB-~. 15. 18 
12F. nOL TZI1A""·J 'S cc:~s T, DBM/HZ-K -198.60 
NO I SE PWR DEf~S I TY , DB/11HZ -183. 42 
-PT INO (11. -12. ), DBt1--HZ 
CAR P~R/TOTAL PWR, rm rMI=80 OEG) -15.21 
CAR-TO-t-lOISE-DENSI T"!', 0:3 (13 . ..-14. ) 
LOOP BAl-WIHDTH (2liLO), DB-HZ 10.00 
CARR IEr~ S/N It-l 2:3L.O, DB (15. - Hl. ) 
MIN. REOUIRED SlN, DO 10. 00 
PERFORt·.?/lCE t1ARGHt, 03<17-18.) 
3-SIGt1A /'IARGH~, riB 
DATA MOD LOSS ,D8 (MI=80 DEGI ··0. 13 
SDA/SSA HECH. LOSS . DB -0.66 
OAT A S I '~NAL/NO I SE DEUSTY. DB ·-IIZ· ( 13. +21. +22. ) 
GIT RATE BW (2048 BPS), DO-HZ 33. 11 
STB/UO RATIO, DB (23 '-:2~; 
REQUIRE[) STB/NO, [Hi :3. ~'J 
NOt1. PFRFOiH'i. 11{.;RG t:~, 013 i 2'5. -26. 
3-SIGt11'1 1·1~.t(GIN, Df:I 
*BER=10 -4 loJlTH cor!'~'CL!JTf;jt"'l !?IF,:C,(·H1G G'·ii-V 
ADVERSE DIST. FAVORABLE 
TOLERANCE;: TYP~_ IQ1-EE~NCE 
-0.20 T 0.20 
-0.20 G 0.20 
-0. 50 T O. 50 
0.00 T 0.05 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
-0. 40 U 0.30 
-0.06 U 0.02 
0.00 U O. 10 
0.00 0.00 
3.00 G -3.00 
3.00 -3.00 
0.38 -0.41 
-0.38 G 0.41 
-4.41 l' 2.88 
O. 46 T -0. 41 
0.00 0.00 
-0. 13 T 0.09 
-0.50 'J O. 'jO 
O.GO 0.00 
.~ 0.00 o.on 
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-271. 55 0.00 
-0. 17 0.00 
61. 6~ 0.04 
-0.05 0.00 
-0. 15 O.Of) ~i 0.00 0.00 
-141. q'l O. 10 ~e 
...S; 
--r-
~~ l!G) ~~ -183.42 0.00 41. AS O. to 
-15.72 .., '"leo .:... ':".,J 




5, 74 2.40 
1. 09 ,3 SI\~:...4, 65 } 
-0.15 O.O«j 
-0. 76 0.05 
40.58 0.15 
33 11 i). 00 
7. 4~ 11. 15 
3 'to ('. 00 
3 56 Q I ~ 
2, 40 (3 SIG~l. 161 
..,.-. 
1 
...... ...,...,.", .~ 
" 1 
TABLE T2--- Dt.SIGN CONTROL -tABLE ~:'~ 































PAR AMEIER------ ------ .-------.. -- .. -.. ----___ J{QJj I t ~AL 
_ •.. ___ VALUE 
----
TRANSMIT PloJR. DBH (PT=20.0 WATTS) 43.01 
TRANSMIT CIRCUIT LOSS, DB -0.80 
SIC ANTENNA GAIN. 03 (DIAM=4.00 m) 4.00 
POINTING LOSS, 03 (ERR= 0.9 DEO)· -0.40 
SPACE LOSS. DB -266.66 
ATMOSPHERIC LOSS, D3 -0. 17 
:RECEIVE ANTENNA GAIIJ. DB 61. 70 
POLARIZATION LOSS. DB -0.02 
POI'NTING LOSS. DB -·0.20 
RECEIVE CIRCUIT LOSS. DB 0.00 
RECEIVE TOTAL POWER, D3M (SUf1 OF L H~ES 1. THROUGH to. ) 
12A. ZENITH NOISE TEt'iP. II. 
12B. DELTA-T (ELEVATION),K 
12C. DELTA-T (ATMOSPHERE),K 
120. SYSl'EM ,-iOISE TEt1P. K 
12E. SYSTEM NOISE TEMP,DO-K 
12F. BOL TZt1AtJN '5 CO:~ST. D3MlHZ-1-\ 
NOISE PWR DE~SITY, DOM/HZ 
PT /NO (11. -12. ), DBt1-HZ 
CAR PWR/TOTAL PWR, DO (MI=37 DEO) 
CAR-TO-NOISE-DENSITY,D3 (13. +14. ) 
LOOP nA~DWIDTH (2CLO),DO-HZ 
CARRIER S/N IN 2BLO, DB (15. -16. ) 
MIN. REQUIRED SIN, DB 
PERFORMANCE MARGIN, D3 (17.-18. 
3-SIGMA MARGIN. DB 
DATA MOD. LOSS ,DB (MI=37 DEG) 
SDA/SSA MECH. LOSS· DO 
DATA SIGNAL/NOISE DENSTY, DB-HZ (13. +21. +22. j 
BIT RATE aw ( 16 BPS), DB-HZ 
ST3/NO RATIO. DB (23. -24) 















,·mf1. PERFORf1. MARG 1:4, DB (2':'. -26. ) 
3-SIGMA MARGlfJ, DB 






















































































































































TABLE (:2 DESIGN CO .... TROL T(~BLE 
COMMAND/S SAND/64 METER NETI SICONE ANTENNA-I MARSM{SSION -(MOI+250-DAY5,-2.63 AU) -
~ __ ..:..P..::;A!!.lRl!:A!!Jt-1ETER-- ------------ NOM It4At 
_ --VALUE: 
-----
1. TRANSMIT POl.JER, Dar'S 
2. TRANSMIT CIRCUIT LOSS, DB 
3. TRANS ANT GAIN, DB 
4. POINTING LOSS. DB 
5. SPACE LOSS. DB 
6. ATMOSPHERIC LOSS, D3 
7. RECEIVE ANTEtJNA GAlI~, DB 
8. POLARIZATION LOSS, DB 
9. POINTING LOSS, DB (ERR=.OO DEO) 
10. RECEIVE CIRCUIT LOSS, DB 
11. RECEIVE TOTAL POWER, DBM 
. (SUM OF LIN~S 1. THROUGH 10. ) 
12. NOISE P~R DENSITY, DBNIHZ 
13. PT INO (11. -12. ), DlH-1-HZ 
14. CAR PWR/TOTAL PWR, DB (MI=1. 3 RAD) 
15. CAR-TO-I;!OISE-DENSITY, DB (13. +14. ) 
16. LOOP BANDWIDTH (2DLO),D3-HZ 
17. CARRIER SIN H! 2BLO, D3 (15. -16. ) 
18. MIN. REQUIRED SIN, DB 
19. PERFORr"iANCE t1ARGII-l. DB (17. -18. ; 
20. 3-SIGHA MARG1N, DB 
21. DATA MOD. LOSS ,03 (NI=1.3 RAD) 
22. RCV SYSTEM DETECT LOSS. 03 
23. DATA Slct'!AL/NOISE DENSTY. D3-HZ (13. +21. +22. ) 
24. BIT RATE SW ( 64.0 EPS). na-H1 
25. STB/NO RAllO. DB (23.-24) 
26. REQUIRED S13/NO, D3 
27. tJO/1. PERFO~t1. MARGII~, DB (2S_ ·'26. ) 




















ADVERSE DIST. FAVORABLE 


























































-270.86 0.00 00 
-0. 17 0.00 "":a 
-
-2.00 0.11 '1Jg 
-0.12: 0,00 0-
0.00 o 00 0 2 
-0.80 0.03 ::o~ 
·-134.25 0.22 0." Cli 
-167.31 0.03 ~,g 
33.06 o 26 ~': -4.15 0.01 28.91 0.27 
12.45 0.27 
16.46 o 54 
10.00 0.00 
6.46 0.54 














0.21 () 11:1 
O. ·\6 












Sw1 tchi~ results in a fully-redundant cmmunications subsystem without sl~le point failures. 'ft1e sub-
-~"--~- ----~ -- - -
system ~ses. existing equipment to the maximum extent possible. . The DSN-compatihle design supports all links 
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COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM KEY FEATURES- - I I l HUGHES: 
I I L __________________ J 
• FULL YREDUNDANT SUBSYSTEM- . 
• S-BANDDOWNlINKDURING CRUISE 
• X AND S-BAND DOWNLINK CAPABILITY ON ORBIT 
-
• ADEQUATE LINK MARGINS FOR ALL LINK CONDITIONS 
J 
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IMPACT OF S-BAND mLY 
An S-blnd onl}' system eliminates the need for X-band traveling wave tubes and the design required to 
int~rate the TWT and electronic power conditioner. 'lbis saves about $2M. 
'lbe design control tables show that an increase of 4.6 dB is required to maintain IdB margtn-abave-adverse---
tolerance at S-band. Transmitter power and/or high gain antenna diameter must increase. 'lbe spacecraft cannot 
currently supply (Dwer to increase the transmitter" output. A 1.87 m diameter parabolic dish provides the nec-
essary 4.6 dB increase but requries a new antenna and has configuration problems associated with stowing and 
articulating the larger dish. 
'lbe S-band only systan also cannot do dual-frequency radio occultation experiments and--reduces-f-lex-lhl1ity 
in DSN station selection. 
5-58 
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IMPACT OF S--BAND--ONLY 
• ADVANTAGES 
- ELIMINATES X-BAND TWTAs FOR SOME COST REQUCTION 
• DISADVANTAGES 
-LARGER HIGH GAlN REFLECTOR 
New Antenna Design 
1.87 Meter Reflector (6 ft) 
Impact on Configuration 
- ELIMINATES DUAL FREQUENCY RADIO OCCULTATlOJ 
- DECREASED DSN FLEXIBILITY 
5-59 





I I L __________________ J 
~ 
+ 
IMPACf OF X-BAND CIfl..Y 
An X-bard only syst~ WQUld~~. !:~,~ .'!ndBMrgency on orbit telBMtry back to earth through an OIII'Ii/hlcone 
. - -- --- -, --- --- - -- - - - ---
antenna arrangement tailored to the X-band frequency. On-orbit science data would still be sent through the 
high gain antenna. 
The advantage of an X-band only system is the elimination of B-band transmitters. 1be pri_ry disadvantage 
is the mN nndlfication needed to provide X-band uplink capability. In addl Uoo , .the' NASA standard transponder 
woold require nndification to the receivers for reception of the X-band uplink signal. Finally, the X-band 
'ooly communications subsystems would eliminate dual-frequency occultation experiments. 
5-60 
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IMPACT OF X-BAND ONLY ! HUGHES ~ 
, , L ________ _________ J 
ADVANTAGES -
EL I ,., I NATES S_,,:,BAfIDIRANSM I TTER 
D ISADVANTAGES-
~_EQUIRESDSN X-_BAND UPLINK CAPABILITY 
REQUIRES REVISION TO RECEIVER IN NAS.~ STANDARD TRANSPONDER 













IMPACf OF S-BAND UPLINK, . X-BANDInfNLtNK 
(llanging the downlink to X-band only would require bicone and ami antennas at X-tarrt whileiretainlngthe 
S-bam blcone/anni capability for upUnk. The advantage is the elimination of S-band transmitters. 'Ibe ma.1or 
disadvantage is the requirement for a new dual frequency omni. No existing omni provides S-band receive and 
X-bam transmit capability and two anniscannot he coneniently arranged so both have hemispherical coverage. 





r-----------------"' , . 
IMPACT OF S-BAND UPLINKI X-BAND DOWNLINK : HUGHES: 




REQUIRES DEVELOPMENT OF DUAL FREQUENCY OMNI 











DATA HANDLlt«J SUBSYST9! (OOS) 
This section descrihes, -the Mars-Orbiter data handling subsystem. 'lbe OOS,contains, two cent~al. "fj)ur 
ramte. and three tape recorder units. The flight proven GOES D. E uni ts are the basis of the design. The 




DATA HANDLING SUBSYSTEM (DHS) 
• SPEClElCAIIONS/REQUIREMENTS 
• COMPONENT LOCATION 
• FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM 
• MASS AND HERITAGE 
• UNIT CHARACTERISTICS 
• KEY FEATURES 
5-f.7 
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l HUGHES: 







1be DIS IIIJst fonmt-andcode data consistent with reception by the fa. Anal~, bilevel, and serial 
digital i~uts must be multiplexed onto a single POI telemetry stream. (bntinuous science data sampling requires 
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illS ~EN1' lreATI~S 
All ms canponents except-thespinntng rEJOOte telemetry units IMUIlt on the despun platfonn where the instna-
nent data sources and exciter/transmitter output equipnent are also located. 'l1le specific location of .the 
tape recorders and central telemetry units will be selected to Simplify the harness and achieve require:l mass 
properties. 'lbe desp\Ul reroote telemetry units are located near the instruroont data sources to keep the analog 
signals close to the A/D converter. A redundant pair of remote telemetry units on the spun side process the 
spun telemetry channels onto a Single data bus. The resulting small number of desp\Ul/spun interfaces Signals 
cross the BAPTA through slip rings. 
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ms FUNCTIOOAL DIAGRAM 
An active central tel8Mtry unit. despun reroote • and spun reroote perfonn all -sub.c;ystan functions. 'l1Ie 
central telemetry unit (crU) controls data collection through the RTU by a supervisory bus instruction. The 
RTU decodes the instruction. detennines what data point to sample. digitizes analog data.. and returns the data 
via a reply bus. 
Crais-strapped standby units and canponentredmdancy protect -thesubsystem-franfatlures. -. In add! tion • 
the design assures that no failure in the subsystem can degrade any other subsystem. 
'Jelemetry outputs include 19:>latOO redundant pulse code lOOdulated (Po.t) streams to t~ two exciters. 
1bese coda:t or uncoded outputs are roodulated by a square wave subcarrler with eight cannandable modulation 
indices. A separate uncoded packetized output with synchronous clock supplies the Shuttle cradle-nnunted 
signal interface unit (SIU). 
A I6-bit serial canmam configures the fonnat. bit rate. mdulation index. and operating rmde. 'lbe camand 
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PCM TO EXCITER 
SPACECRAFT CLOCK 
18 SERIAL CHANNELS 
READ Cl.OCKS 
AND ENVELOPES .... RECORD/REPRODUCE 
READ CLOCKS 
AND ENVELOPES 
















kJ ~ SLIP ~RINGS 
SPUN REMOTE ... N 
TELEMETRY < 
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Sa SERIAL. III CONfiGURATION • II 
COMMAND 
PCM TO EXCIIER 
SPACECRAfT CLOC" 
18 SERIAL CHANNELS 
." , 
illS MASS AND HmUTAGE 
'Ibe central telanetry mit (cru) uses the samemicrocontroller and timing subassanbUes as the (I)ES mit. 
'1lle OOES miSlbion-lDlique circuitry aM fonnat generatorfinnware need modification. 'l1lc OOESrenote"mlts 
~uire no chang~because the CTU mission-unique circuitry accommodates the additional despun serial channels. 
1be <kIetics tape--recerders use the design flown on the Fllrthlesources Budget 8ltelli te (ER8S}'wi th changes 
liml ted to the tr:4nspJrt control and hearl interface electronics. 
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DATA HANDLING SUBSYSTEM 
MASS AND HERITAGE 
MASS. KG 
UNIT CLIMATOLOGY AERONOMY 
SPUN 
REMOTE TELEMETRY UNITS (2' 3.13 SAME 
DESPUN 
CENTRAL l1ELEMETRY UNITS (2' 8.&2 SAME 
iREMOTE TELEMETRY UNITS (2' 3.13 SAME 
'TAPE RECORDERS (3) 2&.86 SAME 
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~'J':;::':;J,t ., 
ms PARAMRrmlS 
'D1e data handling subsystem (illS) provides the maxirrtllll required 8192 bps for the clbNltologJ-iftission and 
seven~other cannam-selectable binary rates, including the 4096 bps rate required for theaeronanymlsslon 
and a minimum rate of 8 hps. Fr8lOOs of 8-bit words are tailored to minimize the overhead on the prtift8.ry instru-
ment data. Instn.nent data are stored in 16,384 bit blocks including a 16-bit frame counter. ll.Iring playback. 
synchronization, identification and engineering data increase the real tilre frame size to 16,704 bits. 
The OIlS also provides a master clock to the camarxt subsystem 8.~~fi'5i"iie synchronization, ·word synchroniza-
tion, and a continoous cloqk to tho instnrnents. 'lbe central tele-oot..y unit (cru) directly processes 16 
redundant serial data channels. The spun and despun reroote pairs proceS'.5 four additional redundant serial 
channels. Each pair of rerootes also multiplexes 252 redundant analog or. M .. !:evel channels. 
The OIlS has seven canmarxtable data fonnats. 'lbese formats accamlXlate tape recorder playback, realti~ 
data,_ carmand menory verification, attitme control subsystem status, and star scanner readout (aeroncmyonly). 





DOWNLINK DATA RATE~ -Mror-
WORD LENGTH 
FRA~'E LENGTH 
READ CLOCK FREQUENCY 
TIMING SIGNALS 
DIRECT SER I AL CHANNELS --
REMOTE ANALOG/,B I LEVEL CHANNELS 





: HIUGMIES t~ 
I I L __________________ J 
--8192 bPS (CLIMll 40~6-bp-s tAER(l) 
8 bits 
16138q bits STORED 1 161704 bits PLA¥B'ACK 
8 kHz (16 kHz SUPERVISORY BI!I:Sl 
FRAME SYNC 1 WORD SYNC1 CONTINUOUS CLooK 
16 REDUNDANT 
252 REDUNDANT SPUN 
252 REDUNDANT DES PUN 
q REDUNDANT SPUN 




cru FUNCl'ImAL DIAGRAM 
'!be central telemetry ooit (em) pl'Q(!es~r controls tbe timing to acbieve the formats ~ in the 
m<Jd. It also sendro supervi91ry instructions to the remote telemetry units (R'IUs) aoo accepts the reply 
data. Two cascaded 2901A microprocess:>r chips yield 8-bit processing capahility. The control program als:> 
processes the serial configUl'ation canmand and generates a time code to tag tel€fW~try output. 
The spacecraft clock prod~es an error-protected timing source to synchronim the cannand subsystem and 
control e!tecution of stored canmands. The clock operates at a constant rate reganUess of operating roorte. 
'!be multiplexer (MUX) provides timing Signals and data channels for the 16 direct serial data channels. 
'!be convolutional encoder provides a rate 1/2, constraint length 7, code and can be bypassed by command. 
It encodes all output data inclurting the synchronization patte~n. 
'lbe star s:armer interrupt procesSlr time tags pulses received fran tbe_BCan~r @R!lpr~ict~_a. serial data 
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trtJ MODifiED MISSION 
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TAPE RFXDIDmlffl'fllFACE AND cnmo.. 
A set 0' plra1lE!! 16 kbi~buffers and switching control connect the two central--telanetryunits(cms.l,w 
the three tape recorders. Illta fran the cru fill one buffer Ytbile a secoOO buffer empties into the active 
recorder operating in a pulsed rmde. A carrron record data bus supplies all three recorders; a cannand deter-
mines the active one. SWi tches reverse the buffer connection after each 16 kbi ts t providing Wlinterrupteri 
sampling. The recorders operate at 16 kbps, which allows for tape speed up and speed down while meeting the 
8 kbps maximun input rate. 
'ft)e·reprod~e cycle reve~~~he.~ff~ri~ .. procedure with the cam&Med recorder playing back data on a 
C<JlllllR bus into another pair of 16 kbit buffers. Playback of the singletraek'tlipe recorders reverses the 
erderaf the storai data. The FHD input meoory also reverses the data to, preserve the original data ordering 
within each 16 Kbit block. The secOlYi CTU also connects to the record and reproduce data buses, providing 
fully redundant cra;s-straPtai capability. 
The cru configures the buffers by the indicated switches and synchronizes them with the recorders by 
direct control of the recorder start/stop command. 
The 16 kbi t buffers each use two MEH-ll neoory devices containing eight 256 __ X.4 bit ()IlJ memry chips. 








TAPE RECORDER INTERFACE AND CONTROL : HUGHES; I I 
r:----------------, I BUFFER AND CONTROL t I 
I I 
DATA I 0-./ 16 K BIT FILO MEMORY k I 
FROMCTU .+~ 
PROCESSOR 1 It: 16 K BIT FILO MEMORY I 
I CONTROL 
FROM £TU ~I DATA STEERING CONTROL 
PROCESSOR 1 
16 K BIT FIFO MEMORY DATA . I ,. IL ______ _ 
TO CTU ~ I "'" I ~ I 
PROCESSOR 1 I· ~ 16 K BIT FIFO MEMORY I 
L __________ ....J 
--




PROCESSOR 2 L ____________ --.J 
826514'-15 
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TAPE R~OfAftAl, ..... mISTl.CS 
'lbe taPELrecord.e~~~Oietics_ Dm-3100 series units capable of startlstop--operation •. A. h.~hl~~dc 
notor dr.ives the recorder at a single constant rate equivalent to 16 ltbps. 'lbe single speed ~implifies the 
recorder mechanical design. The single track tape is played back in the reverse direction. eliminating the 
neEd for rewioos. The 2000 foot tape holds 148.6 Mbi ts allowing for gaps during the speed up/slow down periods 
surrounding each pulsed operation.' The worst-case 20,000 tape (lflsses for the clill'Vltol~y extended mission 
(includi~ drift operation) is less than the typical design valt~ of 25,000 (lflsses. Over sixty-two O:Ietics 
lUli ts have flown in space with a daoonstra ted ~F of over 100.000 hours. 
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TAPE REEORDERCHARACTERI SlICS I • l HUGHES: 
I I L __________________ J 
CONFIGURATION: THREE UNI TS-: -RECORD/PLAYBACK/STANDBY 
UNIT: ODETI CS- -DDS-3100 S-I-NGLE TRACK 
CAPAC I TY-:- 148.6 Mblt 
-SPEED: 16 kbps COr~STANlSPEED---RECORDAND PLAYBACK 




R'nJ FUNCTIOOAL DIAGRAM 
~" ~ 
Fach RTU consists ofa controlrmdule -with four multiplexer roodules.'lbe contmLnDtule--eontaillS-theA/D--
converter, supervisory bus decode logic, reply bus drivers, continuous clock output , and multiplexer control 
logic. It also supplies 1 rnA constant conditioning current for passive telemetry sensors. Each multiplexer 
module accannndates 64 telenetry channels and provides frame and word synchronization pulses. The Rl'U does 
not receive IDwer directly fran the bus; it uses secondary po~r fran the CTU. The control roodule strobes the 
power and regulates the voltage. 
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POWER ONIOFF FROM SUPERVISOAVADDRESS 
COMMANDS CTU BUS PROGRAMMING 
,---
I 
~ ___ T~R~ODUL~T_. DCV~G~ 
I MULTIPLEXER I MULTIPLEXER I MULTIPLEXER 
I MODULE I MODULE I MODULE 4 3-2 I I L.f2ss~V~~I~~--t'-42r-1I4.1. -0-







·MAJOR AND MINOR FRAME SYNC, WORD SYNC, SPARE SYNC AND CONTINUOUS CLOCK 
826514-38_ 
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ImJ (lIARAcrmISTI~ 
1be RTU gathers. fomats. am conditions-user telemetry data and transmits it to the Cl'U. 1be R'l'IJ p!"<wides 
frame synchronization signals. - Fach RI'U is pin pr~r8lllllOO to have a unique address" When not addressed. t~ 
RTU remains in standby rrme with only the supervisory bus rate clock and major and minor frame synchronization 
5ignals active. When addressed. the Rl'U decodes the selected data point fran the instruction. The mit digitizes 
anal~ data and provides a 1 rnA constant current source for passive transducers. 1be overall subsystem achieves 
an accuracy better than +0.4' of full scale (5.12V) by using the high perfonnance 8-bit AID converter and 
locating the RTU close to the analog signal sources. 
1be R1'U contains four multiplexer nvdules. Each lOOdule handles 1 serial and 63-analOlt-_or_bllevel~leme~I"Y 
channels. 
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RTU CHARACTERISTICS 









~ (256 CHANNELS TOTAL) 
- - - --- - -
1 (ENABLE I CLOCK I DATA) 
63 TOTAL 
1 mAl UP TO 32 CHANNELS 
o to 5.12 V 
8 BITS 
<0.4% OF FULL SCALE-
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T~9tEfRY OIANN~ ASSIGNtftHl'S 
'!be table.stIIIMrizes the telenetrcy channels requirements of the subsystans and science instrtJnents. 'lbe 
4 sertal and 252 analog/bilevel channel capability of each RTU, plus the 16 additional serial channels processed 
directly by the CTU easily meet the despun requtranents. 
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CO!-ir'llJr~ I C(\T j orb?, 
DATI, HN-!i:I .. t I.!I_::: 
c' f1t·lI·l~,f·;p :trJ (: I if: C: 




SEra AL N"ALOG DILEVEL 
n:.LEt~ETRV TELEMETRY TELEMETRY 
2 24 14 
0 bB 8 
0 23 0 () 4 :1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 B 
0 0 0 
. .,
n. 119 33 
~.~ 
4 252 
SERIAL ANALOG BILEVEL 
n:U:I'1ETRY TELEMETRY TELEMETRY· 
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I 1 L __________________ J 
,\EHQNQMY 
SERIAL- .--ANALOG BILEVEL 
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The Ma1'8_ Orbiter illS. with only minor noIificatitWi: to flight proven units. provides a fully redunclant 
data processi~ capability. The configuration of tape !"(~et.""'''ders and interface buffers allo_ periodic data 
playback or real-tiroo telenetry with no interference to Lontinuous storage of instrlJOOnt data. The chllnnel 
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DHS KEY FEATURES : :HUGHES : 
I • L _______ ~.- ________ ~
1 
• FUllY REDUNDANT- -AND-€ROSS-STRAPPEDSUBSYSTEM 
• CONTI-tlUOUS SCIENCE--DATAPROCESSING 
• ADEQUATE PROCESSING CA~AB1LIT-YTO MEETStlENCE -SAMPLlNGREQUIREMENTS 






PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FUM
ED 
<nfMAND SUBSYST9A 
The ~hrs Orbiter camandsubsystem uses a microprocessor-based central unit with distributed remote units. 
This simplifies instrument interfaces and can operate in stored and real-time modes with autonomous operation 
of critical functions. The I..easat camand subsystem is the basis of tbe Mars Orbiter carmand subsystem. The 
addi tion of storm canmand logic is needed for a deep-space mission. and substi tution of different reroote 
units avoids the use of key canp::>nents of the Leasat rerootes which are no longer available. 
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cnNAND SUBSYSTDt SP~IFICATI(fiS/~IRBft1fl'S 
The camand subsysten must decode and distribute real-time camands generatedby1:he -1m and- detected-by 
the NASA standard transronder. I t must also process time~ependent stored cmmands fran a self -con tained , 
pragr8J111'8ble camand mennry. The camand subsysten sends serial and pulse camands to control the spllCecraft 
e~ineeri~ units and the seience instn.urents. Time-critical functions which cannot tolerate the two "'RY 
light time delay for real time control, such as solar panel deployroont, load shedding upon undervo~tage detec-
tion, and battery chargi~. must be autonanously controlled based on sensor readings. The subsystan must 
implement backup configurations and special operating m:xIes if uplink camands are not being received. Finally, 
the subsystem supplies the control signals and current amplification necessary for the spacecraft squibs, stepper 
moors, and propulSion valves and thrusters. 
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COM~1AND SUBSYSTEM SPEC I FI CATI ONS/REQU I REMENTS 
ARC SPECIFICATIONS -
• DSN Cm1PATIBILITY 
• REAL TIME COMMAND PROCESSING/TM VERIFICATION 
• STORED COMMAND PROCESSING 
• PULSE AND SER I AL COMMAND OUTPUTS. 
• SgU'lBI POSITIONER AND VALVE OPERATION 
REQUIREMENTS FOR RELIABLE SPACECRAFT OPERATION 
• AUTONOMOUS CONT~OL OF TIME CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
• AUTONOMOUS .RECOVERY IF UPLINK LOST 
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aMtANil SUB..~STm~f!fr treATI<WS 
'!be camand subsystan units are distributed between the despun and spun sections o~u ~~. !I.~~~.SUp 
ri. interfaces cOnnect the spun reroote mits to the despun camand processor. ~spm resoote units distribute 
the camands on the despun section. Identical redundant pairs of squib drivers send squib firing pulses on 
the spm and despm sections. Spun valve and stepper rootor driver units deliver the peak current for propulSion 
fmctions and 8>lar panel deployment. An internally redundaqt despun stepper rootor driver unit controls the 
positioning mechanisms. 
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COMMAND UNIT (2' 
DESPUN SOUIB 




mlll~(t,JIII VALVE AND MOTOR 'nl"~",,,, DRIVER UNIT (2) 
SPUN SQUIB 
DRIVER UNIT (2' 
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CXMtAND--SUBSYSTDI -F'lJNC1'-ICWAL -DIAGRAM 
'lbe camand proces9)r unit (CPU) contains a camand denDdulator Ytbich receives cross-strapped real tine 
. - . 
cOllllllms fran the transponders. The CPU accumulates the Cml'llBnd bits while searching for the synchroniza-
tion word. letection of this word starts processing of the cannand with subsequent verification in the CPU 
serial telemetry. 
The CPU also contains storage for 1024 32-bi t cam&nds. These camands are executed accordi~ to their 
time code with the timing reference caning fran the C'ftJ-generated spacecraft clock. 'Ibis clock also provides 
the wake up pulse for the power strobed CPU. The camand rnamry consists of four Mm-U RAMs developed for the 
Galileo probe. The design uses majority voting and error correction to prevent faulty executions due to bit 
flips. The CPU serial telemetry channel allows the carmand rnamry contents to be verified. 
CPU output buffers drive the remote command units. The remote units receivebipbase data ~r a dedicated 
single wire (one wire directly fran the CPU to each reroote). The rermtes then distribute serial alKf pulse 
camands to the users as required. Carmand pulses fran the remote uni ts ann and execute squib firings am 
control the stepper motor driver units. 
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a.ANDSUBSYSTDI MASS AND HERITAGE 
'1be camand subsystem uses leasat subsystem architecture with a central processor.,_ dlstrlbuted-l'8IIOtes. 
am separate squib and stepper' IIDtor drivers. leasat C<JIIIII.nd processor unit changes allow stored carmlloo 
operation; revised interfaces and software" lIDdifications relate to requirements unique to Mars orbiter. The 
U!asat reoote mits cannot be used because the main I.81 canponent is no longer available. However, a very 
similar unit from the classified H8-261 program using available components wor~~ as the spun remote. 
The despun raoote is a new unit based on several existing units, including one currently under internal 
developnent., No existing Hughes unit interfaces with the leasat CPU while providing the positive level 
commams needed by the science instruments. 
ThemllDdified Intelsat VI squib, stepper IIDtor, and valve driver units control the Mars Orbiter 









CLIMATOLOGY AERONOMY . 
SPUN 
REMOTE COMMAND UNITS (4, 3.62 SAME HS281 NONE 
SQUIB DRIVER UNITS (2' 3.72 SAME INTElSATVI NONE 
VALVE 8& STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER UNITSC2, 8.82 SAME INTElSATVI NONE 
DESPUN 
COMMAND PROCESSOR UNITS (2' 17.96 SAME LEASAT ADD COMMAND 
STORAGE -
REMOTE COMMAND UNITS (2, 2.60 SAME NEW -
SQUIB DRIVER UNITS (2' 3.72 SAME INTElSAT VI NONE 
STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER UNIT 2.40 SAME INTElSAT VI NONE 






'Ibe c~nct Pt"QCe6sor ..,i t accamDdates an uplink cQ1lJWlndfonnatQf 48 bits including a 7bl-t polynanial 
error detection check code, achieving a probability of false COOllVlOO execution of 10-9• A similar check 
code also protects stored CCJI'II'&nds fran errors. 
The processor uses faul t detection flags set by the ~ntral tel~t1"! _ ~!~ to OIre~L4e tlme-crlUcal 
operations. In particular, it stops solar panel deployment if the three panel drive outJM)ts are not equal. 
Detection of out-of-limits bus voltage initiates load shedding according to a pre-programmed sequence in the 
CPU. During battery charging, the CTU rmnitors cell voltages and battery tanperatures; out-of-limtt comitions 
tenninate charging. 
The CPU also initiates a series of procedures if ~he u.plink signal!,s lost. ~_inelude ti:'ansfering to 
the alternate transponder, stepping the high gain antenna, and ultimately reorIenting the spacecraft attitude. 
1bis logic is never expected to be needed; only a multiple failure will require spacecraft attitude correction. 
1be rennte m"its provide the serial and pulse camaoo interfaces wi th the instnnent$ and other subsystems. 
'lbe spun outputs are negative levels; the despun outputs are positive levels. 1be four I,Spun and two despun 
units supply sufficient channel "capacity as shown on the·following chart. 
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r------------------, I I COMMAND SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS l HUGHES: 
I t L __________________ J 
COMMAND PROCESSOR UNIT 
• MICROPROCESSOR CONTROL I POWER STROBED 
• INDIVIDUAL CONNECTION TO Cct1MAND REMOTES 
• STORED COMMAND SEQUENCING BASED ON CLOCK FROM CTUI 102" 32-B1T~COMMANDS 
• AUTONOMOUS OPERATIONS: 
- SOLAR PANEL DEPLOYMENT (EQUAL MOVEMENT OF THREE DRIVES 
VERIFIED PRIOR TO INITIATING EACH SET OF DEPLOYMENT STEPS) 
- LOAD SI-IEDDING UPON UNDERVOLTAGE DETECTIor~ 
- BATTERY OVERCHARGE PROTECTION 
- RECOVERY IF UPLh~r< LOST 
.REMOTE UNITS 
• SPUN 
- 256 REDUNDANT PULSE COMMANDS 
- 8 REDUNDANT SERIAL COMMANDS 
- NEGATIVE COMMAND LEVELS 
• DESPUN 
- 180 REDUNDANT PULSE COMMANDS 
- 12 REDUNDANT SERIAL COMMANDS 
- POSITIVE COMMAND LEVELS 
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,ax.tAND SUBSYSTEJ4 OfARACl'fllISTIo:l «(Ul'l'INUD» 
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'Ibe simple design of the Intelsat VI squib, stepper IIDtor, and valve driver units gtIlrantees both good 
squib firil1I performance and no inadvertent ftrings,and does not disrupt the power bus. Shuttle safety 
requtrenents are net with three independent series squib firing switches: 1) a CamDl ann relay, 2) secondary 
ann relays for eachfmction, and 3) current limited output drivers. Furthenmre, the ann relays are inhibited 
before separation fran the integrated propulsion stage. 
The driver mits use Galileo hybrid drivers, whlch assure a constant current of 5 to 6 8111pere& independent 
-.-- -- -
of harness resistance. This minimizes OOS voltage variation, simpl1es the harness design, and provides 
predictable squib, stepper rrotor, and valve operation • 
. 
Parallel units provide rechmdancy of all fmctions except for the despm stepper-lIDtor--driver which-is 
internally redundant. The mJnber of outputs exceeds the needs of the M&rs Orbiters, including operation of' all 
propulsion valves and thrusters, the solar panel deployment rrotors, the antenna and science shelf (aeI"OlKJ1lY) 
pointing mechanisns. 'lhe squib drivers trigger all pyrotechnic events, inclucUng MOl rootor firing and release 
of the despm section, solar panels, boons, and antennas. 
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COMMAND SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS (CONT'Dl-
• SQUIB, STEPPER MOTOR, AND VALVE DRIVER UNITS 
- GALl LEO HYBRID DRIVERS 
- SIX REDUNDANT DESPUN AND THREE REDUNDANT SPUN STEPPERr«lTOR DRIVERS 
- 14 VALVE DRIVERS 




1be tables SlmIIIlrize the serial and pulse carmands required by the Mars Orbiters. 'l1le spun engineering 
(and aeron<JnY SWPA) canrna.nd channel requirements are satisfied by the redundant pair of renDte units with a 
total capability of 256 redlmdant pulse CamIlnds and 8 redundant serial CamIlnds. The 180 rooundant pulse 




COrf1AND CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS 
SPUN 1;l.llllv~t·ll) ellliN"'Et 
{i 1 i! TUUE !:or·' n~!JI_ 
POUER 
TI·n::m·U',L Gil".! rr-OL 
f' IWP '.JU:ll 0'"' 
G'Jl-1t·1I.JN I (:'\ r UJi":~, 
Ott r" H/\f..IDL u .. ,~; 
C l1I·!l"lt.f'JlI 
sc.: J f.:N':T. 
l'OTAl. 
AVAILABLE (REDUNDANT) 
nF.BPUt,f CfJt·1t1ANll CHANNF.L 
A T"l JTUDE CONTROL 
pm·IER 
THEm'tAL q,l'.,fTf.n, .. 
PROPULG J 01 , 
COf1t'lUNl C('" rlUNG 




AVA IlABLE (REDUNO'ANT) 
Cl.Itl,·\ IULOGY 
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CDNANDSUBSYSTDI KEY--FEAnJRES-
'1be camand subsystem features 20 serial and 436 p~se ccmna.nds and a 1024 word cCllllllrd menDry. 1be 
subsystem operates fran a real-time uplink at naninally 32 bps and can run indefinitely fran the stored 
camand logic. Leriving the stored cannand timing fran the cru synchronizes the telemetry and camand timing. 
1be central, rennte, and driver units are fully cross-strapped for the highest reliablility. 
1be standard, distributed remotes and the cammon hybrid driver for all current pulse loads sbnplify the 
interfaces. 
The processor provides safe execution of all time critical seqtJences even in the presence of failures 
Without any requiranent for ground nnnitoring or control. '1be processor also implements sequences. to 
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COMMAND SUBSYSTEM KEY FEATURES ! HUGHES: 
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• FULLY-REDUNDANT CROSS-STRAPPED SUBSYSTEM 




• EXTERNAL COfft1ANDSPROCESSED IN PARALLEL WITH STORED COMMANDS 
• REMOTE UNITS PROVIDE INSTRUMENT INTERFACES 
• HYBRID DRIVERS FOR ALL CURRENT PULSE LOADS 
• AUTONOMOUS RECOVERY 
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A'M'ITIJDE OONTROL SUBSYSTDt (ACS) 
This section describes the Mars Orbiter attitude control subsystem, highlighting its o~rating no:tes. 
The primary cha~e to the H8-376 ACS is the substitution of the Inwlsat VI attitude control electronics to 
provide the flexibility required for a deep spac~p. mission. 
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ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM : HUGHES: 
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• SPECIFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS 
• COMPONENT LOCATIONS" MASS" AND HERITAGE 
• FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM 
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• STABILIZATION" NUTATION DAMPING AND DESPIN CONTROL MODES 
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ACS S~IFICATI~S/RfUJIRDmn'S 
'Ibe attttudecontrolsubsystem nust control the climatol~y instrunent pointing to 1.0· on all Me$. with 
0.20 knowledge. Sane aeronany instrunents can tolerate only half these errors. Nutation damping, wobble 
control, and roll reference affect this instronent pointing, but also have separate specifications. 'lbe ICS 
must damp nutations greater than 0.1°. 'lbe ARC specifications have wobble error TBO. 'lbe on~rbit dynamic 
balancing capability of the H8-376 reduces wobble to 0.0005°. A roll reference must fix the orientation of the 
splnni~ section of the splcecraft to 1° to satisfy the specifications; however, the nutation control aM 
despin control electronics need a roore accurate roll reference. 
'Ibe spin axis plinting I1IlY require no roore than one update per week. We asstne more frequent update--by-
stor~Lcannand is pennitted. 'lbe spin rate may be selected at up to 60 rpn with O.Ol'detennination. 
'Ibe-attitude control subsystem includes the positioner mechanisms for the solar panel and IIJA a .... the 
aeronany orbiter's r~riented science shelf. 'lbe bearing and power transfer assembly '(BAPI'A) is also an ItCS 








ACS SPEC I EICAIIONSIREJUUREMENTS 
• POINT SClENCE INSTRUMENTS: 
CLIMATOLOGY - 10 CONTROL" 0.,20 KNOWtEDGE-
AERONOMY - 0.50 CONTROL" 0.10 KNOWLEDGE 
DAMPING THRESHOLD < 0.10 
WOBBLE < TBD 
PROVIDE ROLL REFERENCE TO < 10 
• SPIN AXiS ATTITUDE CORRECTIONS < OtlCEIWEEK 
• . SPIN RATE SELECTABLE IBO TO 60 RPM; DETERMINE to O.nll 
• POINT HGA 
5-) 17 
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Aa3 ~fNI' lOCATI(K~ 
The figure shows the locations of the ACS canponents on the aeronany spacecraft. All retained H8-376 
canponents remain in their original llDunti~ locations; the In tel sat VI attitude control electronics (ACE) 
IMmt in the same place as the "8-376 ACE. A star tracker, added to the despun platform, provides an attitude 
reference on~rbit and duri~ the climatology orbiter's gyr06tat-stabHized cruise. A Pioneer Venus-type star 
scanner determines the cruise attitude of the spin-stable aeronany orbiter. Except for the star sensors and 
the RJ,\ am science shelf posi tioners, the ACS equiprrent is on the spinning side of the spacecraft. 
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ACS MASS AND HDUTAGE 
The aeronany orbiter uses the same ACS canp6herfts as the cUmatol«cy orbiter .• but adds a star scanner 
am ram-orientoo shelf positioner on the despun platfom.The spinning part of the Aa1 uses unchanged 118':'376 
canpe>nents except for the substitution of the Intelsat VI ACE. The i.easat BAPl'A, identical to the HS-376 
version except for its additional index pulse generators, provides the proper interface with the Intelsat VI 
ACE. Ball .Aerospace makes both space-proven star sensors. 
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BAPTA - SPINNING 6.n SAME 
MARS HOR IZON SENSORS (2, 0.51 SAME 
SUN SENSORS (2, 0.19i SAME 
NUTATION ACCELEROMETERS (2' 0.82 SAME 
ATTITUDE CONTROL ELECTRONICS (2' n.80 SAME 
RELATIVE RATE TOGGLE SWITCH 0.08 SAME 
SOLAR DRUM POSITIONERS (3' 4.61 SAME 
EXTENSION TRACKS (3) 2.14 SAME 
DESPUN 
BAPTA - OESPUN 6.04 SAME 




HGA AZIMUTH POSITIONER 3.50 SAME 
HGA ~LEVATION POSITIONER 3.60 SAME 
RAM-ORIENTED SHELF POSITIONER 
-
3.82 




































~ FUNCl'I<W: PIAGIWt ... 
Four types of sensors ,the control electronics , and· various actuators ~onn -the attitude control-sub-
. syStem. Spacecraft dynamics canplete the control loop. 
Acceleraneters am horizon, sm, am star sensors roonitor the spacecraft attitude and nutation aM pro-
vide references for despm platfonn pointing. A star tracker roounted on the despun platform detennines the 
attitude on-orbit. 'Ibis tracker also provides the second attitude fix during gyros tat-stabilized cruise for 
the clirnatolcgy orbiter. The aeronany orbiter's platfonn spins during cruise, so it also needs a star 
scanner. Star sensor data are available in telemetry; the attitude control electronics (ACE) receives inputs 
fran the other sensors. 
The ACE uses the sensor data to control attitude, nutation, and platfonn despin. It can limit nutation 
using active nutation control (ANe) with thrusters or by using the built-in despin active Dutation damping 
electronics (DANOO) to cannand the BAPrA rootor to torqoo the despm platfonn. Processing of horizon or sm 
sensor data detennines platfonn pointing errors for the BAPl'A rootor to cancel. A relative rate roode can 
also control platfonn despin, but the pointing control degrades wi thout an external reference. The ACE 
accepts C<J111llnds to bias the platfonn pointing and also fonnats sensor data for spacecraft use or telemetry. 
The actuators include the BAPl'A, the positioners, and the thrusters. (The thrusters are considered 
part of the propulsion subsystan.) 'lbe BAPl'A rootor despins the platfonn and delivers the platfonn torque 
.camamed hy Ot\NDE. Slip ri~s in the BAPl'A carry signals and power across the rotating interface. The 
BAPl'A sends index pulses to the ACE so it can continually read the relative poSition of the spm and despun 
parts of the spacecraft. 
The other mechanisms include the solar-drumpositioners, 2-sxis OOA positioner, and the ram-oriented 
shelf positioner on the aeronomy orbiter. ~btor'drivers in thecommanrt subsystem control stepper rootors in 
all the (X)sitioners; all positioners also generate rearlings of their actual positions. Differential driving 
of the solar dnun positioners dynamically balances the spacecraft on orhit to limit wobhle to 0.00050 • 
Direct canmands or the ANC electronics can fire the thrusters. 'lbe ANC automatically acts if nutation 
grows too large for DANDE control. 
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TLM . ANTENNA POSITIONER 
M~:~~g::~~N~~='FM ATTI~-UDE CON;~~~ CMD AZIMUTH 
ELECTRONICS (ACEt (2) TLM ANTENNA POSITIONER 
TLM I • HORIZON SENSOR ERROR .SiI i 
PROCESSING AND 
BEARING AND POWER 
-
ACCELEROMETER (2t 1 , .1 ACQUISITION CONTROL 
TRANSFER ASSEMBLY ~~ 
• RELATIVE RATE SENSING INDEX • MOTOR SPACECRAFT :a~ 
TLM I AND PROCESSING PULSES 
• INDEX PULSES DYNAMICS 
.0 "V 
• SUN SENSOR ERROR • POWER AND 
c:> 
PROCESSING AND SIGNAL TRANSFER 
,..G) 
SUN SENSOR (2t 1 , ·1 RATE CONTROL 
r"Lfil 
~Iii 
• DANDE LATERIAL 
TLM I • ANC CMD THRUSTER (4t 
I • REDUNDANCY SWITCHING STAR SENSOR(S~ LOGIC I ", AXIAL THRUSTER (2t CMD~ 
TLM I t 
CMD TLM 
CMD:J SOLAR DRUM 
TLM POSITIONERS (3t 
826514-13 
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OfAt«JES ro mE "8-376 ACS 
Alt~tLthe gpera.tion _of the .rs (A:obiter ACS resermles the "8-376 operation, changes to the systan 
increase its flexibility for the deep-spice missions. 'Dlese changes include substitution of the Inteslat VI 
atti tude control electronics (ACE) and l.ea.sat BAPl'A and added mechanisms and star sensor ( s). 
[Qri!~ interplanetary cruise, the climatoJogy orbiter cannot point the despun platfonn relative to a 
horizon reference and the relative rate control cannot rraintain pointing over the long tim interval requiroo. 
~~rbit, the aeronany orbiter often spends most of its orbit without a horizon in view. In both cases, sun-
referenced despin control can accurately point the platfonn. The H8-376 ACE lacks this roode, but suhstitution 
of the Intelsat VI ACE provides it without rrodifying any canp:ments. This ACE directly interfaces with the 
"8-376 sensors and fOl1l&ts their data for onboard use or telemetry. Unlike the "8-376 version, it also can 
point the pIa tfonn to any cannanded azimuth angle in horizon roode, which is required for the aeronany mission. 
The similarity of operation and interfaces allow the increased capability of the Intelsat VI ACE to he added 
Without affecti~ the rest of the ACS. 
The-Intelsat VI ACE requires more BAPI'A .index pulses than the HS-376 BAPl'A _~~J~~!.-_ J~er. the 
physically identical Leasat BAPTA generates the required pulse pattern an~ substitutes directly for the "8-376 
BAPI'A. 
The Mars Orbite!!shave a two-axi-s OOA poSitioner not used on the H8-376. The aeronany orbiter also 
needs an elevation drive on the r~rientect shelf. Both elevation drives use the "8-376 antenna positioner; 
the HGA azimuth drive is new. 
In either mission, sm and s~r fixes detennine the spacecratt attitucte during timswhen s.Mars horizon 
reference is not available. This requires a star tracker on the despun platfonn. The aeronany orbiter's 
platfonn spins during cruise, so it also ne~s a star scanner. The star tracker supplies accurate knowledge 
of instrument pointing. 
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CHAtmES ·TO HS-376ACS 
CHANGE_ 
INTELSATVI ATTITUDE 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS (ACE) 
LEASAl-BAPTA 
ADDEnJ.,ftlfAtfl SMS 
ADDED STAR SENSOR(S) 
L __________________ ~ 
HUGMl. AMCftAFT COMI"ANY 
RATIONALE 
HAS SUN MODE DESPIN CONTROL; PROCESSES SENSOR DATA; 
3600 BIAS IN HORIZON MODE; SIMILAR OPERAtION 
LEASAT- ... BAeTAPHYSICALLY lDENTICAL TO "S-376 BAPTA 
BUT HAS EXTRA nmEX PULSES REQUIRED BY INTELSAT VI 
'ACE 
DIFFERENT POSITIONING OF CHANGED APPENDAGES 
NEED ATTITUDE PEFERENCES DURING CRUISE AND sor·1E 
m.-ORBIT GEOMETRIES; GIVES ACCURATE DETERMINATION 












. STABILIZATlOO~ KlOES 
Elrcept in crulse~.~~~~ orbiters use the same stabillzation roodes during the mission. 
e.1ectiollof the s~cecraft/injection stage fran the 9luttle results in a spin rate of 2 rpm. 
the stage increase the rate to 30 rpm for the C08.st away fran the Slluttle and the 8RM-1 burn. 
control operates .nile the stage is attached, except during the burn. 
'Ibe "frisbee" 
Spin motors on 
Active nutation 
After injection and stage separation the aeronany orbiter is long-tenn spin-stable (inertia ratio, 0>1) 
am nE!EIlS no nutation control. The STAR-31 forces the inertia ratio of the climatol~y sracecraft below I, so. 
it operates as a gyrostat (platfonn despun) during cruise. ~spin active nutation damping limits the nutation 
during cruise wi ttnut using propellant; the transients of MOl firing may cause nutation that requires At«:! after 
the burn. 
luring deplo}ment and on~rbit operation, both Mars ~biters, like the 1tS-376, are gyrostat-stabll1zed. 
- - " ,~ - ----
DAHlE R()nnally controls nutation, but ANC may operate during deployment. 
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STABILIZAIION MODES 
EVENT CLIMATOLOGY 
SHUTT~E EJECTION 2 RPM spn~, At~C 
COAST 30 RPM SPIN, ANC' 
INJECTION 30 RPM SPIN, ANC· 
CRUISE 55 RPM GYROSTAT, DANDE 
MOl 55 RPM GYRnSIAI~ __ A~tC· 
DEPLOYMENT 55 RPM GYROSTAT.I-ANeOR nANDr-
ON-ORBIT 55 RPM GYROSTAT, DANOE 
r-- ------------.- ; 
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Nl1l'ATI~ <nfl'ROL IO>ES 
'lbe ACSfeatures active nutation control(ANC) at all times and desptn acttvenutattolLdMlplng {DANDE)_ 
when gyrostat stabilized. 'n1e figure 11sts key features of the two rmdes; the following figure diagrams their 
operation. " 
By firi~ the thrusters at the proper roll rangle.~ ca"~~ln~t;att~_of 0!15· or 1.11~er._ 'nils 
mode automatically begins to operate if nutation exceeds the 0.23° DANDE capture limit. It also removes nuta-
tion when the sJacecraft is not stable spinner (inertia ratio < 1) and the platfonn is locked to the spun 
section, such \\ben the injection stage is attached. C<JmIlnds to the ACE select either high or low gain ANC. 
The DANDE system nonnally damps nutation in all gyrostat configurations. 'nIe DANDE cannancts the BAPl'A 
Motor to tonJue the despun platfonn in the proper phase with nutatioo. Dynamic imbalance (product of inerOa) 
on the platfonn couples the resulting angular acceleration into a nutatioo-correcting torque on the spacecraft. 
In this way, electrical energy frem the solar panel balances the destabilizing energy losses caused by fuel 
slosh, structural flexi~, etc. 'n1e Jitter resulting frem the plR.tfonn torquing is less than 0.002°. 
'n1eeffectiveness of DANOE (stabilizing time constant) varies directly with the despun platfonn product 
of inertia. 'n1is int>alance lies in the plane of the spin axis and is measured relative to the spacecraft 
c.g.. The system requires about 23 kg~2 imbalance on~rbit. However, during cruise, when larger nutation is 
acceptable, about 7 kg-m2 is acceptable. 'n1e Mars Orbiter destgn meets the latter constraint without deploy-
ments by despun equiprrent shelf layout. ('n1e shelf is statically balR.nced to remove platfonn bending loads 
duri~ orbit insertion motor firing.) With R.ppendages deployed on orbit, the product of inertia exceeds 50 
kg~2, resulttng in faster nutR.tion damping than other HS-376 satellites. 
DANOE operates continually and cR.ncels any detected nutattoo. Noise tn the output of the nutation-sonsing 
accelerareter causes .an effective damping threshold (or pennits residual nutation) of less than 0.002°. 
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FIRES THRUSTERS TO DAMP NUTATION 
AFTER SEPARATION FROM SHUTTLE UNTIL STAGE -JETJIS0N 
AS BACKUP1 AT ANY TIME 
DURING MOl 
DAMPING THRESHOLD OF 0.15° (LOW GAIN) OR 0.~8~ tHIGI:I GAlN) 




TORQUES DESPUN PLATFORM TO DAMP NUTATION (JITTER < 0.002°) 
IN All GYROSTAT" PHASES 
REQUIRES ~ 7 KG-M2 PRODUCT OF INERTIA FOR CRUISE 
REQUIRES > 23 KG-M2 PRODUCT OF INERTIA FOR ON-ORBIT 
PRESENT DESIGN HAS ~ 50 KG-M2 ON-ORBIT 
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-UNlTAILE ... NNEII wT-TR ... NSVEflSEANGUt.AR VlLOCtfY 
• EN£RGYDIS$I ..... TlON ON SPINNING SECTION IIIOTOIII DEITAIILllES 
ENERGY Dissi'A TlON ON DESPUN S':CTlON ST"'"L1ZES~ ----~~-
• ... CCELERDMEUR DUT .. UT IS ... SINUSOID AT ROTOR NUTATION 
FREOUENCY. WITH MAGNITUDE PROPORTIONAL TO' 
• APPLY CORRECTING TORQUE rtI TO MAKE It AND-':;~OINCIDE WITH S .. ACE· 
CRAFT CENTERLINE IMAKE ~r • D .... LL MOTION IS wz. 
• APPLICATION OF CORRECTING TOROUE MUST SYNCHRONIZE WITH SPACE CONE 
ACCELEROMETER OUTPUT AND HAVE .. RO"ER PHASE 
i::r, -SP ... CECR ... FT SPIN RATE 
I--SENSING ... XIS 
I j&--ACCElERDMETER ISPINNINGI 
• .' ~SPACECR"'FT CENTERlIN£ X""- IIODY CONE 
IN5TANT"'NEDIIS ... XIS OF ROT ... TlON 
W, 
SPIN AKIS'ISPACECflAFT CENTERL ... EI 
GYIIOSTAT-ACTIVE NUTATION CONTROL CANet MAKI_POSSI.U, ARC ,/' fT ~ THRUST 
• AC'IVE-NU'ATIONCONTROL~USES~THRUSTERS.'O GENER""E OF THRuSTER fiRING 
CORRECTING TOROUE \ AXIAL THRUSTER 
• RADIAL THRUSTERS ARE USED WHEN INJECTION STAGE IS ""TACHED 
• AXIAL THRuSTER ARE USED ON ORBI' ~ 
/ cn -- .... 
.r__ T ••• FT • CORRECTING TOROUE 
GYROSTA! __ PESI'IN~~~,,~""IAJI~ ~~""'NC; 
• DES"N "CTIVE NUT A TlON DAMPING ELECTRONICS IDANDE. COMMAND 
THE .APTA MOTORS TO TOROUE OESPUN SECTION PRODUCT OF INERTIA 
TO GENERA TE CORRECTING TOROUE -
• ml • m2. TOGETHER THEY REPRESENT PLATfORM .. RODUCT OF INERTI" 
SINCE THEY ARE AT DIFFERENT HEIGHTS ABOVE CG 
• .A'" A MOTOR TOROUES PLA TfORM IN PH"SE WITH ACCELEROMETER 
()lJTPUJ. liil • 1121 • SO INERTI" FORCES ARE EOUAL BUT OPPOSITE 
" •. "J2 
• ITtI I- l"l SO lril 'I- 1121. AND NET CORRECTING TOROUETRESUL TS 
• .APTA MOTOR TOROUES PLA HORM IN OPPOSITE DIRECTION WHEN 
"LATfORM ROTATES lBQO 
• TOTAL EffECT NETTOROUE IN PROPER DIRECTION. PLATfORM REMAINS 
.. ROPERLY POINTED 
DESPUN PLA nORM PRODUCT 
OF INERTIA 
BAPT", MOTOR TORGUES PL ... nOllM 
........ 
_ I' " . '1· FI )~ ...... 
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DESPIN <nn'IQ., aDlm 
fbr the Ptttrs~-mlssions, the attitud~_~t.1'01 electronics position the platfonn in horizon tracking, 8m 
tracking, or relative rate nw:xies. A toggle circuit roonitors the relative rate between the despun platfonn am 
spinning section in all l'IDdes. If it detects abnonnal operation, it switches to the redundant ACE am BAPl'A 
notor driver. 
In mrizon tracking lIDde,the platfonn points midll8Y between the leading and tralling horizonooge pulses. 
Camands can bias this nadir-tracking position to any angle. The hortzonrOOde is the prtl1l1ry desptn control 
mode for the climatology orbiter with its nadir tracking requirement. The circular orbit allows the spinning 
sensors to detect a horizon at all times •. 
Sm- tracld~ nndepoints the platfonn relative to the detected sun line. Any angle -lillY be--sel~ted and_ 
naintained to 0.080 • This is the prirmry despin nnle for the aer<>nany orbiter, which often lacks a horizon 
reference in its elliptical, polar orbit. Sun mode also controls the pointing of the climatology orbiter's 
platfonn duri~ cruise. 
Relatj.ve rate roode senses the difference in speed. between the spun anctdespun sections_~Y_JIIe8..c;Ul"lng the 
- - - --- .---- - -. - -_.,--
interval between RAPI'A index pulses. The ACE cmmanct ad.1ust:roonts in the BAPI'A rootor speed to correct any 
errors. Relative rates of up to 90 rpm may be selected and the platfonn may spin if desired. Because relative 
rate nocte uses no external references, rotor spin speed errors cause the pointing to drift. It nonnally pro-
vides despin control for soort perioos without critical pointing requirements. such as during initial ctespin 
or deployment. It will automatically operate if sun or horizon mode fails. 
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HORIZON §~"SOR MODE (PRIMARY MODE fOR 'CLIMATOLOGY> 
• POINTS PLATFORM HALF WAY BETWEEN ANfiLE OF DETECTED HORIZON EDGE PULSES 
DURING SCIENCE OPERATION 
• CAN BE BIASED ,:!: 1800 FRO~' NAD I R 
SUN MODE (PRIMARY MODE FOR AERONOMY> 
• POINTS PLATFORM RELATIVE TO DETECTED SUN,PULSE 
ON-ORBIT IN DAYLIGHT 
DURING CRUISE 
RELATIVE RATE MODE 
. -- - ~ . 
." 
• 
MEASURES RATE nIFFER~NCE BETWEEN PLATFORf,' .l\ND"ROTOR AND ADJUSlS BAPTA-
MOTOR SPEED 
SHORT-TERM POINTING 
ASBACKUP1 AT ANY TIME 
NOT NORMALLY lISED 
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AttITUDE STABILIZATJ(W PmIQlMANCE 
Both orbtters~-use gyrostat -stabilization with a rotor spin rate of 55 rpn on-orblt. Active nutatlon 
control (ANC) limits nutations ab<we the 0.23° DAME capture limit if required. Nonnally IWflE cootirmously 
nulls nutation; the acceleraneter noise results in a 0.002° residual nutation. ~-orbi t dynamic balanci~. by 
dlfferentially drivi~ the three solar drum posi tioners to slightly tip the outer drun. rEduces wobble to 
0.()(x)5°. 
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ATTITUDE STABT[IZATION-PERFORMANCE -. r------------------, I I 
: HUGHES: 
I I L __________________ J 
• STABILITY DUAL~SPIN (GYRQSTATt "ITH ACTIVE NUTATION DAMPING; 
AERONOMY ORBITER STABLE SPINNER DURING CRUISE 
• DAMPING TIME CONSTANT ANC-3 SECI DANDE-21 SEC, TYPICAL 
• DAMPING THRESHOLD ANCI LOW GAIN - 0.15° 
ANCI HIGH GAIN - 0.48° 
DANDE - 0.002° 
• WOBB.LE - 0.0005° 
• SPIN RATE 55 RPM (ASSUMED FOR POINTING ESTIMATES); 30 RPM DURING 
SRM-l FIRING,; 25 to 90 RPM POSSIBLE; PLATFORM DESPUN 
• DESPUN PLATFORM REFERENCE- BAPTA INDEXPULSEGENERATORSiMAR-S HORIZONI SUNI OR 





ATTI'nJDE DEl'DUlINATIa. ~~ 
'lbe star tracker, located on the despm platfonn, supplies the most accurate attitude reference with its 
0.050 total erl'Qr. Because of the tracker's high accuracy, the error in the sensor aligunent relative to the 
science .1nstnnents danina:tes the total knowledge error. O'a the aeronany orbiter, the 0.00250 qlantlzation of 
the ram-orientei shelf slightly increases this misalignment. 
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ATTITUDE DETERMINATION PERFORMANCE 
• STAR iRAeKERG-IVESBESTACCURACY: 
STAR SENSOR-ERROR f3cr) 
ALIGNMENT ERROR (30) 
POSITIONER QUANTIFICATION ERROR 
RS-S TOTAL 







r------------------, I • 
l HUGHES: 








RATmRM ~PIN ~-TmM, STEADY-STATE EIWlRS 
- -- _. . 
'Ibe table lists-ten ,factors that contribute to short-tenn despun platfonn pointing errol'S. Most of the 
error vallEs cane fran existi~ equipnent or the breadboarded Intelsat VI attitude control electronics, am so 
are well known. The larger .1itter of the horizon sensor causes the error in horizon-referenced despin control 
IIDde to exceEd .the slBl-referenced errors by 0.010°. 
; 
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Inertial reference pulse 
ji'1:ter 
Index pulse pole-to-polE 
misalignment 
Index pulse processing 
jitter 
5) Bearing torque noise-
broadband 
6) Bearing torque noi~e 
7) Accelerometer noise 
8) Spin axis wobble 
crosscoupling 
9) Residual nutation 
crosscoupling 
10) Sun angle correction 
RSS Tota 1. 
Platform lOS Erro~ 
deg 30 
Reference Mode 



























I -- I L __________________ J 
Remarks_ 
Residual LOS limit cycle due to 0.015° 
measurement ~uantizatton 
'-, 
Control loop response to 0.0050 • 3a sun 
pulse jitter or 0.080 , 30 (end of life) 
worst case earth sensor pulse jitter 
Control loop response to 0.0150 , 30 mechanical 
misalignment of pole pieces 
Response to 10 mV zero crossing noise with 
4 V/deg zero crossing slope 
W~rst case torque noise allocation of 1.8 
x 10-4 N-m2/Hz over 1 Hz bandwidth; 2X MARISAT, 
OSO-8 measured noise 
RSS'd response to sinusoids 
Response to 1 mg rms accelerometer noise over 
10 Hz bandwidth, processed through DANDE 
Dynamic crosscoupling through platform product 
of inertia 
Dynamic crosscoupling through platform product 
of inertia 
Short-term tracking error due to discrete 




ATTITUDE OON'l'OOLPERFORMANCE Sur.t.fARY 
The pl~tf()J:1!l de~i:gn cont!Ol_~inting error is the sma of the short-tenn residual constraint am long-tem, 
am diurinal errors. The previous table listed the s:>urces of steady-state errors. Cbnstant and l~-tenn 
errors include shaft encoder and sens:>r misaligrvnent, sensor biases, initial spin rate error, am aging of 
electronics. Biasi~ the pIa tfonn iX>inti~ angle raooves all these errors, except for a residml error of 
0.0055°, equal to half the bias quantization. Diurnal errors include tanperature-dependent variations in 
rotor spin s(eoo, sens:>r charateristics, and BAPl'A bearing friction. Adding these estimated errors prooicts a 
3a platfonn pointing error (along-track error in the climatolcgy mission) of 0.029° in sun note and 0.061° in 
oorizon mode. 
The 0.2 lbf-sec minimma thrusterimpllse -hit causesa-qtllntiza tion-.of 0.026~ _~n.pr.ec.essl"'Lthe~~~~!~! . 
However, vector addition of small precessions could rErluce this qtllntization at the ex~nse of increased 
propellant. These minimwn thruster firings may have an impulse uncertainty of 5-10'J,. 
'lbecanbinationofhighly-accurate despmplatfonn poSitioning and fine precession control allows the 
instrument pointing to closely follow any mode. 
Irme:UatelY following an attitude detenniniation, ohly the errors described above wHl limit the-Attitude 
control accuracy. lbwever, the modeled attitude ctisturbances differ fran the real ones, causing the spin axis 
pointi~ error to increase with tire. Of these disturbances, the nooal precession of the climatolcgy mission 
is known perfectly but the solar torque has an uncertainty of about 10'1" or 0.005° per day. Aerodynamic torqoos 
on the aeronany splcecraft are very uncertain; the desired periapsis density profile and diurnal cha~es 
in the atmosphere affect the value of this large disturhance torque. The spin axis pointing error therefore 
depeJY1s on the frEqlEncy of the atti tude detennination upriates. 
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ATTlfUDEeONfRotPERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
• PLA TFORMDESP1N-CONTRO[: . 
SHORT-TERM~STEADY -STATE 
RESIDUAL CONSTANT AND LONGTERM 
DIURNAL 
TOTAL 
r------------------, I I 
: HUGHES ~ 
I I 
L ______ ~-----------~ 











• PRECESSION QUANTIZATION OF 0.026° LIMITS ACCURACY OF POSITIO~ING SPIN AXIS -
• MODE~ING ERRORS OF ...-vO.OOSo/DAY IN SOLAR TORQUE AND TBD iN AERODYNAMIC TORQUE 
INCREASE SPIN AXIS POINTING ERROR BETWEEN DETERMINATION UPDATES 
5-141 
A~ KEY-FEATURES 
'Ibe Mars Orbiters retain the 88-376 attitude control subsystem, with the substitution of the Intelsat 
VI attitude control electronics. 'l11e fully-redundant subsystem features two Imdes of nutation control and 
despin control using sun. horizon. or relative rate references. Added star sensor(s) provide a second accurate 
a tti tude fix in orbit or duril1t cruise. 'l11e subsystem meets all science instru.oont and high gain antenna 
pointing and knowledge requirements. 
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ACS KEY FEATURES 
• MARS ORBITER-S USE HS-376 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
- FULLY REDUNDANT SUBSYSTEM 
- HS-376 COMPONENTS AND MOUNTING LOCATIONS (EXCEPT ACE) 
- DANDE OR ANC NUTATION CONTROL 
• CHANGES PROVIDE THE ADDITIONAL FLEXIBILITY REQUIRED 
- CAN OPERATE IN SUN 1 MARS HORIZON 1 OR RELATIVE RATE DESPIN MODES 
-"INTELSAT VI ACE MOUNTS IN HS-376 ACE LOCATIONS 
- STAR SENSORCS) ADDED TO DESPUN PLATFORM 
r------------------, I • 
: HUGHES: 







- SUN AND HORIZON SENSOR DATA AVAILABLE ONBOARD AND IN TELEMETRY; STAR SENSOR 
DATA TELEMETERED WITH INSTRUMENT DATA 
• POINTING MEETS REQUIREMENTS 
5-Il.3 













The follo'Ni.ng section descri~~th~ JX)wer subsysten for the :Mars Orhiters. Except for an addetl instrunent 
)'X>wer interface unit, the subsysten is entirelyfrcm H8-376. This section also details the power burtget and 






POWER-SUBSYSTEM ! HU-GHES : 
I 1 L __________________ J 
• SPECIFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS 
• COMPONENT lOCATIONSI MASSI AND HERITAGE 
• FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAMS 
• ASSUMPTIONS 
• POWER BUDGET 
• SOLAR PANEL LAYOUT 
• PERFORMANCE 
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rowm SUBSYSTf)I.SP~IFICATI~S/RIJJ(JIRf)fmTS 
In addition to IX>wering the spacecraft bus, the subsystem must supply 28 wl ts+ 101 to the instnnent 
-" -- -------" --- -.-.- -"- -
payic::*t. 'lbe climatology instrurrents require 59 watts during the day and 55 watts with the FIS off over the 
mUt half of the planet. The aeronany instnlnEnts draw 46.5 watts for 15 minutes on either side of periapsis, 
less at other times in the orbit. 
Batteries must tolerate a single-cell failure. Because of the long time required for the ground to 
-- --






r------------------, I I 
l HUGHES: 
I I L __________________ J 
~ .. ,. 1-
• SUPPLYS9W .(DAY) AND SSW (ECLIPSE) TO CLIMATOLOGY INSTRUf£NTS 
• SUPPLY POWER UP TO 46. SW TO AERONOMY I!NSTRUMENTS 
• INSTRUMENT POWER AT 28V + 10% 
• SEALED, OVERCHARGE PROTECTED, SINGLE-fA.ILURE TOLERANl.BAIJERIES. 
. . 





rowm StJBSYST9f .. ~mrIreATIQj8 
Both spacecraft use the same power subsysten. Except for the instnwent power-inteJ.!.face.mlt.(JP1U) all 
subsystEm canp:ments are 0'1 the spihning side of the spacecraft. The Mars Orbiters use Rllapa.-B solar panels, 
the largest in the H8-376 line. Two Westar (H8-376) 19.5 amp-hour batteries power the spacecraft during 
eclipse. Each consists of four 8-cell packs arranged around the edge of the spinning equipment shelf. 'llle 
pOwer contvol electronics units attach to the same shelf. 
8lip ril'¥;s carry power across the BAPl'A to the despun platfonn. The .IPIU regulates and-distributes ~Jler. 





















: HUGHES + 











rowm SUBSYSTBt MASS AND HEJUTAGE 
All canpo.'leflts except the IPIU cane directly fran H8-376. '1be Palapa arrays J)OIer the .spacecraft. 80th 
10nard and aft arrays have new layouts of their K7 high~ff1ciency cells. The new layout accotmts for the 
colder temperatures at *rs and the larger charge arrays required by the rmre frequent eclipses. This is a 
minor cha~e; all H8-376 spacecraft have different string layouts to match their different power requirements. 
As shown later, the Westar batteries have excess capacity for the Mars missions, hut their design alreedy 
mates with the rest of the subsyste;"'. The other 8plD1 mits are carroon to roost HS-376 SJlflcecraft. 
The IPIU is mchanged fran its Galileo Probe application. 
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POWER SUBSYSTEM. MASS ANDH-ERITAGE HUGHES: • "T L __________________ ~ 
> MASS, KG 
UNIT SOURCE MODifiCATION 
CLIMATOLOGY AERONOMY .~ 
SPUN 
FORWARD SOLAR CELL ASSEMBLY 18.14 SAME HS 316 (PALAPA) CELL LAYOUT 
AFT SOLAR CELL ASSEMBLY 18.21 SAME HS 316 (PALAPA) CELL LAYOUT 
BUS VOLTAGE LIMITERS (2t I 2.11 SAME HS316 NONE I 
J 
DISCHARGE CONTROLLER 6.41 SAME HS316 NONE 
CHARGE/RECONDITION UNIT 0.82 . SAME HS316 NONE 
CURRENT SENSOR SHUNTS (8t 0.50 SAME HS316 NONE 
BATTERY CELL VOLTAGE MONITORS (2) 0.48 SAME . HS316 NONE 
BATTERY PACKS (8t 43.89 SAME HS 316 (WESTARI NONE 
DESPUN -" 
. 
INSTRUMENT PIU 2.06 SAME GAlILEO·PROBE NONE 
TOTAL 93.34 93.34 
826514-9_6 __ 
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R)WER mlBSYSTm-F'tJNCl'-ImAL DIAGRAM 
The H8-376 spacecraft _feat_UI"~!i _~dual-bus power subsystan, with half of the loads attached to each bus. 
In it_s cJJ""mications application, the "8-376 divides its payload and redundant bus units soa -tailure of-
either bus drops only half. However, the Mars Orbiter science instruments cannot be conveniently divided this 
way and half of the array cannot support the whole spacecraft. 'lllerefore, the dual bus does not provide backup 
to bus shorts (which are extremely unlikely) but does provide compatibility with the HS-376 design. Each bus 
uses raJundant electronics and can tolerate any single component failure. 'llle discharge controllers can connect 
both batteries to either bus if desired or if an open-cell failure occurs. ('llle IIDre probable battery failure 
is a shorted cell, any two of which reduce the battery voltage to a still-acceptable level.) 
A main array and battery (X>wer each bus. Tap limiters on the array bound the maximllll output voltage as 
solar cell tanperature change causes it to fluctuate. A bus voltage below 29.1 volts at the battery causes the 
discharge controller to automatically place the batteries on the bus. ('Illis happens at the start of each 
eclipse.) 'Illis arrangement holds the bus within a volt of its nominal value at all times. 
A boost cbarge array of 21-vol t strings connects in series with part of the main array to charge the 
batteries via the charge/recondition unit. The charge array current equals the charge current; but the entire 
main array remains connected to the bus, (X>wering the battery charge like any other load. In times of greater 
solar incidence, fewer main array cell strings supply the required charge current, and IIDre strings can 'power 
the bus. Fewer strings are ~lso required in the charge array; however the charge array never fesrts the space-
craft bus. 
Both busses connect to the spinning and despun loads. The loads are balanced between the busses. The 
IPIU attaches the science loads to one of the busses. 
As shown in the rtiagram, sensors monitor critical points in the system. A detected overload causes the ccmnam 
subsystem to shed loads as requirert. The cannand subsystem also nnnitors battery cell voltages and battery 










POWER SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM 
-0 


















































I I L __________________ J 
CURRENT TELEMETRY 
TEMPERATURE TELEMETRY 
BATTERY VOLTAGE TELEMETRY 
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED 
CELL VOLTAGE TELEMETRY 
"""' .... , 
~~ 
II 
~". ~ ~; 
o_·~ 
INSTRUMFNl' rowER INTEltFACE UNIT 
The instnunent IXlwer interface unLt (lPUJ) regulates and distributes the despun bus power to the science 
instruments. Rlwer enters the unit through redundant fuses and passes to the regulators. Either of the dtode-
teolade regulators can (Ower the instnunents. An overvoltage protector disconnects a regulator if it fails. 
Tight bus voltage control on the "S-376 minimizes the demands on the regulators. Filters rennve transients on 
both the input and output. Sensors fOODi tor the p:>wer fed to the instruments. 
Redundant six-pole, si~le throw relays connect the regulated power to the instruments via fuses. In addi-
tion, resistors protect the secondary fuses ·fran transients. The clirmtol~y instnrrents use only half of the 
six outputs; two of the outputs each connect to two of the eight despun instruments on the aeronomy spacecraft. 
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rowER 8UlXJET ASSUMPI'Ia.S 
Because of its-higherp:>wer-requirements during roore frequent eclipses, t~ climatol~y mission drives 
the s>lar panel layout and power budget. Like roost HS-376 spacecraft. the Mars Orb! ters will have a new s>lar 
array layout. This minor change canpensates for the colder temperature. dinmer sun. am greater charge 
requirements in Mars orbit. 
Solar cell voltage. which detennines. the nunber of cells in a series string, increases at colder tempera-
tures; cell (string) current is prop:>rtional to the 111ll1lination. The wannest possible plnel temperature (t°C. 
on forwaro array. -15°C on aft array) occurs at Mars perihelion and the 22.5° (l :30) sun angle. Current output 
. varies during the Mars year; the lowest panel current occurs at 1.65 AU and a 35° sun angle. 
'Ibis preliminary deSign assmes 2.2 X 6.2 em K7 cells. the most cCJllmn HS-376 cell type. Other H8-376 
hardware assunptions include 85% charge and 9(1J, discharge efficiences; two 19.'5 A-hr, 39.0 volt batteries; and 
Pa.lapa s>lar panels. the largest in the H8-376 line. Unlike Palapa. the Mars Orbiters need no mirror band 
around the inner dnun. so cells cover this area. All listed p:>wer numbers assllllP. 28 volts; the actual calcula-
tions use current values. so the effects of harness drops. etc •• are included. The bus actually maintains a 
voltage of 29.1 to 30 volts. 
The eclipse time affects the batter.y--depth-.oLdischarge+_the.boost ctutrge array si~! a~ t~ por!ion of 
main array current used for charge. Calculations conservatively assume a 40 minute eclipse during the worst-
case 1.89 hour orbit; the orbits with slightly longer eclipses (up to 41 minutes) have better solar incidence. 
The IX>wer hudget assumes that the transmitter (and FIS) operate during the entire daylight ~riod rather than 
.1ust the required hal f-<>rbi t. 
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: HUGHE·S : 
I I L __________________ ~
HARDWARE ASSUMPTIONS 
• CELL VOLTAGE SIZED FOR 1.38 AUI 22.5° SUN ANGLE (INNER DRUM AT lOCI OUTER 
DRUM AT -150C) 
• ASSUME 2.2 em x 6.2 em K7 CEI;LS 
• 85% CHARGE EFFICIENCY1 90% DISCHARGE EFFICIENCY 
• TWO WESTAR' BATTERIES: 19.5 A-HRI 39.0 V EACH 
• PALAPA SOLAR PANEL (8.9 m2 CROSS SECTION); NO MIRROR 
• ALL POWERS AT 28 V 
MISSION ASSUMPTIONS 
• WORST-CASE CLIMATOLOGY ORBIT HAS 40 MIN ECLIPSE AND 73.4 MIN OF DAYLIGHT 
• TRANSMITTER AND FIS ON DURING ENTIRE DAYLIGHT PERIOD 
PANEL ASSUMPTIONS 
• PANEL CURRENT VARIES DURING MARS YEAR; WORST CASE, AT I. ~~_ AU DISIANCEAND 35° 
SUN ANGLE 
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rowER BUOOFl' 
Both orbLters, ,dr.aw, tb.e" S~ §~b§Y$temp:>'ler. A 1<11 contingency on the bus glllrds against any growth in 
power consumption. Budgets assume the specified maximum science instrument powers and for the aeronomy orbit 
a worst case daylight periapsis. 
Cllnatolow 
The eclipse loads detenninethe required main array ch~~e ,pc:>wer, about 100 watts for the climatology 
mission. Totaling these values gives the spacecraft daYlight, pov.oer conslITIption. 'Ille main array layout descri~ 
on the following pages produces abOut 387 watts in the worst case. 'Illis leaves the climatology orbiter with a 
30 watt worst-"..ase reserve above the 1<11 contingency near. Mars' aphelia., and the corresponding 35° sun angle. 
'Illis margin becanes greater than 250 watts as Mars nears perihelion arid sunlight strikes the panels more directly. 
'll1e longest climatology mission eclipses cause the spacecraft to draw about 9.5% of the energy stored in the 
two 19.5 amp-oour batteries. 
Aeronany 
The 10~er daylight tine available to recharge the batteries of the aeronany orbiter allows a much snaller 
charge current. The nonnal Slm angle generates 467 WllttS in the main ~rray at aphelion which results in a 
margin of almost 180 watts, or twcrthirds of the required power. 
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POWER BUDGETI WATTS : HUGHES: 
I I. L ________________ ~_~
.. 
.. 
.~-.-~ --- -- -, --
-
- POWER.W i I 
SUBSYSTEM CLIMATOLOGY AERONOMY I 
DAYLIGHT ECLIPSE DAYLIGHT ECLIPSE 
--- _. 
COMMUN1'C-4 TlONS 16.1 26.2 16.1 26.2 
DATA HAf~~DLlNG 46.6 26.6 46.6 26.5 
COMMAND 16.0 16.0 16.0 15.0 I 
ATTITUDE CONTROL 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.0 
POWER 1.9 3.3 1.9 3.3 
THERMAL CONTROL ~ 20.0 10.0 20;0 
TOTAL 181.6 122.0 181.6 122:0 
CONTINGENCY (10%) 18.1 12.2 18.1 
..lll 
BUS TOTAL 199.6 134.2 199.6 134.2 
SCIENCE 69.0 66.0 46.6- 21.3-




- -SPACECRAFT TOTAL 360.6 184.6 283.8 165.6 













9.6% - o TO 16.2% 
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1111 OMI' ..-
~ PANEL LA'!{ltJ' 
The HS-37~1!~~!; tYIQ~Y~!;. ()f~l@'!"arr.@.}'s; .'- min array to rower the bus, including a.Uer,r_cha.rge, and 
a 21-volt boost charge array. This charge array connects in series wi th part !~,f the main array to raise the 
voltage to the required level for battery charging. 
The poM!r budget on the preceeding page does not include charge array since It does not supply the bus. 
However, the charge uses 18J, of the available panel area. Charging ·must replace the 3.72 A-hrs drawn fran the 
batteries via the discharge controller during eclipse. To do this before the following eclipse at 85'; efficiency· 
requires 3.58 amps. In the worst-case orbit, 72 strings of 10 cells supply this current, producing 75.2 watts 
at the charge array's 21 volts. The "battery charge" entry in the budget does not include this po~r. The 
calculations assume all the charge array on the wanner forward panel; a portion could be on the aft panel if 
enough main array remained there for cruise po~r. 
The remaini~ cells on the forward array fonnUl strings of 59 cells. In_the worst,.casELorhlt, Lt-takes 
72 of these strings to supply the 3.58 amps for battery charge (101 watts). 'lile colder aft array 'has 164 
strings of 55 cells each. The whole main array, delivers 387 watts to the bus. During cruise, With only the aft 
array exposed, the panel generates about 350 watts. 
The panel layout uses 1SC,l of the cell area for boost~ham~ array. In the W~lrst:""CllSfLorbit .26$ of the 
main array current charges the hatteries, so 391 of the total panel area cannot support ott~r davlight loads. 
Similarly·, -Ute "aeronany spacecraft generates 467 watts in its main arrav.The longer orbit reduces the 
required charge current, so the charge array is oversizert. 
5-16:~ 
r------------------, 
CLIMATOLOGY SOLAR PANEL LAYOUT I • : HUGHES: 
I ~ L __________________ J 
• BOOST CHARGEARRA'I 
- 3.58 AMPS OBTAINED BY 72 STRINGS OF ~O CELLS ON FORWARD PANEL 
- CHARGE ARRAY OUTPUT = 75.2 W AT 21 V 
• MAIN ARRAY 
- FORWARD ARRAY HAS III STRINGS OF 59 CELLS: 72 OF THESE STRINGS SUPPLY BATTERY 
CHARGE CURRENT 
- AFT ARRAY HAS 164 STRINGS OF 55 CELLS 
- TOTAL MAIN ARRAY OUTPUT = 286 W FOR BUS AND SCIENCE1IOl WATTS FOR CHARGE AT 28 V 
• 16% OF PANEL IS BOOST CHARGE-ARRAY A121 V; 39XOf-PANEl AREA-USEDf:ORBAl'TER'l-CHARGE-
5-163 
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rowm mJRSYSTDI PW1<BtANCE 
Both Mars Orbiters use "8-376 power-electronics with Westar batteries am .PalafMl_.solar.arraYB .•.. 1be_ IPlU 
is the onlyaddi tion to the "8-376 fully redmdant subsystem. 'Ille minimlJn po.er margin (climatology) is 27.6 
watts above 1(1,1 contingency; the battery depth of discharge stays below 15.~ (aero.'Ilcmy). The solar panel can 
support full spacecraft operation after only 20 days of drift orbit; before that science instrument or trans-
mitter duty cycles must be restricted,. The stored aft panel provides greater than 150 watts of power reserve 





POWER SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE (CLIMATOLOGY) r------------------, , . 
! HUG.HE.SJ 
I I L __________________ ~
, • MINIMUM MARGIN ABOVE 10% CONTINGENCY: 
OPERATIONAL ORBIT=28W 
CRUISE > 150W . 
• MAXIMUM BATTERY DEPTH OF DISCHARGE = 9.5% 
.. 
• PARTIAL SCIENCE OPERATION POSSIBLE-.Ir-t1EDIATELY AFTER 
C!RCULARIZATION; FULL OPERATION AFTER 31 DAYS OF DR~FT 
S-HiS 
'=-""~~-"''''~~4~''' lot( l 1 ~. 
~~ 
KJIfER SlJ8SYSTf.)( KEY FEATURES 
Both .. rs ~Ilitel'!; !"E!~in the dWll.-bus U8-376 JXJWer subsysten. including Palapa 9llar arrays am Westar 
batteries. AittKJugh the spiCeCraft cannot tolerate a total bus short. tbe subsystan is fUlly redmdant without 
rmdifying the U8-376 canJXXlents. A new string layout optimizes the arrays for operation at Mars. 
An iinstrument power interface mit, added to the despun platfonn. drs-trItiutes paller to the 5et"ence payload. 




POWER SUBSYSTEM KEY FEATURES 
• HS-376 POWER SUBSYSTEM RETAINED FOR MARS ORBITERS 
- FULLY REDUNDANT SUBSYSTEM 
- USES HS-376 DUAL BUS DESIGN 
- USES STANDARD HS-376 COMPONENTS AND LOCATIONS 
r------------------~ I I 
! HUGHES: 
I I L __________________ J 
• IPIU~_ADDED ON DES PUN PLATFORM, DISTRIBUTES AND REGULATES INSTRUMENT POWER 




,- ~-.. , 
IMPACf OF INCREASED IUftR RmuIR~ 
Extending the aft (outer) solar panel can provide additional power if desi~. Structure on the PAM-D 
perigee stage limits the le~th of the aft panel for the "8-376 vertical launch in the Shuttle. For the 
horizontally-launchEd Mars missions, the integrated propulsion stage does not have this constraining structure. 
'l11e plnel le~th does not change the stack lell';th in the Shuttle bay for extensions up to 36 inches. longer 
extension requires a shallower-angle adapter which will use more bay. 
Blch inch of extension gains about 3 watts in the worst-case climatology orbit; eachwa-tt-costs-about$3,OOO. 
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IMPACT OF INCREASED POWER REQUIREMENT 
• AFT PANEL CAN BE LENGTHENED TO PROVIDE GREATER INSTRUMENT 
POWER OR POWER RESERVE 
r------------------, 
I I 
1 HUG-HES : 
I I L __________________ J 
• INTEGRATED PROPULSION STAGE FOR INJECTION AVOluS MECHANICAL 
~ CONSTRAINTS OF PAM-D 
• STRETCH DOES NOT CHANGE LENGTH IN SHUTTLE BAY 
• COST ~ $3000/WATT 
" 
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THERMALcnITROL _SUBSYSTEM 
'Illis section describes the Mars Orbiter toonnal-control subsystem, cieta 1. U ng the re'1uirefOOnts, cies-ign 
approach. ccrnp:ments, arrl resulting solar panel and internal temreratures. Both orbi ters use the same thennal 






































































































































111ERMAL <nn'ROL~~s.rDl SPa:IFICATIOOS/R~IRDIFNl'S 
Spacecraf_t_thermal control must keep all canponents within acceptable tanperature ranges. Science -instru-
mnts--can tolerate -40° to +500 C when off and _20° to +40°C while operating. All bipropellant must stay at 
least 5°C above freezing. Protection for the Mars orbit insertion motors must ensure acceptable tanperatures 
during cruise and prevent thennal gradients in the propellant grain • 
. 
. . ~ Spacecraft the11M.I control cannot require specific Shuttle orbiter attitudesheforerelease--ofthespace-
craft. 
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THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS 
• MAINTAIN SPACECRAFT UNIT TEMPERATURES WITHIN ACCEPTABLE 
LIMITSI SCIENCE INSTRUMENT TEMPERATURES BETWEEN -40° AND 
+50°, C NONOPERATING AND -20 TO +400C OPERATING."" 
• IKPOSE NO SHUTTLE ATTITUDE REQUIREMENTS 
• MAINTAIN PROPELLANT SoC ABOVE FREEZING 
• MAINTAIN MOl MOTOR TEMPERATURES WITHIN REQUIRED LIMITS 
5-175 
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11ImMAL aM'ROL SUBSYSTBI APJW)A(]f 
The Ma~_<k-blter _themal oorl'trol§y~ystem uses the same passive design approach and nany of the sane 
canponents as the H8-376 subsystem. However. the added science instruments. colder Martian envirornent. lower 
internal JX)wer dissipation. and differer;ti. solid rootor on the climatol~y mission require sane minor desi~1i 
cha~es. Extra i'nsulation inside the inner solar panel drum isolates the spacecraft's equipnent bay frOOl the 
cold of deep space and minimizes internal thennal transients during the rapid eclipse cycles in Mars orhit. 
Addi~ this insulation and eliminating the H8-376 mirror band minimizes the required heater power. even though 
the despun equipment diSSipates much less heat than the HS-376 communications payloads. Added blankets cover' 
the exposed portion of the STAR-31 MOl motor on the climatology orbiter. preventing temperature gradients in 
the propellant grain. 
Blankets also protea\t the externallY-flDUl'lted science instrume!!ts_ Repla~~t heaJers malntaln __ ftlintlllllll 
temperature Yttlen the instn.aments are not operating. The ccmposit.e construction of the X-beam and the stiff 
science instrument shelf prevent thennal distortion of structure which could CRUse instrument pointing errors. 
In the c1imatol~y orbit. selectlon of the spin axis direction allows the spacecraft body to shade the platform-
mounted instruments. 
Spin axis orientation controls the maximlll1 solar pftlnel tem~rature dl.iring crtLlJie_-_ 'lhe solar panel string 
layout a.ssumes a cell voltage cOrre~OOD(tlng to the wannest possible temperature in Mars orbit_ A wanner solar 
panel near Farth would produce less vol tage; til ting the spin axis toward the Slm during the first part of cruise 
rerluces the solar intensity and cools the panel to maintain the rnqui:red voltage. Current and p:>wer output 
match the best-case Mars orbit values for the aft (outer) fllnel MIne the spin axis is tilted. 
5-J76 
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r------------------, THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM APPROACH I I : HUGHES · 
I J ~ __________________ J 
• BASIC HS-376 THERMAL CONTROL APPROACH (THERMALBARRIERS~ BlAHKETS~ lfEATrR51-NO 
LOUVERS) 
- ADDED SOLAR ARRAY LINER INSULATES INTERIOR IN COLDER 'MARTIAN ENVIRONMENTI 
DAMPS THERMAL TRANSIENTS 
- BLANKETS PROTECT STAR-31 MOl MOTOR 
- ELIMINATING HS-376 MIRROR BAND MATCHES LOWER INTERNAL POWER DISSIPATION 
• SCIENCE INSTRUMENT THERMAL CONTROL FOLLOWS--SAME APPROACH 
- BLANKETS AND REPLACEMENT HEATERS MAINTAIN INSTRUMENT TEMPERATURES 
- COMPOSITE X·,BEAM AND STIFF SCIENCE SHELVES MINIMIZE THERMAL EFFECTS ON INSTRUr£NT 
POINTING 
- CLIMATOLOGY ORBITER SPIN AXIS POINTED TO ANTI-SOLAR SIDE OF ORBIT PLANE I 
SHADING INSTRUMENTS 
• CRUISE SOLAR PANEL TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED BY TILTING SPIN AXIS 
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1be figure shows the locations of the key thermal control canponents on the aeronany orbiter., Most of 




TO MINIMIZE THERMAL 
DISTORTION 
-~ DESPUN FORWARD 
BARRIER 
ADDED SOLAR 
PANEL LINER INSULATION 
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TH~'RMAL <nn'ROL SUBSYST94 MASS AND HERITAGE 
Most of·--the·thennalcootrolcanponents cane fran the HS-376 design. Nt~w hlan~tsp!"'9~~~t~ science 
instruments and addi tional blankets line the Sllar drum. Extending the Sll1d nntor blanket protects the exposed 
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THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 





AfT BARRIER 2.39 SAME 
AFT SOLAR PANEL SKIRT 0.53 SAME 
FWD SOLAR ARRAY LINER 2.00 SAME 
THRUST TUBE INSULATION 0.84 SAME 
MOl MOTOR BLANKET AND HEATER 3.74 1.27 
TANK AND LINE BLANKETS AND HEATERS 2.40 SAME 
MOl MOTOR CAVITY BARRIER 0.29 SAME 
ETA BLANKETS 0.12 SAME 
BATTERY HEATER CONTROLLERS (2, 1.00 SAME 
SWITCH ASSEMBLIES (3) 0.59 SAME 
HORIZON SENSOR SHIELDS (2) 0.11 SAME 
BLACK PAINT 0.71 SAME 
TEMPERATURESfNSORS 0.14 SAME 
BATTERY INSULATION 0.12 SAME 
UNIT THERMAL CO~TROL 1.00 SAME 
OESPUN 
FWD BARRIER AND SUPPORT 2.29 SAME 
ANTENNA THERMAL CONTROL 1.00 SAME 
SCIENCE BLANKETS 1.00 2.00 
- -
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'ftIERMAL am'B(L _ SUasYSTDt PtllroRMANCE ____  
'lbe tanperatures shown result fran the thennaldesign approach ,1ust described.- 'Ibe wannest-solar panel 
occurs at 1.38 AU and 22.5° sun angle (fran perpendicular to the spin axis) for the climatology orbiter, or 
nonnal sun angle for the aeronany spacecraft. Cbldest panel tenperatures assllne 1.67 AU distance and 45° or 
nonnal sun a~le, respectively. The actual phasing of distance and sun angle may reduce the temperature range 
of the cliRlltology solar panel. The wann, panel tenperatures detennine the minimlln solar cell voltage used for 
the pinel layout. 
The thickened forward solar array liner isolates the equtpnent bay and limits the temperature swing to· 
22°C. 'Ibis range can be shifted; the 7° to 32°C range specified here satisfies the equiprent tanperature 
requirements. 
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THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSIEMPEREORMANCE ~ 
• SOLAR PANEL-iEMPERATURES: 
INNER DRUM: -37 TO lioC CLIMATOLOGY1 
-39 TO 7°C AERONOMY 
OUTER DRUM,:-~3 TO -15°C CLIMATOLOGY I 
-55 TO -4°C AERONOMY 
• SPACECRAFIEQUIPMENT BAY TEMPERATURES; 
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'(be int~rated ~.!l!Sion stage consists of a solid rocket rootor (811tt-1). its al\IDtn\ID carrier support 
structure, am two STAR-6 solid rockets Yttlich spin UI) the ejected stage and splcecraft to 3Orpm. Fi ve IIKIfteflt~ 
free attach (X>ints connect the carrier to the cradle. Two carrier outriggers provide reaction points for 
the frisbee ejection spri~ am pivot. United TechnolqJies will qualify the SRM-l for propellant loads fran 
4850 to 9700 kg. The fully loadEd SRM-l rooets the requirements of the Mars Orbiter missions. Five Intelsat 
VI. four l.easa t. and four SAL sl»cecraft will demonstrate the Hughes-pi tented frisbee deployment technique 






SIMPLE, SPINNING INTEGRATED PROPULSION 










·INTEGRATED PROPULSION STAGE INCLUDES 
INJECTION MOTOR (SRM-1t AND TWO-RING 
CARRIER WITH DEPLOYMENT PIVOT 
CRADLE-MOUNTED ASE INCLUDES 
DRIVER UNIT, POWER INTERFACE 










\6n"'UL~ SUPPORTS STAGE AND 
ATTACHES TO SHUTTLE BY 
5 SIMPLE INTERFACE FITTINGS 
.g! 
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'll1e Mars Orbiter Study concentrates 00 defining the climatology and aeronmy spacecraft designs described 
in the previous section. We have defined the other program elements listed on the facing page in sufficient 
detail to estimate the program cost. 
The program management element assumes a staff and function equivalent to the Pioneer ~enus and Galileo 
Probe programs. 
Cost estimates for the system engineering, experiment integration, and product assurance elements follow 
the precedent of can parable programs including Pioneer Venus, Galileo Probe, GO&C:;, and HS 376. The Scienc~ 
integration cost includes Hughes management and maintenance of instruroont interfaces and support of experimenter 
requtreroonts. The quality procedures are standard to HS 376 with government surveillance as appropriate for 
the Mars Orbiter program. 
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OTHER PB9G~AM E~~ft1E~JS 
• PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 
• SYSTEM ENGINEERINGI INSTRUMENT INTEGRATIONI 
AND PRODUCT ASSURANCE 
• SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
• INTEGRATION AND TEST 
• LAUNCH SUPPORT 
" 
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1be support equipmot _coosts.ts of the .systen testequl[Jreot (STE) which .. uses equipment developed for the . 
HS 376 product line and the instrument test set (ITS) available fran the Galileo Probe program. Other than 
same software changes required for Mars Orbiter, the test equipment requires no modifications. 
'Ibe HS 376 STE is a modularized, palletlzed configuration capable of operating and testing the Mars 
Ck"biter spacecraft through all system test and launch operations. The STE can use IDP 11/44 canputer control 
to autanate testi~, spacecraft operation, data gathering, and data reduction. 
1be Gali1eoProbe ITS also can use IDP 11/44 canputercontrol to process' and display instnnent data in 
the mission configuration. 'Ibe cmvnand controller, telemetry-simulator, and power control panel simul'lte all 
spacecraft/instrument interfaces. 'Ibe critical command inhibit panel prevents generating detrimental cornma~1s 
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SUPPORT- EQUIPMENT 
• SYSTE~ ~ST EQUIPMENT FROM HS-376 
- PDP 11/~~ CONTROL 
- COMMAND GENERATOR/TELEMETRY PROCESSOR 
- POWER GENERATOR AND MONITOR 
- ATTITUDE CONTROL SIMULATOR 
• INSTRUMENI TEST SET FROM GALl LEO PROSE 
--_. - --.---. --.~.--- -~ ... ""- -_.- -_.-- - "_._- ------ - ""-"-
- PDP 11/44 CONTROL AND DATA PROCESSOR 
- COMMAND CONTROLLER 
- TELEMETRY SIMULATOR 
- POWER CONTROL 
- CRITICAL COMMAND INHIBIT 
- PATCH PANEL 
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INTmRATIOOMF)' 'rrsT ~~~=~= .... ,....<.-
'lbe Mars Orbiter test program ass1.llles a protoflight spacecraft. 'lbe test types am level of effort follow 
our Pioneer Venus experience. Testing includes vibration and solar thennal vacuum exposure. solar panel am 
appendage deployment. IYVlSS properties checkout. and spacecraft halance. 
'lbe Mars Orbiter uses qm.lifled "S-376 structure. eliminating theneert 1or.a-BtrueturaL_qtalificaUQIl 
lMdel •. 'lbe few new or lOOdified units require qualification testing. 'lbe thennal breadooard lOOdel ,,111 verify 
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LAUNCH SUPRR1' 
lAmchsupport includes mission operations through delivery. Before ·la'B1ch. activities match those 
planned for Intelsat VI including Shuttle integration and in-bay testing. After launch. ground operations 
begin following ejection fran the Shuttle and injection by the IPS. which is controlled by a spa.cecraft 
seqmncer. lOst injection operations include telemetry verification. attiturte detennination. and the first 
tra.1ectory correction maneuver ten days after injection. 
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r------------------, LAUNCH SUPPORT I • : HUGHES: 
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• STANDARD INTEGRATION AND IN-BAY TESTING PERINTELSATVI 
• NO OPERATIONS FROM LAUNCH THROUGH INJECTION 
• CHECKOUT AND ATTITUDE UPDATE FOlLOWING-INJECTION 
• HA~DOVER SPACECRAFT AFTER FIRST TCM 
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INFORMATlOO R~IRED FOR Pf'ASE B STUDY-SClmcE 
The current study assumes certain values or guidelines for undefined pa.r~tel"$ which fundamentally affect 
the Mars Orbiter design. These paralOOters shoulrl be clearly speci fied before a Rlase B study to properly 
valirlate a design before full scale development. 
A clear definition of the science objectives is necessary to the mission and spacecraft design. A 
significant clirm.tol~y drift period increaes the mission cost. £efinition of science operation during drift 
allows a final cost tradeoff including mission operations. The optimum aeronOOlY orbit and arrival date depend 
on the precision of approaching the sub&>lar and antisolar points. Similarly. density sampling requirements 
size the orbit parameters and sustenance propellant needs. Radio science. if required. extends operating time 
per orbit and sizes antenna pointing requirements and command sequencing. 
Current instrument uncertainties could affect mechanical la:yout. electrical interfaces. and spacecraft 
data return capabili tv. Spacecraft power and mass reserves. tape recorder size. and data playback sequences 
also depend on the instrument requirements. The current design accoornodates the baseline pa~lloa.ds and clima-
tology Options 1 and 2. The high cOOlbined data rate of the GRS and M~ of Option 3 require increased tape 
recorder capability. These data rate requirements should be reviewed. 
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INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR PHASE B STUDY - SCIENCE 
SCIENCE DEFINITION 
• DEFINE SCIENCE OPERATION DURING CLIMATOLOGY DRIFT ORBIT -
• QUANTIFY AERONOMY REQUIREMENT FOR SUBSOLAR/ANTISOLAR 'MAPPING 
• SPECIFY ATMOSPHERE DENSITY PROFILE FOR AERONOMY SAMPLING 
• DEFINE REQUIREMENT FOR RADIO SCIENCE (IF ANY) 
INSTRUMENT DEFINITION 
• REFINE ALL INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS 
-' • ..>;"- .-, :;---' -~. --:--";~--;:-'::'L::;~;"" 
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INfURMATlOORmtJIRID RlRPHASE 8 STlIDY -MISSIOO 
'lbe st~~_~b~!e"r_!I!!Slgns met all currently-specified mission reqUirements. However, notifications to 
the mission requirements. coupled wi th the science and instrument uncertainties addressed on the previous p!ge. 
could change the validity of the Orbiter designs. The communications uplink and downlink frequencies depend 
strongly on DSN constraints or flexibility. Specification of DSN capability should allow a tradeoff of S-banrt 
only. X-band only. and dual S-. X-band frequencies. Selecting a data handling strategy requires definition of 
the need or desire to recover data if a scheduled OON statio..-» becanes unavailable. 
'1be current design. including three tape recQrders. gives full data return with _any_single canponent 
failure. A si~le recorder failure with a less expensive ,two tape recomer design results ir" partialrtat& 
loss. SpecifYing the data return redundancy requirements detenmines the hamware design. especially the ne~ 
for a thfrd tape recorder. 
Flying both the climatology and t~ aerQl10lly mis~lon reduces~J!e a~~~age ~~Jler mission. A fina~L~uence __ 
requires definition of the preferred launch year for each mission. 
The ~utt1e thennal environment may con-strat-n- the--spacecraft thennal design. This environment must be 
specified. 
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INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR PHASE B STUDY- MISS.ION • • t..iGMli .",a'-An co;.;.i .. : 
• SPECIFY DSN CONSTRAINTS ON UPLINK AND DrYtINLINK FREQUENCY 
• SPECIFY SPACECRAFT, RESPONSE TO DSN mJT~,GE 
• SPECIFY REDUNDANCY PHILOSOPHY FOR DATA RETURN 
• DEFINE TWO MISSION SEQUENCE 




SOOGESTED INVESTIGATI<J.lS-PRIOR TO-PHASE-B-STL'DV 
~, 
~ 
'lbe previous two charts describe infonnation needed to best, perfonn a Ibase B Mars Orbiter design stooy. 
-- "-- -~ -~ -- ._-_.-_-._.- --
Addi tional r:ecmvnended investigations canconfinn assumptions made during the current study. Raase 8 could 
continue to use these assumptions, but that could change during full scale development. 
'l1le-8 hour OON -pass-constraint limits the time available for camand loads, special real time modes, and 
recovery fran DSN outages. Increasing the period to 9 or 10 hours Significantly enhances these functions' with 
little or no increase to the operations-cost. 
The 100 m/sec planet protection flV specification-gives extremely stable-orbits.-A-n!duced--requ1-~t 
probably can satisfy planetary quarantine requireroonts, with the saved propellant aHowing a longer mission, or 
shortening the climatology mission drift phase. 
Meeti~ specified orb! t motion and density samplilJt!ln, the ael'()llqtly mi:~sion depe~~ ~_~~ __ g!"'!-!!!B:tiOO:lll 
effects. Better definition of Mars gravitational distribution provides higher confidence in meeting these' 
specifications. 
Better specification of the aeronomy atmospheric density requirements will determine the mission design. 
-- -- ."-
'Ibis design process also requires better knowledge of the diurnal, geographic, and seasonal density variations. 
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SUGGESTED I NVESTlGAIlONS_ eRIOR TO PHASE B STUDY -~--.- - ,_.-
I I 
: HUGHES: 
I , L __________________ J 
• REVIEW 8 HR DSN PASS CONSTRA1NT 
• .1EVIEW PLANETARY QUARANTINE REQUIREMENT 
e REVIEW MARS GRAVITAl-1-9NAL--SPEGIFIGA-TION 
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